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Genscher Meets With Slovene Leaders in ‘ illach 

400207114491 vienna ORF Television Network 

in German 1000 GMT 2 Jul 91 

[Wolfgang Dietmar report] 

}Teat] FRG Foreign Minister Hans-Dietnch Genscher 
was scheduled to hold talks in Ljubljana today with the 
Slovene political leadership. However, the situation in 
Slovenia +s exacerbating. Hostilities between the Yugo- 

slay People’s Army and the Terrntonal Defense Forces 
are escalating. For this reason, Villach 1s the venue of 
talks between Genscher and the Slovene politicians 
Because of the current situation im the neighboring 
country of Slovenia, Croatia's President Franjo Tud- 
yman did not attend the talks in Villach. Tudjman 
canceled the tnp for secunty reasons. Thus, Genscher 
held talks with Slovema’s President Milan Kucan end 
Foreign Ministe: Ruz! 

Foresygn Minister Hans-Dietnch Genscher stressed that 
he 1s holding talks as a representative of the country that 
1s currently chairing the CSCE Crisis Committee. He left 
no doum that Germany supports the agreements that 
have been negotiated by the EC troika in Belgrade and 
tha: the agreements achieved in the talks must be uncon- 
ditionally umplemented now. Asked whether Chancellor 
Kohl has not recently spoken clearly in favor of the nght 
to self-determination of Slovenia and Croatia and 
whether he, Genscher, would try to achieve a correction 

of the course in this respect, Genscher stated: 

[Begin Genscher recording] No. As a matter of fact, we 
have always held the view—not only the Federal Gov- 
ernment but also the EC—that Yugoslavia’s problems 
must be solved on the basis of the Helsinki Final Act and 
the Pars Charter. The principles stipulated in these 
documents include respect for human nghts and the 
nghts of minornties. [end recording) 

Asked how Germany and the EC will behave if the 
results of the talks between Belgrade and the EC troika 
are not emplemented—which 1s looking increasingly 
hikely—<renscher stated in a very cautious manner that 
at thes pount one can only appeal to the parties involved 
to end al! hostilities as soon as possible 

Genscher also announced that he will hold talks with 
Austnan Foreign Minister Alors Mock He also promised 
support for Slovenia's and Croatia's wish that interna- 

tional observers should be sent to Yugoslavia 

[Begin Genscher recording) After all, | supported the 
wish that observers be sent to Yugoslavia both here and 
in Belgrade, and also in Bonn. | hope that agreement will 
be reached on this issue within the EC. I believe that the 
reports that reached us during the past few hours—even 
if they should turn out to be only partially true—make 

the need for the presence of international observers even 
more urgent. [end recording] 

Genscher exphcnly reyected the dispatch of military 
observers from the EC region to Slovema, Croatia, and 
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Belgrade. Political observers should be dispatched to 
Belgrade. Genscher pointed out. He promised to advo- 

cate this step to the EC. Genscher has just left Villach 
and will most probably fly to Bonn in a few minutes. 

CSCE Calls For Return of Troops to Barracks 

ALO2I0°06 3891 Vienna Ocesterrexch Eins Radio 
Network in German 0500 GMT 2 Jul 9! 

[Report by Roland Machatschke] 

[Text] The first emergency mecting of the newly estab- 
ished CSCE Conflict Prevention Center in Vienna 
ended shortly after 0100. The topic of this meeting was 
the operations of the Yugoslav Federal Army in Slove- 
ma. Austma had been the driving force behind the CSCE 
meeting because, in Austna’s view, the federal Army 
actions are a threat to peace, security, and stability not 

only in Yugoslavia but in all of Europe. After more than 
five hours. am agroement was reached on two pournts. 

Roland Machatschke reports 

|Machatschke] Even the Yugoslav representative agreed: 
The CSCE demands the immediate cessation of all 
fighting and the return of all armed forces—both of the 
federal Army and the Slovene Termtonal Forces—to 
therr barracks. No agreement was reached by the nego- 
tiators on the third proposal presented by Austra, 

namely the sending of CSCE observers to verify the 
implementation of this measure. delegation head Vuk- 

ovich reported 

[Begin Vukovich recording] Some sad that actually 1: 1s 
a good idea and the EC 1s also developing similar ideas. 
but the whole thing would be premature and cannot be 
decided in a hurry here. Allegedly. there 1s readiness to 
discuss thes idea in Prague in two days. [end recording] 

On 3 and 4 July the political crisrs-management mecha- 
nism will be tested in Prague. at the seat of the new 
CSCE Secretanat 

in Vienna the insistence of some states on their old 
pro-Belgrade line was clearly visible France, for 
instance, has clearly expressed its solhdanty However, a 

certam change in thinking in the case of Germany, Great 
Britain. the United States. and others can also be seen 

Nevertheless. nobod, questioned the information pro- 
vided by Yugoslavia that only |.100 men of the Federal 
Army were involved in the operations. Ambassador 
Vukovich also had to refute a number of claims by the 
Yugoslav delegation that the Austnan Army cooperated 
with the Slowenes and had called on Federal Army 
soldiers to desert 

Even though not everything went as Austna would have 
liked. Ambassador Vukovich 1s generally satisfied with 
the result of the first CSCE conflict-prevention confer- 
ence 

[Begin Vukovic recording) Many states still put the unity 
and terntonal integrity at the head of their expectations 
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for a future settlement of the Yugoslav problems, im 
"articular by other ronaligned states, but also by several 
West European states. However, 1s gratifying that 
many people in Europe understand the realities better as 

a result of the events in Slovenia and that these positions 

are slowly developing. [end recording] 

UN's Perez de Cuellar on \ugoslavia, Gulf War 

400107122091 Hambure DER SPIEGEL im German 

I Jul 91 pp 126-129 

[Interview with UN Secretary General Javeer Perez de 
Cuellar by Ssegesmund von Ilsemann and Romain Leick 
mm New York, date not given: “I Hate Superpowers”) 

[Text] [DER SPIEGEL] Mr. Secretary General, only 
twice om its hustory has the UN Securmty Council 
approved military missions against aggressors: In 1950 
m Korea and in 1990 mm Kuwast. Do you think that 
further missions of thes kind are hkely” 

[Perez de Cuctlar] Chapter 7 of the UN Charter always 
provides for the threat of intervention by the Secunty 
Counct| However, as a man of peace, | hope that we wall 
solve international problems cxclusrvely by means of 
negotiations 

[DER SPIEGEL) Could the next UN mission take place 
in Yugoslavia. since there os fighting mm Slovenia and 
Croatia” 

[Perez de Cuctlar] Thes ss an internal problem, which the 
Y ugosiavs will hopefully solve on their own—the sooner 

the better However. the situation really gives reason for 
concern 

[DER SPIEGEL] For the neighboring countrnes i could 
even become a danger to peace 

[Perez de Cuellar] History has shown how dangerous this 
region 1s Some politicians beleve that they can achieve 
a new federation with ther actions. | hope they are nght 
Be that as 1t may. | cannot interfere. But I can cxpress my 
concern and appeal to the vanous republics to preserve 
the country’s unity 

[DER SPIEGEL] How would you respond to a request 
by Slovenia to send 'N observers” 

[Perez de Cuctlar] Slovema 1s not an independent UN 
member 

[DER SPIEGEL) The U.S. pubhe os celebrating the 
victory on the Gulf war Are you also satusfied with its 
results” 

[Perez de Cuctlar] The fact alone that the war is over 
gives satisfaction Now we must watch very closely to 
ensure that all UN resolutions are umplemented The 
Secunty Council has achreved some kind of record with 
13 resolutvons on the same topic passed since the Iraq: 
invasion of Kuwart on 2 August 
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[DER SPIEGEL] Most of them still have to be umple- 
mented. 

[Perez de Cuellar] | very much Sope that Irag will adhere 
to them. However. the impi-mentation of some impor- 
tant elements of these resolutions might take a long ume 

[DER SPIEGEL] What do you consider to be particu- 
larly tume-consuming” 

[Perez de Cucilar] The abolinon of weapons of mass 
destruction. | very much hope that the Iragrs contmbute 
Quite senously to that. Then there 1s the problem of 
reparations. | proposed to the Secunty Council not to 
demand moce than §0 percent of Iraq's on! revenues for 
reparations. lac Amencans demanded $0 percent 

[DER SPIEGEL] Why did vou urge lower payments” 

[Perez de Cuellar} | had to take into account the internal 
situation, the humananan situation in Irag. It 1s not all 

mght that the Iraq: people are suffering. The leadersnip ts 
not affected, « us the people who are close to starving. 
The international community must think about this very 
thoroughly. Otherwise, we will soon have to feed 18 

millon Iraqis 

[DER SPIEGEL] If one sees the suffering of the Iraqi 
people and takes into consideration that Saddam 
Husayn is still in power, do you really think that a 
military mission «s a justifiable response to an aggres- 
sion” 

[Perez de Cucilar] The UN Charter provides for the use 
of force. | cannot resect something that belongs to the 
UN principles 

[DER SPIEGEL) Would you have preferred to give the 
sanctions more time” 

[Perez de Cuellar] Theoretically. the sancthons should 
have been given more time. However, in view of the 
determination of the Iraq: leadership. | do not beheve 
that the sanctions would have been effective if they had 
been continued for, let us say. some months more 

[DER SPIEGEL] The Amencans accuse Baghdad of 
continuing to pursue a secret nuclear arms program Is 
the United Nations able to verify this” 

[Perez de Cucilar] The inspectors whom | sent to Irag 
complained about some difficulties The Amencans 
have their own sources of information They have been 
greatly concerned to observe that the Iragrs have trans- 
ported equipment from one hase to the neat Of course. 
the Security Council has to investigate thes 

[DER SPIEGEL) The US. Administration seems to be 
determined to get md of Saddam by marntaming the 
international sanctions indefinitely Is this still covered 
by the UN resolution” 

[Perez de Cuctiar] In this house we are careful not to 
interfere in the internal affairs of other countnes. Out of 
basic consderations, overthrowing & government can 
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hardly be a political goal of the Unmned Nations. What 
the Amenmcans demand 1s another thing, bul in my wiew 
the sanctions should be the punishment for violating 
international jaw and not be seen as @ Means to over- 

throw Saddam. Otherwise. the United Nations wll lose 
its philosophical basis 

[DER SPIEGEL] You do not think that the United 
States uses the United Nations to achieve its own goals” 

[Perez de Cuellar] I hope not 

[DER SPIEGEL) Could the predominance of one single 
member state not lead to the United Nations being 
abused” 

[Perez de Cuellar] l am very umterested in preserving this 
organization as was imtended: as a forum for the 
peaceful solution of problems without the dominating 
influence of one country or one group of countnes 
Otherwrse, the Unned Nations would not be a demo- 
cratic orgamization anymore. | respect the United States 
very much. It ss a country that I appreciate extremely 
However, | have always hated the concept of super- 
powers because it 1s in senous conflict with the concept 
of the Unnted Nations. And since I did not like having 
two superpowers, | am even more uneasy about a single 
one 

[DER SPIEGEL) A few months ago you sand that the 
Goelf war «as not a war of the United Natons. even 
though it was legal 

[Perez de Cuctlar] That ss correct. In the Korean war the 
United Nations was fully mvolved. There were blue 
helmets there. a UN flag. and a UN supreme command. 
In Kuwart it was a war that had been approved by the 
Lnned Natons. but « was not a UN war General 
Schwarrkopf, the US commander-in-<hief, did not send 
his reports to us. The Security Councs! did not have any 
influence on the military operations 

[DER SPIEGEL) Would « not have been more adron im 
political terms to use real UN troops this time, too” 

[Perez de Cuellar] This you would have to ask the 
Amencans | do not know whether they ever considered 
such a possibility dumng any stage of the development 

[DER SPIEGEL) You would have favored a” 

[Perez de Cuellar] Of course, because this would be the 
complete umplementation of Chapter 7 of the UN 
Charter. Article 42 says that the Secunty Council may 
use naval aor. and ground forces to reestablish security 
and peace. if rt thonks that attempts to come to a peaceful 
solution have been unsuccessful. This tume a median 
path was chosen, which, however, cannot be called a UN 
operation. This ss more than just a nuance. This 1s an 
important difference 

[DER SPIEGEL) How can the United Nations improve 
its abvlity to prevent conflicts imstead of fighting im 
them” 
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[DER SPIEGEL)! You would hke to have satelines.. 

[Perez de Cucilar} Of course 

[DER SPIEGEL) _ and more powers for the office of the 

[DER SPIEGEL) Since the Security Council was con- 
structed around its five permanent members, the world 

reshape the Secunty Council” 
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[Perez de Cuellar} It 1s not my task to decade this but that 
of the Secunty Council. And there are five permanent 
members. whech can block amy change mm the Charter 

|DER SPIEGEL) The German Government was harshly 
crmtpcured for us refusal to get involved mulitaniy im the 
Gelf war What contnbeton do vou cxpect Bonn to 
maic’ 

|Perez de Cucilar] I do not have any reproach for the 
FRG because the Germans have always made very 
important contnbyutions to our activites. 

[DER SPIEGEL] 
doers 

[Perez de Cucilar] Your government had problems with 
that It can help with logistics. communications. and 
other technologees. Soldsers need not come from every 
cowntry But of Germany one day wants to reinforce our 
peacekeeping troops. this would certainly be welcomed 

(DER SPIEGEL) Are vou taking specific proposals to 
Bonn” 

|Perer de Cuellar} | am working on that. | have excellent 
relatpons with my good fnend Hans-Dietnch Genscher. 
«ith vour pressdent, and with your chancellor. | will tell 
them cxactly what I hawe told you that | very much 
«cicome German help for our operations, above all in 
cooperation mvolving com numcations and logsstics 

(DER SPIEGEL) The end of the cold war has given nse 
to hopes for broad mmternational cooperation. Do vou see 
thes as a chance to overcome the North-South conflict” 

|Perer de Cuellar] | tell you quite frankly that when | 
eave my desk on 31 December a «ill be one of my 
haggest disappomtments that | have not been able to 
estaPbirsh an international commuttee for senous North- 
South dialogue The Afnncan countncs that | visited at 
the beginning of last month are desperate Ther situa- 
thon os termite. It 1s shocking to see the misery of these 
small countnes: They are on the path toward democra- 
tuzaton and market economy but they have the 
that they are not berg rewarded for that 

(DER SPIEGEL) Rewarded by whom’ 

\Perer de Cuctlar] The people say | we have a 
democratic government, but it does not have any bene- 
fits at all. owr lweng conditions have not improved 
Immediately the minds of these people equal democracy 
«ith poverty and hunger The industnalized countnes in 
the | neted Natons urge all these toward 
racy But they support these democracies neither with 
cconome and nor with financial means. the 
countnes of the South are om ther current situation, the 
industnal nathons are sitteng on a shaky throne 

but they have never provided soi- 

: 

2 : 
[DER SPIEGEL] Would vou enter a third term of office 
as secretary general to lead the United Nations through 
thes both crtcal and promusing stage” 
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[Perez de Cucilar] No. You are the first whom | wall tell 
that I do not want to stay m this office another day. A 
secretary gencral should not be in office for 15 vears 

[DER SPIEGEL) There are reports that vou have 
accepted a limited extension 

[Perez de Cucilar] 1 am ot willing to stay another year so 
that the Securty Council can find the mght successor. | 
never sand that | woulé accept a lumited cxterson. This 
1s completely wrong. It 1s high ume for me to go home. | 
am an old man. but I am very healthy. | am not at the 
end physically. but perhaps | am mentally cxhausied 

because there are so incredibly many frustratoons im this 
office 

[DER SPIEGEL) What do vou cxpect of vour successor” 

[Perez de Cuellar) Fresh blood 1s needed. and perhaps a 
different understanding of this office But much more 
important than a new. younger secretary gencra!l «ho 1s 
im has fornes would be to give more powers to the | nited 
Nations. This ts not a question of one person. There are 
wonderful people here But if one docs not Dreathe new 
life unto the Unsted Natons, what ss 1s use” 

[DER SPIEGEL] What does your successor need most” 

[Perez de Cuciiar] | leave to my successor an orgamiza- 
tion whose prestige has been reesiabiished However the 

poor man in my chair would need coordinated support 

Membership in the United Nations must be given more 
weight. not by words, not by putting a new man at the 

toy, Dut Dy grveng the new man the necessary means of 
power 

[DER SPIEGEL) Mr. Secretary General. thank you for 
thes interview 

EC-EFTA Breakthrough ‘Simply Another Round 

PW010°08419! Stackholm SUENSAA DAIGALADET 
in Swedish 25 Jun Yi p 

[Sopine Petzell report: “The EC Is Trveng To Run Away 
From the EES Agreement”) 

[Text] Salzburg—“The EC 1s trving to run away from the 
EES [European Econom Space) agreement reached in 
Luxembourg.” Foreign Trade Minister Anta Gradin 
sand yesterday on arrival in Salzburg for the annual 
meeting between EFTA [European Free Trade Associa 
thon) ministers and the top EC leadership 

Her irmtation increased during the day when i emerged 
that the EC-EFTA meeting, which was to have been the 
ceremonial end to the EFS negotiations. had instead to 
be devoted to sortung out what had and what had not 
been decided at last week's meeting of foreign ministers 
m Luxembourg On this port there was no agreement 
The political breakthrough of which everyone was 
talking in Luxembourg turned into a Dreakthrough for 
confusion in Salzburg 
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“We have a politecal agreement from Luxembourg. « ss 

demanding that they be allowed to fish in EFTA waters 
om return for the EFTA being allowed to cxpor is 
fishenes products freely to the EC_ The fishenes question 
s lenked wath the EC's regional pohcy demands on the 
EFT A countnes, which are also cupected to set up a fund 
for the EC's less developed arts and mecrease thew 

progress in an intense round of discussions which lasted 
well into the weekend 
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Germany. Britza, and Denmark are among the coun- 
tnes that have protested against the fishc: os agreement. 

lt also became apparent that a long list of other Questions 

Austna and Sevtzeriand 1s to bx solved The EC 
firm mm its demand for an ageement on road freight 
through the two countnes before an EES agreement can 

it was clear a week ago that thes would not be possbdic 
Instead a clear pornt declaration was cxupectcd in Salzburg 
to the effect that a solution is possible within a few 
weeks lustead the meeting was sim.) another rownd of 
negotiations. and no one knows when they el! end 
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SER Conflict Still Affecting Border Crossings 

Five Held 0) Slovenes 

40 O20 70D! | eens Oesterrenct Eons Rado Network 

n German 0500 GMT 2 Jul 9! 

(Roden Stocker report from Canntha) 

Excerpts) Five of the sua large road checkpoonts Betecen 
Canntiea and Slowenw have been  ostrofied by the 

Slovene mubtaa. Durng the previoes days the Slovene 
milrta comtrolied only three of them At the sath chech- 
poent. the Narawanien foghway tunnel. the setuaton 1s 

uncicar at the moment It ss unknoen eficther Y ugosiay 
or Slovene urets ave standing on the other mde of the 
tummel At the Loudipass checkpount transfer of control to 
the Sioweme melita took place peacefully vesterday 
evemeng. The federal Army soldvers were taken to the 

hinterland hy Dus [passage omtted] 

At the moment. three of the border checkpornts eth 

Siovemsa are stoll closed Wurrenpass. the Karawanken 
highway tumnmel. and BlerDurg-Grabiach Lorbipass and 
Seehergsatte! are open for passenger cars. Lavamuend 1s 
open for all vettiacies 

Trade ‘Completely Stopped 
10 O20 U6El9) lb enng DIE PRESSE on German 
. : : 

. Jui Vipi 

[Report by Christine Domforth. Alexander Fieber. and 
Herbert Pollak “Trade With Yugoslavia Close to Col- 
lapse. Repayment of Debts in Danger™) 

Excerpt) Veenna Beigrade—The almost complete 
closemg of the borders to Slowensw has compictely 

stopped Austra’s trade orth Vugosizvia. efech has 

sireads shown a decline this vear Economec Monsster 
Wolfgang Schuessel sees not only a strong declome om the 
current foregn trade volume of | 9 Dulhon schellings Dut 
also far-reachong consequences over the commeng vears A 
total of 473 »oont ventures betecen Austnan and Yugo 
slay companes as ecll as our southern ocighboring 
cowntry 's abelety to pay are at stake because thes year its 
towrrem well Dring only a fracthon of last vear's fore gn 
currency revenues of 21 Dulhon schallongs In total. Y ugo- 
slavia owes Austra more than |0 Bulhon schellongs 

Dureng the first quarter of 199! foreign trade euth 
Y ugosiasia dechned comsderadly because Uf the deten- 
orating financial stuaton of our southern neughbonng 
cowntry Schucsse! aressed vesterday Exports to ¥ ugo- 
slavia dechoned by | 4 percent compared eth the same 
permed om 1940 and enports were | § percent lor + Lan 
vear the volume of trade erth Yugoslavia am ated to 
about 19 belhon schillengs, with 12.5 Dilhot goung to 
exports and 6 $ Dulbon to omports 

Now Schuesse! also fears far-reaching comsequences for 
4°) Austnan compames that Rave entered pount ventures 
with Slovene compemes In the future. the repayment of 
Vugosiay cetts « also questionable because foreign 
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Currency) revouucs trum toursm. ef 8 most recently 

amounted to 2! Sulbon «xtullings eull  jost The loans 
to Yugoslavia that are guaraviced D. the Austman Gov- 
ernment amount to 6 $ Dulsot: «*ellangs in additon 

there are > 9 Bullaoe schallings of P24 lags erthoul stale 
guaramtess. So far. the loans have boc servace:| punctu- 
ally shght dciavs im payment have always Dee: made up 

[passage ormitied) 

SFRY Accusations of Helping Slovenia Rejected 
4L OV TSO! | emns Ciesterren® bins Rado Neteort 

on German 0800 GWT 2 Jul 9! 

[Imervnee eutht Defemse Monster Werner Fassladend 
Gertune Maschier ir. \ senna ~ during the moght —revcorded) 

[Text] [Ammouncer! Yesterday eveneng on 4 Belgrade 
television newscast called “The Proe of Slowene Inde- 

The Austnan Arm allegedly proviced active 
Slovene Termtonal Cacfense Forces im 
border chechpeunts. «: partcular om 

[Fassiabend) First, | would bac to repect these accuse 
homs as completely unfounded At the same tome, | 
would hke to add that the entire world may convince 
itectf of how we are acteng Our actrvitees are exclhumvels 
aimed at preventing potential fighting im northe:n Silo 
vena from spreading to Ausinan territers and pre- 

one should stop fillong the lulls im the fighting orth 
special verbal aggressor 

[Maschier| Mr Momester. the accwsatooms even go wo far 
as to clanm that some military postions at the Slovene 

border were congucred & the Slovene Terrtornal 
Defense Forces eith the help of the Austrnan Arey 
These are relatively semous accusations 

[Fassiabend] | do not want to speculate any further on 
what mates the respomele persons made such clans | 

can wmagine that. under certain conditroms there are 
reasons for that. such as to cover up one's Own wral- 
nesecs of. perhaps. to make verhel preperation: for 

certam things However | really do not ean. to engage in 
any further speculation: | eould just lke to say that ec 
eri not only do everything to avoud mtertering 
maternal terms Dut also to avon further escalating the 
ieee 1m emMotonal terms 

[Maschier] Mr Muneter how ell Austra react to these 
accusshons’ 
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|Fassiatend! | thomk that ee well not specefically react at 
all 

Ceowatrs Te Give $17.8-Millien Lean to SFRY 

40 02) W899! bienna DER STANDARD i German 
lJal Sipil 

fw” cepert “Austran Loan for Y agosiaxca™) 

‘Text) Veemma—Austna “ull contmbute $17.8 maibon. 
whech «= about 122 mulhon Austmnan schilhags. © a2 
ITA [European Free Trade Associaton] loan for Y ugo- 
sl sca Thes was decaded Dy the financial coommuttec last 
Ucdnesday (26 June] 

The um from the EFT A structural fund involves a total 
of $100 euthon All other EFTA states have meanehilc 
also made a positive decrmon concermang ther coatnDde- 
moms. The Fenance Moemestry sees so protiems. despite 
the crvel war 

EFT A boches well decade on the release of the credit. 
They cmaght ma the loan to certam conditons or imsists 
a dry mom amorg the repudbcs Y ugosiavia owes Austna 
s Milhom efullings 

“Nlock Praises EC Mission: Skepticism Continues 

tl 0007) 2068) beema Oesterrenct® Eins Rado Netroork 

= (erman 1000 GUT I Jul 0! 

‘Acmen Wolf repert om ocws conference by Foreign 
Viomester Alos Mock ecth uandentfied reporters in 
Vienna on | July} 

(Text! The EC memor to Yugoslavia eas successful last 
oogit. Foren Minester Alows Mock statee Mock. how- 
ever Comtenucs to he skeptical 

[Begrn Mock recordeng) The EC messons have made an 
important and peutrve comtmDuthon to achieving a halt 
to the armed confhets and to reducing the tension The 
omens, however along erth ots long-term aspects, has not 
heen climinated We should not Rave any dhusons here 
lend recording] 

Maca then tmed to help clanfy an mnternatonal issue that 
has heen ransed dunng the past few daye—the question 
as to bow the suspenmon of Slowene and Crostan 
independence as demanded Dy “ 

defined In Mock's voee. only the consequences 
declaratons of independence that 
realized are affected Dut not the declaration of 
dence itveif Lusembourg’s Foregn 
the Movene Foregn Monster Rupe! exphoitly 
thes once more vesterday Maca stressed 

The clectrom of Supe Mess as presedent has 

ny Hie 

Hi jal 
TF f 
ll Is fil 

tamt theng r+ the return 

AUSTRIA ? 

The Army must also Se euthdrwen from the Austins 
border the foreign munister stated. 

Retermng to tus tetephone calls euth poltcans in Bel 
grade. LjudDhjana end Zagred. journalests asked fom to 
ast cutest om ss weee. the Army follows the orders of 
the pohbmcans wm Belgrade. ac = to what degre the Army 
teaderstup acs independentis Mock rephed 

[Beg @ Mock recording) Not to formulate ot on « prowox 
ative egy. | would say that the Army leaderstip acts oo 
an extreme!) autonomous ea, If sometods sere to gc 
bevond that im hss assessment. | would sot contradict 

tum. [end recording) 

Seviet Prime Mimester Paview Pays Official \ ist 

Meets With \ ranitzky, Waldheim 

40 2400/5508! bienng DIE PRESSE 2 German 
I9 Jun Sip § 

PM FW” report “Development of Relanons ‘on 
New Bass Cordial Words Durmg Paviow's Yiat to 
Vienna”) 

As Paviow sand af the sees conference. thanks to its 

neutrality. Austra can move from the functor of a 



s ALSTRIA 

cTeanges afc Dot 4 Satural Calasiropie. Dowever, dun “tie 
Sciderate .foxre of our poopie. ~ 

Al a lecture 20 representantes of the Austr.an economy. 

Pavios anmmownced that one-thard of the unsecurcd 
- ots agaemst Oe USSR Dy Austman caporters orl noe 
=< peed. im vee of the Sovret Unvon’s rehabdie paymens 
m the past. they bad refraned from requesiag sate 
e\port imsuramce om the past few years. ADowe all email 
ami medhum-szed enterpmses are waiting for adout > 
Dulbor sctollngs. Paviow sand that a solubon for the 
"emai ning eo-thirds os also deung sought 

Clavms Ds coomomac repress Matives according to efach 

the L SSR must vouch for the money were only accepted 
bh Pavlov to some extent. The dfficulmes im the pay- 
ment of supphes are also caused Dy the Austman enter- 

Pmscs imoompetence efen Ue contracts are concluded. 

The USSR needs market ccomnom, instruments to reor- 

gamize the country’s ccopomy. This does not mean, 
however that “we want to Secome the U nuted States.” In 
the MeV! few montis the ecomom.: stuahon weil] vimdiy 
umprove The country’s shortage of focege cxuchange 
must Se remeubed }» new credits. be stated 

bt ovaeme lysees Discussed 

#0 0/07) 3298! biennag DIE PRESSE wn German 

‘Excerpt! Yremma—Sevret Prume Monster Valente 
Pavlos has assessed the future development of the USSR 
‘Mm am optimist manner Already at this pout. there are 

gms of Madihzahon and an ecomomic upseing should 
take Place om the neat few montita, Se told representa- 
tives of Austra s coomesys 
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Pavios advocaied Ue roorgemizabon of We Sovect 
COOMNT BONg Malkct Meese utes dul sirosecd (Oi 
tus Goss Sol Mesn thal ic COEaIN 62n Ww tut ato 

anoiier ( mied Naies of Amemca lads ual ceterpracs 
ell & granted more autcecoms @ Be twee Nate 
contra: eal] only ake place ot icy wpdusimes, sxc? 2 lic 
proguchor of muncral oul. satucal goa and gold The 
enterprises are (ic Most omrcrtant bak we We Chain of 
ccomomac reforms, Paviow + “csscd 

Durang tie . *% of central planning -xporters only Bad to 
knoe the ytugraphy <¢ forege vade ” Now forege 
emterprscs Should turn dhrect!’ t© ihe crienpriscs of lhe 
Sovoet L mor and conclude Sumocw decals ert! cm 
With he umor treaty. any inflvence on We part of ite 
centra: state eul Se clammnmated Pavics pounted oul 

Passage orm tied 

Reportage ve Y ot 
BHD ») e898! 

For Sosoet reportage on the ves. Oy Sowset Prome Mhe- 
ster Valentin Pavioy to Austra. inciuchag reperts on tes 
talks erth CRanceilor Franz \reertziy and Prewdret 
Kurt Waidhewm we tie Imtermabeona: Affaers sevbor of 
the 2° Jume Sower L moe DAILY REPORT and sudsc- 
quent sues. 

Aid Givee we lsraci for Gulf War Damage 
4 2800/6569) | ienng DIE PRESSE in German 

28 Jun Sip 2 

[Tent] Yeemma—Sate Secretary Peter Jamkownc ht. eho 
% ao m-poneie for development ad. Saaded We 
Israch charge d affaires on Vemma a chev’ for $2 nalhon 
This special measure of the Austman Govermmer: 5 to 

denefit those people eho ecre left Someiess Oe. use OF 
the Gulf ear Jamkowrtec® stresneu tte West s Jury to 
g ve fincacial support to the victems of the Gull ear 
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Beugeesm 

* Vol sue Meigs Mat Party Congres. im Mascot 
+ £0008 Brawsess LE SLVR ms Free 

* Wow © P = 

whore + Marae Oudunsor “Pustve Track Koco 
\oiksume Wl Sas”) 

Text) The Volksume 5L. or Poopie’s . aroe) caprescs 

NON aAboe eli IS De DopSeheor of We goecremecel 
Bul WN cxauilaben 

\ oksuutee Dold ots 1st Congress at Masset oe Saturday. 
de Lemme ea “Plgader Das promesc Te congress 
gave Mes oo aabor of We party ’ Wiroe voers of gorcr- 
meet The overall rooord, etic someefal ncompicte. 
sweltyomg = Tiamks (\ sae) to “the comduned efforts 
“De Dart) | teeter aad os parlameetary groups ~ 
(+ Cally some Jotegaios eound Lave preferred Ww rane 
=») We work of VU office, out Me comre ero 

mee Ad Somme ought We rosaiubor adopted Dy We 
ONgIeSS 4as toe week, too Weted, bk “re WootPiess bon.” 

Tre \ Lo weed hal rooord of aooomphaAmeet « aoom- 

mete Deveuse. o@ aoverdamee eth We gorerameet 
avon. versal umportaal ssucs must stall bb cosived 
whore De cle bem phase Uiree of We Constiveeonai 
‘chor. = Dat an amecedmert Jew mdes as ovmsiing of 
Soret oevbems to Wc Fle ual pechament, an cad w 

soume mandates, Jer oboe to He iqgpoms of reowdual 
powers aod We mghi to comiude reeves, recuficabon 
aod reform of putin “eance. ostma@beoe of a wow 

neme ea) POLS. aed 4 Bee DOlWCal Culture © 

Tre VL advises Ukal aperilic agreements aeed tp De roa ted 
oo (Dene sawes Defore segehaborms oe We | Y8L Dudget 
am be concluded Phase rece wemari, woods to be 

oome 
mo ster aed Daalget memster—ite VL is aot issuing 
stimatum ie octer words, We VL eculd aot leeve 
goverm meet ceen |! Mkase Uree romans vals a 

deel But We 198) Dudget. @ Dew wee, eel eck 
cre ®orts ecto! Mase tirce 

Thal comets » be wee Alough We party Das one 

agem .alled o@ 0 partmers to way Wwthiully “whether 
tyes fheead bo Nak Cel of ew Comaetrcets aad Das 

‘sch & We case to “Gree os cen cone 

oe 

ove, We wet of ire veers of reo@wers Bole: leat 

“au Of preelechor pressurce = Bloe dd ou stop 
ihe § from Grvlarag “lf he government cammet o 
* | Sol Umpiement the govermment aoverd, | Would 
‘AT op So De ComseQuEROES, renga, and let We voters De 
‘Se octet Muge Sofeltz Ras rqevted an. Seber of 
ryote to beng We goveremeet down “We must oot 

ore est ce (he Dualget eegehaheoms Defore Wey Rave evee 
Soper ‘ougt the VL eel aot allow teelf to be fought 

wh eit® trifles 
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‘ctw? Were & Jorret aad fed apeomceia we A Max 
ree, ways Cadre B Mai adowl Frome areaing CH 

Joes ow Raader -oumg tor We From8 Joommumis ’ 
~ Tie baguatn ‘teaver & ave ngails tadunter | orc 
cam De Go Quesbor of CRangeng 1 Ook Soe. Sut Cree 
Aad, Nuge Sotutz wid ua “vaccllagoes From > poescrs 
mee 4 

Perr Keev-aove 

“im amother Wree or tour voars, we «1! De a Ge* party 
Volksume ap eRat & used Ww De A Deiter Wut’ Now 

roads EcOpt [Or 2 tee Dard-une "Om owas rcs 

Today. ¥\ oetants are ~\ aamee Ye Domodraice 
\Pieemat Free Democrats) Come are Wc Jas sco 
“OOtenety eas De party 6 cals aawe Te ¥ lL Wf Me 

1990's & figheng ce 2 QumDder of Toets Na adjoctewes 

D started Rangeng Deck We | 48U'S, wRce We part 5 
‘ortumes ecre 9 Jovime “We umermets Mako cron. 
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“VVD" to its traditional “VU": Volksurie-Viaamse 
Vrije Demokraten. Could it be the first siep toward 
dropping “VU” out of its name altogether? Shhhh.... 

Final step: the congress of Hasselt, this weekend. While 
it served as a forum for evaluating the VU'"s participation 
in government, it was also an opportunity for party 
cadres to affirm their commitment to the new VU line, 
thus to sanction a continuation of that course and 
express their conviction that phase three of state 
reform—though essential—is not all that matters: 
Flanders cares about other things too. 

These statements of position are of more than passing 
interest, with just a few months to go before elections, 
when fear of defeat could lead to a return of the old 
demons: simplistic linguistic campaign slogans. The lin- 
guistic issue has already proven its worth, whereas the 
newer ones have yet to demonstrate their voter appeal... 

But the die is cast: A few years from now, the VU-VVD 
will be a new party. The Hasselt congress gave the green 
light. And this may have some effect on its participation 
in the government. The VVD still considers participa- 
tion in government and completion of state reform 
important, but it also maintains “there is more to VU" 
and says it plans to broaden its program further, whether 
Or not it remains in the coalition. All the same, this will 
doubtless be easier to do if it remains part of the 
government. In practice, a return to opposition would 
almost inevitably be accompanied by some radicaliza- 
tion of rhetoric... communitarian rhetoric. 

Toothless Lion? 

Will the littie lion grow up? The VU's new campaign is 
provoking some smiles in Flanders. After “Flanders 
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Exists,” its slogan “Flanders Has Promise” sounds a bit 
like the cub’s roar. Another slogan has just appeared: 

“Flanders Is Growing Up.” Is that as much as to say it 
will be several more years before VU reaches maturity? 
Perhaps there's a grain of truth in that... After all, don’t 
some of its own militants sometimes compare it to a 
toothless lion? 

It us true that a year ago the Flemish nationalists took a 
decisive turn, giving up their toal reliance on a single 
charger—the commun'ty issue—in order to mde six 
hobby-horses at once (summed up by the new initials 
added to the old: VU-VVD). And it will take three or 
four more years for the renovation to be complete. 

But the party's identity problem goes beyond its initials. 
Surveys give VU only 10 percent of the votes, compared 
to 12.7 percent in 1987 and over 15 percent before that. 
It is possible, in fact, that by 1992 what used to be the 
third largest in Flanders will be number five. Doesn't it 
admit it would be happy to keep the fourth-place posi- 
tion it enjoyed in 1987? 

Where are VU's voters? Basically in Agalev. Truc, VU in 
the 1960's was Flanders’ ecology party. And numerous 
VU voters acknowledge today that their children are 
voting “green.” Which means Agalev might pick off that 
fourth-place prize after all... 

That possibility is not unrelated to the VU's change of 
course, a change which will continue to be overseen by 
party president Jaak Gabriels, who in the past had been 
opposed by some. But in 1992 he must sheathe his 
sword. Contenders are already on the starting line: Johan 
Sauwens, the Flemish executive minister, and Ms. 
Annemuie Van de Casteele, the vice president. 
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* Year's Chronology of Bloc Quebecois Reviewed 

91ENO624C Montreal LA PRESSE in French 
18 May 91 p BI 

[Article by Paul Roy: “Bloc Stratagems”] 

[Text] Let us begin the history of the Bloc Quebecois 
[BQ] as of 18 May 1990. 

Just ome year ago, to the day, around 0900, Francois 
Gerin, federal deputy from Megantic-Compton- 
Stanstead and militant of the “no” faction in 1980, left 
Vaudreuil’s Ramada Inn, where he had spent the night. 
Installing himself behind the wheel of his Cadillac, he 
turned the key and... nothing happened! He had for- 
gotten to turn off the car's headlights the night before. 

Around 1100, the Coaticook lawyer spotted Parliament 
Hill. He was on his way there to present his resignation 
from the Conservative caucus. Four days ahead of 
Lucien Bouchard. The reason? The Charest report, pub- 
lished the night before, which, in his view, “watered 
down the Lake Meech agreement.” Meech, do you 
remember” 

At noon, he concluded his speech to the House: “Madam 
President, long live Quebec, the Quebecois and the 
Quebecoises [male and female forms, respectively, of the 
term for citizens of Quebec]'” 

Francois Gerin was exhausted. That moment had been 
preceded by a period of several months of hesitation, 
tergiversation, and consultation—and some say, of 
wheeling and dealing, During that period, the deputy 
had been in frequent contact with the vice president of 
the Parti Quebecois [PQ], Berna: Landry. And he had 
met with Jacques Parizeau. 

He would now be working as an independent deputy in 
the House of Commons to further the cause of Quebec's 
sovereignty. The Trojan Horse. 

As he left the House of Commons, he was surrounded by 
reporters. Then, nothing further. A vacuum. “Suddenly, 
I felt completely alone’ he recalls a year later. 

The next day, 19 May 1990, Lucien Bouchard, still 
federal minister of the environment, sent a very contro- 
versial telegram from Paris addressed to Jacques 
Parizeau. The occasion: The following day, 20 May, 
would be the 10th anniversary of the 1980 referendum. 

“The referendum concerns us all very directly as Quebe- 
cois,”” wrote the ex-militant of the “yes” faction, a 
convert, as of 1988, to the “grand risk” of a renewed 
federalism. “Its commemoration 1s another occasion to 
loudly recall the frankness, the proud spirit, and the 
generosity of the ‘yes’ that we defended then, around 
Rene Levesque and his team. 

CANADA il 

“The memory of Rene Levesque will unite us all this 
weekend. Because he made it possible for all Quebecois 
to discover their inalienable mght of self-determination 
of their destiny.” 

This telegram, read by Jacques Parizeau to the PQ 
militants, who were holding a nationa! meeting in Alma, 
“at Lucien Bouchard’s place,” had the effect of a bomb- 
shell. 

Would the influential minister, a personal friend of 
Prime Minister Mulroney, be the next to resign? Some 
thought he had “painted himself into a corner.” And 
they were nght. 

Upon his return from Paris on 20 May, he told the 
reporters who had come to buttonhole him at Mirabel 
that his telegram spoke for itself and that he had no 
intention of retracting it. 

Or the evening of the following day, 21 May, he went to 
see Brian Mulroney to tell him of his intention to leave 
the ranks of the Conservatives. He has not spoken to 
Mulroney since. “My friendship with Mulroney? I have 
no idea what is left of it,” he responds when asked about 
it. The next day, 22 May, at 1500, he resigned. 

So then, there were two? No, three. Because at 1100 on 
22 May, Gilbert Chartrand, an obscure deputy from 
Verdun-Saint-Paul had also already resigned. An “error” 
that he corrected on 9 April of this year, when he went 
knocking on the door of Bnan Mulroney. The prodigal 
son. 

But let us return to 22 May 1990: The fate of Lake Meech 
had not yet been sealed, Jean Chretien had not yet been 
elected head of the Liberal Party of Canada [PLC], and 
the Constitutional crisis had just brought about the 
resignations of two deputies and a minister. 

Would there be other resignations? Would those who 
were resigning be forming another party’? Suddenly, the 
walls of Quebec's Conservative Party [PC] sprouted ears. 

‘Like One on His Way to the Gallows’ 

Lucien Bouchard, for his part, at that time, dreamt of 
returning to his native soil, of resuming his law practice. 
That, at least, 1s what he says today. “I had planned ona 
phaseout during the summer.” But on 25 May, just 24 
hours after having resigned, an event set him to thinking. 

Several weeks before, he had accepted a priorinvitation 
to give a talk n the environment, on this very day, 23 
May, at a meeting of metropolitan Montreal's Chamber 
of Commerce. His dilemma now: Talk about the envi- 
ronment... in what capacity” 

And what was more, business circles in Quebec had 
always been decidedly federalist. How would they react 
to this federal deputy... now a separatist? “I thought: 
‘They will be in a quandary!” So what! He would talk 
“of the constitutional environment.” 
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Lucien Bouchard says that he will always remember his 
arrival at the Queen Elizabeth. “I walked down the 
corndor like one on his way to the gallows.” 

As he entered the big ballroom, 630 businessmen—all 
the tickets had been sold—gave him a three-minute 
standing ovation. “I floated to the speaker's platform: on 
cloud nine” 

After a speech copiously interrupted by bursts of 
applause, several reporters asked him if he was thinking 
of heading a political party in Quebec. “I shall think 
about my future” was all he would say in response. 

Two weeks later, another ovation. This time, before 
Quebec's Bar Association at La Malbaie. But al! of this, 
at that point in time, was by no means yet a Bloc 
Quebecois [BQ]. 

A Liberal Among the Conservatives 

He reproached himself on 23 June, when Meech failed at 
the doors of the Manitoba and Newfoundland legisla- 
tures. Three days later, on 26 June, three more Conser- 
vatives resigned: Nic Leblanc (Longueuil), Louis Plam- 
ondon (Richelieu), and Benou Tremblay (Rosemont). 

Also on 23 June, Jean Chretien was voted in as head of 
the Liberal Party in Calgary. This was too much for 
Shefford’s Liberal deputy, Jean Lapierre. He quit the 
PLC. 

“Later, | was accused of opportunism,” he says today. 
“But when I left Calgary, all alone, on 23 June, I did not 
at all feel I was being opportunistic.” 

On 29 June, the six Conservatives who had resigned, met 
in Longueuil. Lapierre was not there. But a few days 
later, he took a week's vacation at Iles-de-la-~Madeleine 
together with Gerin and Tremblay 

Gerin and Lapierre, incidentally, had met privately 
several times since mid-March. At that time, Lapverre 
was Paul Martin's lieutenant. Paul Martin had been Jean 
Chretien’s principal opponent in the race for the PLC 
leadership. 

And on 25 July, at Montreal, the Bloc Quebecois was 
born. Not a party, but a coalition of independent depu- 
ties. A coalition around a single idea: Quebec sover- 
eignty. Its chief: Lucien Bouchard 

Before agreeing to join, however, Jean Lapierre, the only 
Liberal at that time, demanded that Lucien Bouchard 
appoint him the Bloc’s Parliamentary leader. He also 
demanded that the members of the Bloc endorse a 
two-page document that he had drawn up, titled: “Mis- 
sion of the Bloc Quebecois Deputies at Ottawa.” 

He says: “We held a little caucus at Benoit Tremblay's 
home. I presented the document to the fellows and told 
them: ‘As for myself, this is it.’ I did not want to get 
involved in a Conservative “fly-by,” or a PQ subsidiary. 
A Bloc based solely on the idea that “everybody likes 
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each other would be out of the question. It was not to be 
simply a “political encounter™ 

Before going to Tremblay’s home, Jean Lapierre, who 
had remained a loyal member of the Liberal Party of 
Quebec [PLQ}— ust as Rocheleau had, for that matter— 
went to ask Robert Bourassa’s blessing... 

Laurier-Sainte Marie: Legitimacy 

The Bloc had been born. Its first mission: Win the partial 
election, on 13 August, in Laurier-Sainte-Mamne, the late 
Jean-Claude Malepart’s circumscription. The candidate 
chosen by Lucien Bouchard: Gilles Duceppe. a labor 
leader and son of comedian Jean Duceppe, who died 
later. The machinery of the PQ, which had lain dormant 
since September 1989, went into action. 

The verdict was announced on the evening of 13 August: 
A smashing victory. Duceppe had won two thirds of the 
total vote, with Liberal Denis Coderre, Jean Chretien’s 
young protege, biting Laurier-Sainte-Marie’s asphalt. 

Duceppe had suddenly become the first deputy to be 
elected to Ottawa under the separatist banner. 
“Duceppe’s contribution was exceptional. It gave us 
legitimacy,” says Lucien Bouchard. 

During the summer, polls revealed the Bloc’s growing 
popularity, systematically topping that of the Liberals 
and Conseratives. During that time, Francois Gerin, 
who likes to see himself on television, announced pen- 
odically that other Conservative deputies were preparing 
to join the Bloc. But the other Bouchard, Beno, whom 
everyone finally gave up on, brought all of his weight to 
bear on the lid of the Conservative pot. No one emerged 
from it. 

Acother deputy, however—Gilles Rocheleau, Liberal 
deputy from Hull—went over to the Bloc on 19 Sep- 
tember. Rocheieau had previously declared that he 
awakened at night simply to hate the Pequistes [mem- 
bers of the PQ). Rocheleau a separatist” Fancy that’ And 
one who now associates with every separatist in the 
Outaouais. 

“You should have seen him, once, in front of the 
National Movement of the Quebecois,” Lapverre recalls. 
“It was as if Dracula had been put in charge of the blood 
bank'” 

Gerin's Absences, Tremblay's Documents 

The Bloc is an odd coalition. But except for Gilbert 
Chartrand, who returned to the Conservative fold in 
Apnil, it appears to be holding. This does not mean that 
harmony always reigns within it. 

It 1s said that Francois Gerin wanted Jean Lapverre’s 
position as the EL.oc’s Parliamentary leader, and that, 
disappointed now, his sole intent is to join the Parti 
Quebecois. This week, Liberal Sheila Copps told LA 
PRESSE that Jean Lapierre would like very much to be 
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chief of the Bloc, adding that he would be far better than 
Lucien Bouchard. “Not on your life'” Lapierre replied 
immediately. 

In individual interviews, the eight leaders of the Bloc 
said nothing but good of each other. Or almost so. Upon 
cross-checking, however, it 1s clear that Lapierre and 
Duceppe. who have known each other for less than a 
year, but who go to the front together every day, have 
become very close colleagues. 

Rocheleau and Plamondon, the first because of his 
“street fighter” side, the second for his talents as an 
organizer and his affability, appear to be highly esteemed 
by their colleagues. But some reproach Gerin with his 
repeated absences and his propensity for seeking the 
lumelight. His flashy foray at the PQ’s recent national 
executive meeting irmtated some. 

“Nuc (Leblanc) 1s Nac, a quiet fellow who minds his own 
business,” they say. “Benoit Tremblay, well’ He does the 
paperwork. He 1s strong on documentation,” they say of 
him [somewhat disparagingly]. 

And Lucien Bouchard? All seem to recognize that he is 
“the personification of the Bloc.” “Lucien is a locomo- 
tive.” says Gilles Duceppe. “Without him, we would still 
be waiting at the station.” 

Having participated in the Belanger-Campeau Commis- 
sion throughout the fall and winter, Lucien Bouchard 
was nc? often seen in the House. Mainly, it 1s Lapuerre, 
Rocheleau, and Duceppe who have held down the fort. 

On 15 June: A Party 

4 difficult year, during which they constantly had to 
“play yoyo” (nse to their feet repeatedly) in order to be 
recognized during the interpellation penod. “They were 
not helped by the House rules,” some observers acknow!l- 
edge, “but neither were they particularly brilliant.” 

Liberal Sheila Copps adds: “They do not often have the 
floor. and when they do, they frequently pose insignifi- 
cant questions.” 

Perhaps. But for the moment, their mere presence dis- 
rupts. And the federalists panic at the thought that the 
forthcoming general elections could deliver a nucleus of 
some $0 or 60 budding Bloc-ists to the House. 

On 15 June, at Tracy, 300 Bloc “sympathizers” will 
transform the coalition of eight deputies into a political 
party. An ephemeral party. ready to cast off, that should 
enable the separatists to run candidates in Quebec's 75 
circumscenptions in the forthcoming federal elections. 

The Bloc’s position is that it believes Quebec's sover- 
cignty to be inevitable. It wants to be present in Ottawa 
during the year (or two”) of transition that will follow a 
majority “yes.” Then, it will come home. 

CANADA 13 

* Eight BQ Members of Parliament Profiled 

9VIENO624B Montreal L4 PRESSE in French 

18 May 91 p B6 

[Article by Paul Roy: “The Men of the “Bloc’”] 

[Text] The Bloc Quebecors [BQ] will shortly become a 
political party. But for the moment, the Bloc, in Lucien 
Bouchard’s own words, :s still only “eight deputies and 
some very encouraging polls.” As for the polls, they rate 
the Bloc ahead of the Liberals. the neo-Democrats, and 
the federal Conservatives in Quebec. As for the eight 
deputies. here they are: 

Lucien Bouchard 

Lucien Bouchard, 52, (Lac-Saint-Jean): The chief, the 
one who personifies the Bloc Quebecois. Orator, master 
of the art of expressing passions and sentiments. The 
words and expressions “destiny,” “humiliation,” “true 
country.” and “promised land™ spangle his speeches. A 
well-to-do lawyer in Chicoutemi—"“l had 14 lawyers 
working for me, and | made a lot of money” —hius fnend 
Bnan Mulroney tned in vain to recruit him into his team 
in 1984. That notwithstanding. the following year, Mul- 
roney offered him the position of Canadian ambassador 
in Paris. A separatist since 1971, the “country lawyer,” 
as several Anglophone journalists descnbed him at the 
tume, consulted with Rene Levesque before accepting. In 
1988, Mulroney made a fresh attempt, asking him to be 
part of his cabinet. He accepted: Secretary of state, then 
minister, for the environment. And leader of the Quebe- 
cors caucus. On 22 May 1990, his startling resignation. 
“He 1s a whole man. sincere and intelligent.” Gilles 
Duceppe says of him. Several of his colleagues term him 
“a bit too thin-skinned.” But most of them acknowledge 
that he 1s the driving force of the Bloc. 

Jean Lapierre 

Jean Lapierre, 35, (Shefford): The group's most seasoned 
member of Parliament. and, some even say, one of the 
most formidable members of the House. He 1s gifted at 
turning a phrase, a quip that is sure to make the TV 
evening news. He likens the Spicer Committee on Cana- 
dian Unity to a “knitters club.” And he says of the Bloc 
Quebecors that it 1s “a foreign body on the cornea of the 
old parties.” “From time to time, it moves across the 
eve...” He 1s intelligent and ambitious, and some say he 
intends to join the ranks of the Quebec Liberals after his 
Bloc adventure. He 1s a scrapper and needs no one to 
defend him in Commons. “Lucien 1s too soft,” he teases 
his chief. “As for me, | know their damned little games!” 
He is a lawyer. was clected to the House of Commons for 
the first tume in 1979, at the age of 23, and was reelected 
in 1980, 1984. and 1988. He was appointed a minister of 
state by John Turner just before the Liberals lost power 
in 1984. Just enough time to become accustomed to his 
lumousine. When he lost it. he bought a Mercedes for 
himself 
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Gilles Duceppe 

Gilles Duceppe, 43, (Laumer-Sainte-Mane): The only 
one of the group who was elected under the separatist 
banner, on 13 August 1990. A dedicated worker, say 
some of his colleagues. “Between 75 and 100 hours,” 
says he himself. And organized: “My two children study 
music and I have not missed a single one of their recitals. 
In September, | telephone their schools and I ask them: 
“What are the dates of the coming recitals” A militant 
of the Workers Communist Party [PCO] during the 
1970's—"“Unhike others, I did not come out of it loused 
up” —he “recycled” into unionism around the beginning 

of the 1980's. In the CSN [expansion not given], he had 
just completed negotiations in the hotel sector last July 
when Pnme Minister Mulroney set partial elections in 
motion in Launer-Sainte-Mane. Duceppe offered his 
services to Lucien Bouchard. He is a man of the Left, but 
pragmatic, it 1s said of him. And one who does not fear 
a fight. “I do not wear my emotions on my sieeve,” he 
says. “I rarely lose my temper without having decided 
to.” He 1s the son of comedian Jean Duceppe. who 
passed away in December. 

Gilles Rocheleau 

Gilles Rocheleau, 55, (Hull-Ayimer): A stunning conver- 
sion. A Liberal minister in Quebec from 1981 to 1988, 
he hated the Pequistes [members of the Parti Quebecois 
(PQ)] with a passion. “The PQ got there before me,” he 
acknowledges today. “I wanted to give Canada another 
chance.” As mayor of Hull from 1974 to 1981, he 
presided over the Regional “No” Committee On the 
1980 Referendum. Elected to the House of Commons 
with John Turner in 1988, he resigned from th. PLC 
[Liberal Party of Canada] on 3 July, shortly after Jean 
Chretien took over the helm, and joined the Bloc Que- 

becors on 19 September, not without having obtained 
Robert Bourassa’s blessing. “A fighter.” say his col- 
leagues. Some, on the other hand, are already decrying 
“the vulgarity of his attacks.” An erstwhile rabid feder- 
alist, how can he have become a separatist” “For me, it 1s 
either black or white. | defended Canada to the utmost. 
But at a certain port, | realized that any attempt 
whatever to recement all those pieces together was 
doomed to failure“ Many predict that he will retire from 
political life pnor to the forthcoming ec‘ections. Quebec's 
Outaouais, with its 25,000 federal civil service 
employees and a sizable Anglophone minority, 1s not 
exactly a paradise for separatist candidates. He posi- 
tively denies that he will support Lucien Bouchard 1n the 
forthcoming clections 

Francois Gerin 

Francois Gerin, 46, (Megantic-Compton-Stanstead): The 
first to leave the Conservative ship, on 18 May 1990. For 
this reason. Bernard Landry. vice president of the Part: 
Quebecors, sand of him: “Whatever the future may hold, 
he has already played a major histornc role.” Well before 
resigning. Gerin had already taken the plunge with 
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several statements that, from a deputy of a federalist- 
onented party, were controversial. At that time he was 
fnendly with influential members of the Parti Quebe- 
cons, including Bernard Landry, who introduced him to 
Jacques Panzeau. Mr. Landry was also courting other 

Conservatives, including some ministers. Gerin angled 
for the position of parliamentary leader of the Bloc. 
which was given instead to Laprerre. “Lucien chose him, 
and I respect that.” he responds when the question 1s 

raised. Will he remain with the Bloc? “I shall very 
probably not run again. The Bloc can survive without 
me.” Many are convinced that he intends to pursue his 
career with the PQ. a possibility that he does not rule 
out. Nor does he rule out that of returning to a full-tume 
law practice. He 1s a lawyer from a Coaticook family of 
lawyers. 

| outs Plamondon 

Lous Plamondon, 47, (Richelieu): An organizer. Benefit 
cocktail parties, theater suppers, golf tournaments, you 
name it! “People can't say no to me,” he says with a 
laugh. And organized: My election machinery 1s ready. | 
can face an election at any time whatever’ In 1988, he 
garnered 69 percent of the votes and a majority of over 
20,000 votes. Founder of the community center, former 
president of the Chamber of Commerce, member of the 
boards of directors of the hospital and the savings and 
loan bank, active as a member of his professional asso- 
ciation when he was a professor of mathematics, he 1s, 
according to his colleagues, the prototype of the present- 
day deputy in his circumscnption. He is a frend of 
Gern, Leblanc, and Tremblay, his Conservative Party 
[PC] colleagues, and appears to be liked by everyone in 
the Bloc. “He 1s a communicative person,” says Lucien 
Bouchard. “He has a way with people. And in the House, 
he ts often mght on target.“ It was Louis Plamondon who 
led the battle over the Hibernia project fallout some 
months ago. The Bloc founding assembly will be held in 
Tracy, in Plamondon’s jurisdiction, on 15 June. He 1s 
expected to make his presence felt in the organization, 
and 1s already talking of a nationwide funding struc- 
ture... Conflicts within the Bloc” “Far fewer than within 
the PC, where too many deputies are grabbing for a 
lumousine door handle “ He 1s the brother of song writer 
Luc Plamondon. 

Nic Leblanc 

Nic Leblanc, 49, (Longueuil): Another who says he once 
believed in the “grand msk” of a renewed federalism 
after having voted “yes” in 1980. He resigned, together 
with his colleagues Tremblay and Plamondon, on 26 
June. three days after the failure of Lake Meech. “A 
difficult decision.” he recalls. “My legs felt watery.” His 
constituents quickly reassured him. “After my resigna- 
tion, | received 200 congratulatory calls and three or four 
of reproach.” It must be said that the federal circum- 
senption of Longueuil encompasses two Pequiste cir- 
cumsenptions, one of which 1s Tallon, which Rene 
Levesque represent’u. “This circumscription is 95- 
percent Francophone” Will Nic Leblanc run in the 
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forthcoming elections? Assuredly. He 1s a businessman. 
and was president of the Rive-Sud Chamber of Com- 
merce before entering politics. 

Benoit Tremblay 

Benont Tremblay, 43, (Rosemont): Studied at the Uni- 
versity of Paris, assistant deputy minister in the Quebec 
Ministry of Industry and Trade from 1984 to 1986. He 
was an RCM [Montreal Citizens Rally} municipal coun- 
cillor when he jumped into the federal arena in 1988. 
Since then, he has been virtually unheard from. “He 1s 
strong on documentation,” say his colleagues. “To date, 
| have devoted my efforts mainly to content,” he says. It 
was he who wrote the Bloc report that was presented to 
the Belanger-Campeau Commission. He 1s also working 
on the “Bloc Manifesto,” which 1s to be disclosed at the 
party-founding assembly on 15 June. He 1s an economist, 
and the Bloc’s financial adviser. He was on vacation last 
week during the speech from the throne. 

* Paper Details History of Bloc Quebecois 
YIENO624A4 Montreal LA PRESSE in French 
18 May 91 pp Al, A2 

{Article by Paul Roy: “The Crusaders”) 

[Text] It was 1500. Another pernod of interpellations had 
just ended in the House of Commons. The deputies were 
leaving, most of them no longer interested in hearing 
anything further. Those who had introduced questions 
lingered for a while in the corndor, hoping to be inter- 
viewed, to be shown on television. 

On the stairway leading to his office, Bnan Mulroney 
turned around to answer a question. Then he disap- 
peared, followed by his press secretary Gil Lavoie. The 
camera shot taken on the stairway has been seen on the 
TV newscasts might after night, always the same shot. 
The only things that change are the words being spoken 
by the prime minister, and the color of his tie. 

Off un a corner, six Bloc Quebecois [BQ] deputies stood 
talking among themselves, observing the scene out of the 
corner of their eyes, available for interviews... which no 
one asked them to grant. They were Jean Lapierre, Nic 
Leblanc, Gilles Duceppe, Louis Plamondon, Gilles 
Rocheleau, and Francois Gerin. Like young ladies at a 
ball waiting to be asked to dance. 

Some of their former Conservative and Liberal col- 
leagues avoided them, others greeted them. Sheila 
Copps, number two in the Liberal Party, apostrophized 
Lamerre: “O' Jean...” 

They joshed cach other for a moment: “Apparently your 
most recent polls are no great shakes”” said Sheila Copps 
insinuatingly. “Everything is fine, very fine,” Lapierre 
assured her, smulingly. 

Emerging from the House, Lucien Bouchard was met by 
the approaching microphones. Phew' Maybe the Bloc 
will be on TV tonight... 

CANADA 1s 

A few days before, during an interview in Jean Lapierre’s 
Mercedes on the road between Montreal and Quebec, we 
had asked Lucien Bouchard: “What 1s this Bloc Quebe- 

ccs?” 

The reply came after a second’s hesitation: “For the 
moment, 11 1s exght deputies and some very encouraging 

polls.~ 

No organization, no address, no personnel, no platform. 
no party-lhke discipline, no members. no noncy, no 

debts. “In my 12 years in politics, I have never had such 

elbow room.” says former Liberal Jean Lapierre. elected 
to the House for the first ume in 1979. His colleague 
Gilles Rocheleau, a recent convert to sovereignty, also 
says he 1s happeer than ever. 

Lucien Bouchard, who had been living a life of case for 
the past five years as Canada’s arm >assador in Pans and 
then as a minister—“When | resigned iast year, | had not 
driven an automobile in five yvears”—had to “pack his 
own bags” last week before moving out 

The other day, upon leaving Gilles Duceppe’s office, on 
Boulevard de Marsonneuve. for a meeting in a hotel not 
very far from there, someone asked, “Shall | call a taxi, 

or shall we take the subway”” 

On 15 June, the Bloc will become a party. A lightly- 
structured, flexible party, the Bloc hopes, but with “sym- 
pathizers”—not “members”—a structure, a few com- 
muittees, and fund drives. A party that will participate in 
the next federal elections. 

Meanwhile, with its skeleton staff and virtually nonex- 
istent funds, the Bloc has occupied the top place in the 
polls for the pasi several months, ahead of Jean Chre- 
tien's—debt-ndden, i must be sard—Liberals, Audrey 
Mclaughlin’s neo-Democrats, and Bnon Mulroney's 
Conservatives. 

In the House of Commons, the Bloc’s deputies are 
almost invisible, huddled toward the rear, almost behind 
the drapes. But their mere presence, highlighted by their 
stunning popularity in the polls. 1s upsetting. 

“It ss no pleasure to come to Ottawa,” says Lucien 

Bouchard. “It 1s tough’ You can feel the hostility. In the 
House, you rise to speak, and names are shouted at you.” 

All of the Bloc deputies are not equally assiduous. The 
most assiduous are: Lapierre, the group's leadey in 
Parliament, Rocheleau, from Hull-Aylmer, on the other 
side of the river; and Duceppe. from Lauriere- 
Sainte-Marie, “because | was elected to be there.” 

And Lucien Bouchard” His active participation in the 
Belanger-Campeau Commission has rather distanced 
him from Commons these past several months. But last 
week he was there, trying labonously to combat the 

speech from the throne, accusing Bnan Mulroney and 
Jean Chretien of collusion against Quebec 
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The Bloc venture began im a somewhat disheveled 
manner. A resignation, two, three... “lt was a sediumen- 

tahon process.” says Lucien Bouchard “Then m June 

(1990), we met. and we asked ourselves: “Jw ~ hat are 
we doing” 

The Bloc’s mission ss somple. says us chief Defend 
Quebec's interests in Ottawa. “Por to sovereignty, and 
dunng the transition penod that will follow i, a ‘ves to 

the 1992 referendum.~ 

The Bloc’s “manifesto,” which 1s to be published during 
the party's founding assembly on | 5 Junc, will also stress 
two other important missions Enabling the Quebec 
separatists to vote for separatists in Ottawa as they do in 

Quebec. and preparing English Canada for Quebec sov- 

ercignty 

“Regardicss of the people who comprise ut. ther amb- 
ons, their faults. their good qualities.” says Lucen 
Bouchard, “the Bloc responds to an imperative of the 
present political dynamic.” 

“ht disrupts the possibility that the federalists have 
always had of talking for Quebec in Ottawa and con- 

fusing the view ~ 

The Part: Quebecors [PQ] evidently shares thrs analysis 
PQ Vice president Bernard Landry says “The Bloc 
Quebecors [BQ] does away with the ambiguity that gave 
the separatists no alternative but to vote against their 

consciences, Of to not vote at all, in Ottawa.” 

Thus, he says. by devoting their efforts to defending 

Quebec's interests “for as long as we are part of the 
system, but above all, during the period in which we will 

be leaving the system.” the Bloc will provides us with 
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“ar cover.” “In 1976, we capenenced what « would 

mean for a separatist government to take power without 
a single deputy in Ottawa. With no one to prevent them 

(the federalrsts) from saying anything they wanted to ~ 

Lumen Bouchard beheves that Robert Bourassa will 
have no chowe but to hold a referendum on sovereignty. 
“becaxse the rest of Canada will be unable to offer 
Quebec acceptable proposals.” And he us betting on a 
majority “yes” vote 

In thes comtext, he says, “We [the BQ] are needed. we are 
indispensable. unavordabic ~ 

Bernard Landry has always favored the creation of a 
party hke the Bloc Quebecons (Rene Levesque opposed 
the idea) and he acknowledges having contnbuied to 11 to 
a certasn extent. Especially by assiduously courting sev- 
eral Conservative deputies and ministers since the spring 
of 1989 

But the Bloc’s support 1s not entirely attributable to Mr 

Landry's charm. Two of the Bloc’s deputees—Jean Lap»- 
erre and Gilles Rocheleau—are still members of the 
Quebec Liberal Party. And before jouning the group. they 
consulted with Robert Bourassa. 

Lucien Bouchard is very close to certain Pequistes 
[members of the PQ], including former Minister Marc- 
Andre Bedard, but not to Bernard Landry Mr Bouchard 
and Mr Landry, incidentally, are both perceived, mghtly 
or wrongly, as possible candidates to succeed Jacques 
Panzeau as head of the PQ 

To date, however, in keeping with his group's position as 
a coalition of separatists, regardless of pariy affilhation. 
the chief of the Bloc has consistently tned to maintain 
evenhandedness toward Pequistes and Liberals 
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Koh! Urges End to Armed Force in \ ugoslavia 

1.D0107101391 Hambure DPA in German 0937 GMT 
I Jui 9! 

[Ex .erot] Bonn (DPA)}—Chancellor Heimut Koh! 
(Christian Democratic Unson) has urged that all forms of 
armed force in Yugoslavia be stopped. “You cannot hold 
countnes together with tanks and force.” he sad before 
»ournalrts «m Bonn on Monday. There will have to be 
movemem “on all sdes™ among the warring parties. The 
chancellor mennoned as the final objective of a solution 
to the Yugoslav criss a “confederation™ of states 
equipped with far-reaching authonty 

Kohl sand th» the unclear attitude of the European 
Commun, oveard the crs in Yugoslavia im the past 
weeks was due to problems by indivedual EC partners 
with “concephons of separatron™ in their own countnes 
According to Kohl, Germany's attitude, mm contrast, was 
unambiguously im favor of the peoples’ mght to self- 
determination. lt would be wise to continue discussing 
that withen the EC also 

With reference to the crises in Yugoslavia, Kohl under- 
lined the need to adhere to the umetable for monctary 
and economic umon eth ssmuttancous political union 
in Europe [passage omitted] 

Slovene Foreign Minister Sends Letter to Genscher 

LD2906111591 Hambure DPA in German 0952 GMT 
29 Jun 91 

[ Text) Luxembourg (DPA}—Slovenian “Foreign Minis- 
ter” Dimitry Rupel has made senous accusations against 
the Yugoslav Army im a letter to Foreign Minister 
Hans-Dictnch Genscher In the six-page fax, which 
arrived in Luacerteurg this morning, where Genscher 1s 
taking part m ‘&e §“C summit, « says, among other 
thongs: “The hosteitics by which the Yugoslav federal 
authorntes are attempting to prevent the legitimate and 
democratic decrsson for self-determination by the 
Republi of Slovenia are being continued with unre- 
duced intensity today, 28 June. The Yugoslav Army, 
wnrestranned due to the lack of regulations and by the 
rules of internatronal military laws, 1s destroying civilian 
yosttwhon + and 1s fing on crvihans with all weapons at 
is Gosposal, including airplanes.” 

Rupe! apparently intended to ask Genscher for support 
om hes capacity as the current chairman of the CSCE 
Counc: by hes letter. He explained that the clashes had 
taken place on Friday mainly at border posts and the 
hinterland. He cited air support im destroying tank 
harners and the bombing of Brnik Airport as the most 
important operation. The air force also used missiles. In 
Marnbor, the airplanes had fired on rows of civilan 
vehicles with machine guns, bombed Doklezovje near 
Murska Sobota, Brezice, and other places, as well as 
violated Austrian air space. During the bombardment of 
a border post in Jezersko, several missiles also hit 
Austnan territory 

GERMANY 17 

“Unfortunately. there were also sorengn casualues.~ 

Rupe! wrote. “During the bombing of Brnsk Airport, two 

Y ugosiay Army ho surrendered. as well as employees of 
the federal Intemor Munrstry and the customs authon- 

ues. confirm that the fighting morale of the army of 
occupation 1s dimiarshing ~ 

Rupe! concluded “Milan Kucan. chairman of the Pres- 
wdency of the Republec of Slovenia, stated before he left 
Zagred [as beard) for a meeting with EC representatives 
that there was an agreement with the Yugoslav Army 
according to whoch the hostilines would be ended at 
2100 (Fnday) However, some Yugoslav Army units 
have not yet given up.~ 

Deputies Criticize Genscher, EC Stand on SFRY 

40 020709089! Frankfurt /Mam FRANAFURTER 

4LLGEMEINE im German 2 Jul 91 pp 1-2 

"C.G.” report “Current Attitude of Genscher and EC 
Criticized” ] 

{Excerpts} Bonn. | July—Iin the Bundestag Foreign 
Affairs Committee deputies of the Chnstian Democratic 
Umon (CDU }, Christian Social Union [CSU], and Social 
Democratic Party of Germany [SPD] harshly crincized 
the current attitude of the EC foreign munisters, 
imcluding Foregn Minister Genscher, toward Yugo- 
slavia, because the governments have been too much 
onented toward Y ugoslavia’s state unity. On | Juiy, after 
attending the Foreign Affairs Committee meeting. Gen- 
scher went to Yugoslavia, in order to prepare for a 
meeting of the CSCE crisis staff in talks in Belgrade. 
Lyublana. and Zagreb [passage omitted] 

During the weekend [29-30 June], SPD foreign policy 
experts Gansel and Voigt went to Yugoslavia as a sign of 
sympathy with the fate of the Slovenes and Croats as well 
as the victims of violence. On Monday Gansel said in 
Bonn that the foreign monisters of the EC countnes, 
mmcluding Germany. made many mistakes with an 
alleged realpolitik that counted on Y ugoslavia’s stability: 
“Yugoslavia has only one chance—that relations be 
regulated in a new way on the basis of equal mghts, in 
Slovemia’s case that chance was gambled away forever by 
the brutal military operations.” Deputy SPD Bundestag 
Group Chairman Gansel sand “The escalation could 
have been prevented if the foreign ministers of the EC 
nations had not supported Belgrade” One must not 
permit conditions in the Middle East to be transferred 
back to Europe through a “Lebanonization of the Bal- 
kans.” It os correct that the EC offers Sertua some 
prospects, but Serman policy must integrate itself more 
intensively in the European concept by renouncing force 
and protecting minorities. Gansel stated that 1 1s incred- 
ible that the Yugoslav Army acted agaist its own 
population (according to Belgrade’s view, and agaist 
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another state according to Slovenia's concept of its own 
independence) with great barbansm 

Vout noted that Genscher’s tmp to Yugoslavia was 
overdue “It should have taken place much earher ~ Last 
week the Foresgn Ministry even advised the two SPD 
deputies against the tnp to Croatia and Slovenia. In his 

report om the Foren Affairs Commuttee, Genscher 
responded. sayung that he “has always” insisted on 

self<ietermination. changes. and a new cons'*tutonal 
structure on Y ugoslavia. Some deputies, aleo those of the 
CD. answered that Genscher’s attitude as well as 
Statements by the EC were generally understood im a 
different way. Genscher was guided too much by the 
desire to preserve the “status quo.” The deputies harshly 
cnticized the date of the announcement of EC financial 
and to Belgrade last week. “The foreign ministers are 
partly responsible for the escalation and now also for the 
peaceful settlement.” Vogt sand. A certain deficiency of 
the EC “trovka™ can be seen om the fact that dunng thuar 
first vesit to Belgrade the three munisters did not achieve 
awnitten result, Now a moratonum must not mean that 
the decisions on the sovereignty of Slovema and Croatia 
are canceied 

The Foreign Affairs Commutiee members concurrently 

demanded the return of the troops to their barracks and 
return of the border check power to the border police of 
Slovenia and Croatia. The peoples in Yugoslavia have to 
decide themseives what relations they want to have with 

each other The Army operations gave the death-blow to 
Y ugosiavia’s current state constitution. The stnving for 
independence 1s legitimate and must not be hindered 
The demand for state unity 1s unrealistic. A confedera- 
thon and a Yugoslav single market are conceivable ont) 
without military pressure and with the recognition of the 
independence of the parhes involved. As a result of the 
current Sertan financial management, any financial ard 
bs the EC probably only gets into the hands of the central 
government in Belgrade. the republcs that depend on 11. 
and the Army Financial ard must not be released before 
an agreement for Y ugosiavia’s future has been achieved 
with the approval of Slovema and Croatia. Even then aid 
is a protiem as long as Serta continues its oppression of 
the Albamans in Kosovo The EC and the CSCE repre- 
sentatives should be present in Belgrade, Zagreb. and 
Lyubjana on a lasteng basis om order to contnbute to 
settling the conflict. Genscher agreed. In the Foreign 
Affairs Committee the SPD announced that if the Yugo- 
slay mulitary intervenes once again of imcreases its 

actions, t will demand of the FRG Government that 1 
recognize Slovema and Croatia. Vogt sand: “Whoever 
advocates state unity on such a situation exacerbates the 
situation 

In the Foren Affarrs Commuttee Genscher listed pre- 
vious Statements of hus own as well as of the EC and the 
CSCE. German foreign policy corresponds to the Bund- 
cstag resolution of 19 June, he sand. The CSCE Charter 
makes vicar the tension between self-determination and 
termtioral integrity. there. self- determination is seen in 
commection with the implementation of human nghts 
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and the nghts of natonalines and minonmnes. Recog- 
nizing Slovema and Croatia does not remove all difficul- 
ues because 11 does not solve the probiem of the vanous 
munonties in the individual republcs. Genscher sand 

CDU foreign policy exper: Lamers countered that the 
impression that Genscher 1s logscally omenting himself 
toward the Bundestag resolution 1s icss true than the 
munister claams. Lamers demanded sdécas from the EC 
for a new order mm Yugoslavia that should go beyond 
“consis management.” Genscher was against the EC's 
drawing up such concepts. Lamers cupressed the cxupec- 
tation that the EC must now take care that the suspen- 
sion of the umplementation of the deciarations of inde- 
pendence of the two republics 15 not misused to their 
detmment. CDU Deputies Vogel. Lummer. and Redde- 
mann, as well as Schmidt, the CSU land group ‘foreign 
policy spokesman. agreed with Lamers in cupressing the 
SPD's crmersm of Genscher. Only SPD Deputy Gilotz 
was more restrained. As spokesman of the Free Demo- 
cratic Party of Germany im the Foreign Affairs Com- 
mittee, Bavarian Deputy Irmer tried to make the EC and 
the FRG Government adopt a clearer line without 
crrpcizing Genscher 

Macedoman President Gligoroy did not accept the invi- 
tation extended by the Foreign Affairs Committee to 
give a lecture on Monday 

* Pros, Cons of CSCE as Security Instrument 
VIGEO3474A Murach SUEDDEULTSCHE ZEITUNG 
in German 19 Jun 9i p4 

[Commentary by Josef Joffe: “What the CSCE Can and 
Cannot Do”) 

[Text] The dream 1s an old one. the reality hke the 
current summer weather “unsettied ~ From Immanuel 
Kant to the League of Nations, Europe has dreamed of 
“eternal peace.” secured by an alhance of nations that 
smooths out conflicts and holds wrongdoers accountable 
for their misdeeds. As time went by. war was even 
solemnly banned. as it was by the Acllogg-Bnand Pact of 
1928. Eleven vears later, that pact was unable to prevent 
the largest of all wars, and the lofty principle of “collec- 
tive securty,” the keystone of the League of Nations, 
crumbled just at the moment when 1t was to have been 
tested. To be sure. the nations had sworn to uphold the 
motto “one for all, all for one” through the creation of an 
international defense force to confront any and all 

but when Mussolin attacked Abyssinia in 

1935. the League of Nations had all | could do to muster 
the strength to pass some watered-down sanctions Abys- 
simia remained Italian. the emperor went into cule 

Sonce the disintegration of the postwar order. since the 

collapse of the Eastern Bloc, the thought of “collective 
securnty” has been expenencing something of a revival 

Today and tomorrow. the 4 member nations of the 
“Conference for Secunty and Cooperation in Europe” 
(CSCE) are comvening at the Reichstag in Berlin to 
discuss practical matters about institutional mechanisms 
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that could prevent conflicts. smooth them out. enclose 
them (im more recent parlance. manage them) In pout 
of fact. condmons have never been so favorable as they 
are al the present U nhke the sstuaton that prevasied in 

the 1930's. today there are no deep-seated conflicts 
between the major powers. Italy 1s not longing for ace 
empures. Germany 1s not questioning any of its t orders. 
the Sovect Umon has abandoned us defensive front m 
the West. The Unsted States has not withdrawn across 
the Atlantic, Dut « os. together euth Canada. a distin- 
gurshed member of the CSCE 

Further. an assocsation of this type ss urgently needed. 
The Eastern Europeans have lost the “homesicad™ m 
the Warsaw Pact. whech was, hike the Council for Eco- 
nomic Cooperation, nothing more than aa instrument of 
Moscow's umpenal power. This ss truc, bul at the same 
tome it was also a kind of community Eastern Europeans 
are not yet welcome in the European Community [EC]. 
and their fervent wish to be included under the umbrella 
of the North Adlantec Treaty Organization [NATO] 1s at 
odds with a particular brand of German diplomacy that 
does not want to add the humihation of waiting outside 
the door to the embarrassment of the Soviet 
um the Cold War For this reason, the club of the 
affords a marvelous alternative, a place where anyone 
between Washington and Moscow can be a member 

The thorny issues that the Berlin conference can merely 
touch upon, turn up m other quarters: which imstite- 

tons, for what purpose’ Can the CSCE. unlike the 
misguided League of Nathons, guarantee collective secu- 
mty’ It ss correct that today—unhke im the 1930's— 
everyone wants peace, for which reason thes task will not 
be so difficult to master But this mode of interpretation 
overlooks the critical difference between a condition and 
amechanism If evervone wants peace. the mechanism 1s 
of no consequence. One way or the other, quict will 
prevail But an effective secumty mechanism demands 
more It must intervene whenever danger lurks in 
delay—whenever anyone disrupts the status quo im a 
cold-blooded manner 

That might work #f the disruption comes from a country 
hke Albama, but what if an atomic . lke the 
Soviet Union rattles ots saber’ Will the other 33 mem- 
bers, lke a songle man, turn to sanctions. or even to 
weapons” Or will they, as England and France once did 
in the face of Mussolim. thei potential partner against 
Hitler. obey ther own self-interest, and, for the ume 
being. do precious little’ Besides, if every nation has a 
veto, as us the case with the CSCE, collective action will 
be as frequent an occurrence as Halley's comet. An 
aggressor can mancuver beautifully within the niches of 
such an uncertamnty Saddam Husayn would have had 
second and even third thoughts about attacking Kuwait 
if he had had to deal with a firm alhance, and not with a 
loose federation of Arab states that was always good for 

a chin-wag and little cise. The stability of the last 45 
vears shows that European securnty demands certamty 
the certainty that the fire department functions, that 11 1s 
well equipped and tramned, and that can act. At the 
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present time. there 1s Oaly One organizatbon thal mects 

these crutema—ihe Atlantic Alhance. The fact that Hun- 
gary. Poland. and Crechoslowakia are knocking on 
NATO's door also shows that thes mnststuton has not lost 

the pustrfication for its curstence 

Securnty om a collective entity that covers so large an arca 
18 a dream that 1s not borne out Dy history or realism. but 
what can the CSCE do om thes area mm any case” It can. as 
long as there 6 2 consensus among the major powers, 
functhon as a court of arbitration for the smaller powers. 
If. tor example, Hungary and Romania are em>Drowed in 
a dispute. either party would be more willing to submit 

to a European verdict than to pressure from the opposing 
party. At all events. the CSCE can become a treasure 
trove of commonly shared European law What 1s legst- 
mate, and what ws fortudden im dealings among 
natoms—ehether the issuc 1s over a conflict pertuning 
to ecologycal issues thal transcend borders and national 
industnes. or whether the rssuc 1s ow the migration of 
peopics from the cast to west, or from south to north. 
whoch 1s. at the present tume. an issue more greatly feared 
than the invason of armes. Whatever 1s decoded at the 
conference in Berlin. however, wisdom demands mod- 
esty The abuslity to act depends upon the consensus (that 
1s. the lowest common denominator). and no institubon 
is ever stronger than the national interests that shore i 

Koh! Article on Currency Union Anniversary 

ALO2IOTO"IO9! Frankiurt/Main FRANKFURTER 
ALLGE MEINE in German 29 Jun 91 p 13 

[Arucle by FRG Chancellor Helmut Kohl “Signals 
Ponting to the Future™] 

[Text] The day after tomorrow, on | July 1991. os the 
anniversary of the beginning of the currency, economic, 
and social umon in Germany For the people in the new 
laender. who were able to change ther GDR marks into 
German marks as of thes day. the road to the social 
market economy. which was certainly not casy but full of 
prospects. started [It was not casy because it required the 
complete abandonment of the accustomed past of the 
planned cconomy It was full of opportunities because 
from ome day to the neat « opened up honzons that 
would have been impossible to achieve under the cond- 
tons of the socialist-communrist command system 

Many cconomists were rather reticent about the decision 
in favor of the currency, cconomac, and social umion. The 
political decison was respected. but many questioned its 
economec logic. However, even at the tome, was not 
just the political signal that was understood as such by 
the people between the Elbe and the Oder—and also 
abroad— that was decisive for the Federal Government 
At the same tome. it was the clear obyectrve of the Federal 
Government and the former GDR Government headed 
by Lothar de Maizere. the first freely elected prime 
minster, to introduce the tested social market cconomy 
mn the GDR. The currency and economic dividing line mn 
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the maddie of Germany had to be overcome once and for 

all by antocupateng the unificanon of the state. On that 
decrsive poent all proposals that advocated a graduated 
transition to the German mark and Germany's economic 
utficathon at that tome were less consistent 

An Inadequate Picture of the Exteis of the Decay 

When an increasing number of the people in the former 
GDR moved to the western laender ai the beginning of 
1990. the currency, coonomuc, and socal umion was the 
politcal. coonomac, and sonally appropmate answer to 
the people's stmvung for selfdetermination. personal 
initiative. cconomec development, and social securmty 

it was clear from the beginning that the raped transition 
to the German mark and the social market cconomy 
would result om a difficult adaptanon for the peopic 
However, on weew of the decades of the socialest rulers’ 
strateg) of concealment and isolation, 1 was S01 casy to 
grasp in detasl the actual state of the enterprises and the 
state finances. the nature and the environment, the 
infrastructure and the admunistraion. What gradually 
became evident om this country last vear 1s worse than 
was onginally supposed 

Therefore. from today's pout of view. critecrsm of the 
GDR mark German mark real exchange rate of 1.83 to | 
chosen in July 1990 seems to be plausible to many 
people However, that cxchange rate was very close to 
the German Federal Bank's onginal recommendaton of 
> wo | It was coonomncally justifiable and socially fair 

The smooth preparation and implementation of the 
currency umon after an extremely short penod of nego- 
hatoms of only 4 weeks and—in contrast to many 
pessiemistic predicthons—the stability of the German 
mark «which was never endangered, are also an interna- 
tionally recognized result of trustful cooperation 
hetwcen the Bundesbank and the Federal Government 
Not least outgoung Bundesbank President Karl Onto 
Poehi has a lasteng share 1 it. 

The interum results after one year of the currency, 
coonorme. and social umon shows: The process of 
cManging over from the socialist command economy 1s in 
full swong. The first signs of a change for the better are 
becoming increasingly clear 

That apples om particular to the development of ceco- 
nome Structures envolving medium-sized companies 
Capacity and readiness for innovation, tramung capacity. 
and closeness to the customers shown by small and 
medium-sized compames contnbduted essentially to the 
coonerme: success om the onginal FRG. In the GDR 
independent medium-sized companies were pushed to 
the sidelines by the rulers for ideologscal reasons and 
were systematically destroved Establishing modern. effi- 
cent companmes and structures and promoting the path 
toward independence of as many people who want to 
tound ther own businesses as possible therefore 1s one of 
the prot, tasks of cconomac policy 
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Promising developments are obvious im thes ficid The 

number of companees registered sunce the beginning of 
last vear has meametule cuceeded 40) (KH) Al the same 

tume the intensive granting of loams to medium-sized 
companies reflects the eollingness to make a nce star 
and the readiness of smail and medium-sized Companies 

to make investments and to thus create pods and mmcome 

With pustificanon. the constrechon industry's functon 
as an engine for the upswing im the nce lacnder has 
repeatedly been ported out After a rather modest 
development unt! the first months of this year. comstruc- 
ton orders im the ncw lacnder are now mecrcanng 
strongly. That will not fail to have a motivating effect on 
other fields 

The decisive thing s—and thes can already be seen Dy 
evervone in the outward appearance of the crtees. vil- 
lages. and companices—reconstruction and charge are 
making progress That also apples to an instituthon that 
is working under particularly difficult cond:tionms—the 

Trust Agency 

With its histoncally unsgue task «1s mght in the ficid of 

tension of competing imterests. The companies that 1 
deals with, their staffs, but also the trade wmons, land 
governments. and parliaments. domestx and foreign 

mvestors, as well as former owners turn to the Trust 
Agency with expectations, whach are frequent! oppsoing 
and sometimes cannot be fulfilled 

Examples are the chemical industry im the chemical 
tnangie of Halle. Bitterfeld. and Merseburg. or the Baltic 
Sea shipyards in Mecklenburg-Hither Pomerania in 
both regrons there are pustified prospects of restructumng 
the respective industnes and preserving thesr core This 
remains true—it can be done only eith investments of 

tulhons of Germans marks [DM] and will mevitably 
mean the elimination of pods 

About D416.100 for Every Citizens in the East 

Therefore, the concern and fear of the working people 
are undersiandable Imminent joss of one’s pod or the 
expenence of unemployment are painful and depressing 
for those affected and ther families All the more does it 
remain the duty of all who are responsible for the 
development of the enterprises and regions to cooperate 
constructively The Trust Agency economic commiuttess 
and the so~<alled reconstruction staffs im the land dis- 
trcts are the appropnate means for that 

It must be the guideline of all actions to create compet- 
itive pots in the largest possible numbers A wage policy 

that 1s appropnate to the situation. preserves a sense of 

perspective for what 1 possible at the moment. whole at 
the same time developing prospects for the working 
people. 1s essential Following new paths in the creation 
of property in the hands of working peopic. for 
mstance—paths that correspond to the special situation 

im the new lacnder—<an only be heipful for all people 
involved 
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It rs mot the stacking to outdated structures and unprof- 
late »ods—anor insisting om the “pure theor, —thal 

offers the icv to nee chances for pods and hves of those 
people of whom the necessary change @ Structures 

aif $2.2 (1 pibte Hit Hi AE Hit 5 , | i f 
roughly DM800 per cotizen were avasladlc at that tome 
Today far more than seven times the sem— 
DM6_100—s being paid from federal funds for every 
crtiven om the new laender in 199! alone 

on thes respect. A sum of DMS bilhon of a total f DM24 
tulhon, SO percent of which well be available this vear 
and the other $0 percent neat, were transferred directly 
to the communities and rural distrncts of the new laender 
as a lump sum for investments. Those funds should 
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i i i i i i : | | | 
The High \ atue of (ood Adminrntrapes 

The castern German laender already form par of thow 
places on Evrope exth partcularty favoratie promotional 
condoms and attractive development prospects 

For thes vear alone. pubix and prvate investments of far 
more than DM60 tulhon are planned A large part of that 
sum serves to develop the infrastructure ft 1s more than 
drsllussoming to see what was neglected oF delderatels 
prevented im thes area in 40 vears of sacialnsm—an arca 
that 1s so emportant for an industnal country 

| i 
at i HE Ht att 
planned laws on special measures for particular!) urgent 
transport proyects on ihe ras. road. and inland nay gation 
areas are primaniy aimed at saving tome The legal and 
environmental aspects will, of course. be observed on this 
case Tome will also be spent umproving the opportun- 
tees of the people in the new laender and he iping 
achieve the living standard and the prosperty of the old 
Federal Republic in ther home areas soon 

5 
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vic—at 8 natural muck more difficult noe than if eas 

at the end of the forces um te eestere lacader to develop 
cfxoent admunetratoms of a state ruled lve 

Sepeert ter Rcterm. wt erege 

Thal ss ome of the reasoms that «os adsolutels secessarn 
tor capenecaoed offhoers and admuonistrative caperts from 
the western lacnder to work om the castern part of the 
Fevieral RepetNx for a certain penod of ume Therefore. 
soll om excess of 10.000 emplovess of federal laender. 
and jocal authonbes wort om the ace lacnder aoe 

stem as intraduced omto the ocw laender 
emtans the aevessty of Changeng our attitudes, rev 
owr Madets and changung our eay of thomking That holds 
trwe for the Germans on the new laender. t holds truc for 
everyone. Decause overcomung more than 40 years of 
div rman cannot be confined to an cconoma nce begin- 
mite ot must also find its capressmon in human relations 

The way we master thes tasé os not only decesive for the 
future of Germany. «t also represents a sort of sagnal for 
the Central and southeast European reform countnes 
expecially for Hungary. Poland. and the CSFR 

“Nome of those countnes has as favoralic coonemiK 
comdrhoms as the new laender But they are all strving 
for a mew democratec future and for the market 
ccomems Theo efforts -Rould be supported by Germany 
and all the Western industnal natons 

The bast European reform countnes interest 1s focused 
on the European Community efiich 1s extremely attrac- 
uve to those countnes Beug democraces based on 
trowtom and selt-determinaton for thew citizens. they 
ryghtly plan. over the medium term to become members 
of the European Community themecives 

The tact that the Central and southeastern European 
cowntnes turn toward the Western European countnes 
ccomomeall and poltcally « a comeguence of thew 
asperathoms “after decades of unnatural deviation. to 
return to the road that at one tome eas also ours.” 
(SPR Present Vaclav Mavel sand when be 
awarded the Charlemagne Peace Prize of the 
Aachen on 9 May thes vear 

What Woenston Churchell called the “Unwed States of 
Ewrope” om the epeech he made om Zurich im 1946 6 the 
veseon of the goal of the European unification process 
(Om the road to that destination, the European wngic 
market on 199) the eoomnome and monetary union. and. 
1p paralle! with rt. the polrtecal umon are the neat stages 
tor the European Community The planned European 
Ecomome Arca with the European Free Trade Assoc 
tom (ERT A) countnes, and the intensive cooperation 

as 
was 
of 
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xual market coomors are the driving forces ot ( central. 
Eastern. and southeastern Europe ft « cot least the 
Currency. coomoma. and sxcus!l eon in Ucrmany that 

sexual securtty Rave Seen land of the new lacoder 

tas aoe 1s resolutely to Comtinuc “CoRstnabor on 

Waigel Marks Moenectary | mien Anniversary 

LDOIO0*1 3019!1 Homburg DP 4 on German 
096 GMT I Jul 

{Excerpt} Bonn (DP A}—7imance Minster Theo ¥ age! 
(Ciristian Socwl U mon) on todiay’s anniversary of the 
German ccomomx. monetary. and social ution. 

defended the tuming of the umon on | July and under. 
ned the asuustance measures for castere Gormany 

German Seviet t comemn ( omminwoe Meets ia Bean 

LDIWOOORSES! Bern ADS o@@ Gorman (10S OWT 

I” Jun 8! 

[Test] Bonn (ADN}—The German-Soviet Econom 
Commamon met for as [9th samen m@ Bone tha 
evening—ihe first se won wae German unification 
Focal pount of the teu day comsultatioms chewed fy 
Federal Moumister of the Eoomoms Juergen Moctiemann 

USSR First Deputy Prome Mometer 5 ledemer Veb- 
1s the continuation of eoomoma» relations Netecen 

the new laender and the Soveet LU mon According to the 
Federal Ministry of the Econom, the progress made in 

the orders promrsed fy ihe Soviet ude to 

the tune of | 2 bulhonm marks (IDM) well be a concern The 
possidelities of rmcreasng trade eth the old laender ell 

also be discussed (Om the agenda are a whole Sumber of 
concrete propects for Cuoperation ranging from indus 
tral ceoperation. im pertcwlar on the praduchon of 

energy sources and rae matenals to capertne com. 
cerning coonoma reforms on the (SSR 

ze 

The commismon is meeting against Ihe Nac aground of a 
decline om trade Detecen the Soviet ( mom and the old 
leender, whach mm the Bone queemtrny s voce 4 due 
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partawaar lo Ue doveerahzeboe of torega wade wm ie 
Sovect l moe aad to oomsaderaite fisancwl proticen 
For cxampic oo | 980 umports roected 2 value of DAES. | 
Dulhon omy 0 9 Peroeet more than last voar’s figures in 
1989 2 growth of 1) percent eas acteewod Ever more 
drasin ea, tte roduchor on Gorman caports to DAL. 4 
Dulhow, what o 10.2 percocet less than we 1989 

The L SSRs como rolghoms orth the ace lacader arc 
Durdcoed eith Ue provers of sertchung tw a 
ourreass on trade The former GDR conducted W 
comt of ts Wade auth the Sowect Uneon, and had a 
wgmeficant share mm Sovect forewge trade, totalhag 10 
peroeat lo | e80 Ute ace Lacader caported goods eorth 
DM21 S bulhow to the Sovect Unsoe—a quarter more 
than |9S%—dut umported a herd less than the voar 
Netore totalhag DARN > Balhon 

Talks Conctude 18 Jue 

LDOWO0RS 9! Berke 1DN «= Gorman 1248 GWT 
JS Jun 9! 

protiems bevieral Eoomomes Monster Jvergea Moctic- 
mane wal al 2 bews Conference on Boma today. aiicr the 
19th seam cotiet 

The twoday Common Comsultatboma the flirt wace 
the umitkhahon Of Gecrmany ceatered on the coMtaua 
bo and CApammor of copmOmaA Cooperation Deworn the 
UNSR and the new lacader and the cxapanmon of trade 
with the old laceder etech has bere wrme 

| y80) Moclliemann stated tNat they discussed 
tlahow of the promued order to castern German firms 
worth | > thor marks [DM] with the Soviet delegation. 
whoch was led Oy | Forst Deputy Prome Monster 
\ Lactmer Vela Qao Me os oomfidtent that the DMO Boahoa 
that Nas pot vet Seen alka ated could be allocated un the 
soownd half of 199) The Sovect eade Ras moreover 

German shipyards by 16 July That « of great umpor- 
Lance for tNe furtter Manning and umplemeatabon of the 
res ve Mans for (Ne casters German shipyard industry 
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Apparently, progress in several power industry projects, 
in which the new laender wll also be involved, was made 
in the negotiations. The working groups established for 
that purpose are to present their plans to the govern- 
ments as soon as possible. The possibility of cooperation 
between enterprises of the two countries is to be made 
more advantageous for small and medium-sized enter- 
prises. The commission expressed its satisfaction with 
cooperation in the training and further development of 
experts and top executives. The personnel training agree- 
ment, which expires at the end of the year, is to be 
prolonged. A team of consultants and engineering spe- 
cialists 1s to be established. The German side will finan- 
cially support individual projects of the consulting com- 
panies. 

Mexican President Arrives on Official Visit 

LD3006105491 Berlin ADN in German 1603 GMT 

29 Jun 91 

[Excerpt] Berlin (ADN)}—Mexican State President 
Carlos Salinas de Gortan arnved in Berlin on Saturday 
for a four-day visit to the Federal Republic. Salinas is to 
start his political consuitations in Bonn on Monday. 

The Mexican president paid his first visit to the Federal 
Republic in January 1990. [passage omitted] 

Meets With Kohl 
LDO107153191 Hambure DPA in Ge7man 1147 GMT 
1 Jul 91 

[Excerpts] Bonn (DPA)}—The Federal Republic and 
Mexico are to cooperate more closely in the political ar: 
economic fields. [passage omitted] 

During lunch with the Mexican president, Chancellor 
Helmut Kohl encouraged the president to continue his 
policy of economic liberalization, Government 
Spokesman Dheter Vogel announced. The chancellor 
further stressed the interest in regular consultations 
between Germany and Mexico, which are to be agreed 
upon formally by the foreign ministers of the two coun- 
tries tomorrow. [passage omitted] 

Iran Offered Gas Power Plant Instead of Nuclear 

LD2906130891 Hambure DPA in German 1527 GMT 
27 Jun 97 

[Text] Bonn (DPA}—The Federal Government wants to 
offer Iran cooperation in establishing a large conven- 
tional gas power station instead of continuing work on 
the Bushehr nuclear power station. This information was 
reported today by government circles after a coalition 
discussion in Bonn. According to the information, Eco- 
nomics Minister Juergen Moellemann will provide 
details about the offer during his talks in Tehran on 27 
and 28 June. 

The Deutsche Kaftwerk-Union (KWU), which belongs 
to the Siemens concern, started building the nuclear 
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power station in Bushehr in 1975. The work was halted 

when the Islamic revolution started in Iran in 1979. So 
far Iran has invested the equivalent of 5.5 billion 
German marks in the project. 

Bonn wants a joint solution on the issue with Iran, which 
has so far pressed for the continuation of construction. 
Moellemann, who is traveling to Tehran for the first 
session of the German-Iranian economic commission 
since the Islamic revolution, 1s likely to point out that the 

plant in Bushehr no longer complies with current 
German safety standards. 

Chile Refuses Permission for Honecker To Visit 

AU0107105391 Hambure DER SPIEGEL in German 
I Jul 91 p 17 

[Text] The former GDR head of state, Ench Honecker, is 
persona non grata in Chile. After his announcement that 
he wants to go to Chile for an extended period to see his 
daughter and his grandchildren, the government in San- 
tiuago let the German authorities know that Honecker 
and his wife, Margot, would not get an entry visa. 
However, his relatives are free to visit Honecker in 
Moscow. The refusal to issue a visa to Honecker saves 
Bonn and Santiago from an embarrassing diplomatic 
tug-of-war: The former head of the Socialist Unity Party 
of Germany, who is wanted on an arrest warrant in 
Germany, would have to expect the FRG Government to 
issue a request for extradition as soon as he enters Chile. 
Even though Germany does not have an extradition 
agreement with the South American state, the Chancel- 
lor’s Office in Bonn assumes that the Chilean Govern- 
ment, which 1s led by the Christian Democrats, would 
honor a German request. Chilean President Patricio 
Aylwin expects Helmut Kohl to visit Santiago in 
October. 

RAF Terrorists Trained by Stasi, GDR Army 
LDO107175791 Hambure DPA in German 1724 GMT 
1 Jul 91 

[Text] Frankfurt/Main (DPA)}—An imprisoned Red 
Army Faction terrorist has for the first time reported on 
the links between the RAF and the former GDR state 
security service. In an interview with FRANKFURTER 
RUNDSCHAU (FR) (tomorrow's edition), 47-year-old 
Helmut Pohl, who according to the paper 1s still consid- 

ered to be on RAF commando level by the Federal 
Prosecutor's Office, confirmed that RAF terrorists had 
been trained by the Stasi and the National People’s 

Army. 

Pohl, Inge Viett, and Adelheid Schulz took part in 
training on weapons and explosives. Weapons training 
took place in the spring of 1982 at the proposal of the 
GDR. The GDR stated its readiness “to train 10 or more 
people.” The “practical training” was conducted at 
National People’s Army military installations. 
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Pohi said that the GDR had, however, not been a base 
for RAF operations. At its own initiation the RAF ceased 

contact with the GDR in the spring of 1984. Pohl denied 
that espionage work had been done for the GDR. Pohl 
said that Stasi Lieutenant Helmut Voigt's statement that 
the RAF spied for the Honecker regime was fabricated 
by Vogt with a view to turning state's evidence. 

Pohl, who had already served two prison sentences in the 

1970's for RAF-related crimes, was sentenced to life 
imprisonment by the Duesseldorf higher regional court 
in December 1986 on 17 counts of attempted murder 
during an explosives attack at the U.S. Ramstein airbase 
and for RAF membership. Pohl is now serving his 
sentence in the Schwalmstadt prison in Hesse. 

* Stasi Financial Net; Company Holdings Viewed 

YIGEOI89A Berlin DER MORGEN in German 
13 May Yl p3 

{Article by J. V. Flocken and M. Klonovsky: “This Is a 
Deeper Swamp Than We Thought”™] 

[Text] The man in the blue track suit is extremely 
indignant when DER MORGEN photographer Willi 
Foersier shows up in the Piepertswinkel single-family 
housing area in Koepenick. “Get lost,” the chubby man 
in his mod-forties hisses at the intruder. The inhabitants 
of the secluded settlement want to be alone. 

Piepertswinkel 1s where the Stasi lives. In their idyllic 
backyard gardens the former officers of Main Adminis- 
tration Hl (communications intelligence) and OTS 
(Operationa!-Technical Sector) take time out from their 
busy workdays. And busy they are indeed. While regular 
East German workers are being fired in droves, rudi- 
ments of Main Administration III and an almost fully 
staffed OTS, with all of its technology and organization 
still intact, have entered into the free market society. 

Previously, the houses on Prepertswinkel belonged to the 
Berlin-Koepenick Institute for Technical Research 
(ITU), an organization owned by the MfS [Ministry for 
State Security] since 1986. A few days pnror to the 
currency umon [was established] there was a lot of hectic 
activity un the area. MfS staffers who had been tenants in 
the development quickly bought the houses for cheap 
East marks and turned them into condominiums 

This fast switch from state-owned apartments to private 
ownership 1s just one example of the shady machinations 
in the grey area between planned economy and market 

economy employed by members of the MfS after the 
collapse of the East German regime to transfer attractive 
properties formerly owned by the security apparatus to 

private ownership. Joachim Gauck, a special represen- 
tative of the federal government, estimates that the 
Ministry for State Security owned buildings and facilities 
worth some 60 million [German] marks at the end of 
1989. These vast assets consisting of technology, real 
estate. moncy, and specialist personnel made it easy for 
market economy newcomers to get into business 
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A decision by the Modrow government on |3 January 
1990, for example, created the VEB Ingenieurbetrieb 
fuer wissenschaftlichen Geraetebau (IWG) [Scientific 
Equipment Engineering Co.] by merging the Berlin inst:- 
tute for Technical Research (ITU) with the Stasi- 
operated Genslerstrasse Scientific-Technological 
Facility , (OTS) Berlin-Niederschoenhausen. More than 
1,000 former Stasi employees found work in the newly 
established state-owned enterprise. The Modrow govern- 
ment got the new company going by providing 74.6 
million [German] marks in seed money. 

As in the past, MfS departments II! and OTS work 
extremely well together as part of the new IWG. OTS 
used to manufacture all the equipment needed for clec- 
tronic surveillance from listening equipment and minia- 
turized cameras to directional radio equipment. In addi- 
tion, the highly skilled technical personnel built special 
vehicles and luxury yachts for MfS generals. 

Today, the company consists of a network of 20 enter- 
pnses which are active in the computer and measuring 
instrument field. Roundtables as well as the Trust 
Agency have vainly tned to get to the bottom of the 

business practices of the MfS empire. 

Initially the engineering firm was responsible to the 
Ministry for Science and Technology. On | April 1990, 
IWG was transformed into IGEBA Wissenschafiliche 
Geraete-und Anlagenbau GmbH [Scientific Equipment 
and Installations Inc.| with a capital stock of 50 millon 
GDR marks. According to the company statutes dated 
26 July, the name of the company has since been 
changed to WIGEBA Inc. Since January |990 the com- 
pany has been headed by Dietmar Hanke, a Dresden 
physic’st. Like all other special assets, WIGEBA belongs 
to the Trust Agency, at least on paper 

In 1990, formal responsibility for transforming the MfS 
departments into the engineering company lay with the 
State committee for the liquidation of Stasi. The com- 
mittee members turned out to be overburdened and as a 
result left the job of controlling the ministry to Stasi 
officials. All the inventories at the Berlin facilities and 
the Leipzig-Beucha branch office were taken by the MfS 
staff. 

At least 30 of the 48 examiners appointed under the 
February 1990 inventory directive were Stasi officers. 
Eight of the inventory teams were headed by high- 
ranking MfS officers, including OTS officers Dieter 
Appelt, Karl-Oswald Schulze and Egbert Worch 

The comptroliers were controlled in turn by the likes of 
Ist Lieutenant Anna-Maria Meissner (Main Administra- 
tion Il) and former OTS Major Ruediger Jessat, the 
man who told an illustrated magazine in December | 990 
that “100 or perhaps as many 200” Stasi officers were 
working on special assignments (OibE) for the company 

Even the ecight-member “scientific advisory board” 
which was set up in order to legitimize the enginecring 
firm included two MfS officers, 1¢. Dr. Rembhard 
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Schiffel and Dr. Heinz Wuerzburger. Stasi liquidator 
Peter Neumann, nominated by the security task force of 
the Central Roundtable, had raised too many questions 
and was subsequently dropped from the advisory board 
because of “reservations by the workforce.” 

The Stasi entrepreneurs and examiners were given cover 
by Guenter Eichhorn, the head of the State Committee 
for the Liquidation of MfS/AfNS. Eichhorn, whose 
shady transactions involving special assets had become 
public knowledge, saw to i that the high-tech intell- 
gence enterpnse was able to continue operating behind 
closed doors. 

To this day there is no exact information available on 
which real estate and material assets were actually turned 
over to VEB IWG by the decision of the Modrow 
government. Because former Stasi members destroyed 
most of the evidence the actual worth of ITU and the 
Genslerstrasse Scientific- Technological Facility can no 
longer be determined. 

From the start, the IWG/WIGEBA management team 
profited most from the equivocal situation. Even though 
most of the old Stasi members did not even switch desks, 
they said they were unable to provide a meaningful list of 
assets to the Stas: liquidators. 

While incomplete lists were readily available, Hanke's 
operational units removes’ technical equipment from 
some of the smaller branch offices of the MfS. According 
to IWG employees, W 50-type trucks and B 1000 panel 
trucks transported leather, leather splitting machines, 
electronic components, and the like from the former MfS 
facility Gosen (near Berlin) to the company headquarters 
at Koepenickerstrasse and Genslerstrasse on a daily 
basis between 5 and 27 February 1990. “There was no 
legal basis for this gratis procurement of materials,” says 
Peter Neumann, who has since joined the staff of the 
Berlin senator for internal affairs’ MfS liquidation 

project group 

A similar procedure was followed in the case of an 

undercover apartment located at 66 Am Bruchi in 
Leipzig which was part of the former MfS facility at 
Beucha. When members of the citizens committee 
entered the quarters supposedly housing the branch 
office of the Institute for Technological Reseach last 
February. they were merely confronted with signs of a 
hasty withdrawal. Socialist decorations still adorned the 

walls. the file cabinets and safes were empty 

On 2 March 1990. members of the security task force 

discovered a large quantity of consumer electronics, 
including 40 tape recorders, several hundred cassette 
and compact disc players, and some 100 television sets 

The storage area was sealed by a Koepenick public 
prosecutor. Three days later, the gate bore a new scal— 

that of company manager Hanke 

While the Stas: liquidators were looking at the new seal 
in astonishment, a W 50 truck drove up to the Dah- 

mestrasse facility The two dnvers who were unable to 
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produce freight documents or removal permits said that 
they were picking up the 100 television sets and mon:- 

tors stored there on orders of inventory group chief 
Worch. According to a handwritten removal permit, 
Worch had already had equipment worth tens of thou- 

sands of [German] marks removed from the storage 
faciliaty on 21 February. 

According to information provided by members of the 
Berlin Senate MfS liquidation working group. this sane 

Worch 1s said to have rented storage space at the 
WIGEBA Genslerstrasse facility for months and to have 
sold electronic articles on his own 

A number of charges brought against Hanke and his firm 
by members of the securty task force came to naught 
Although the East Berlin prosecutor's office wasted no 
time in rehabilitating former Bautzen inmate Hanke. it 
showed no interest in investigating his transactions on 
behalf of the engineering firm. Public prosecutor Glitz 
said that “disputes arising from the legal succession 
among legal persons” are not part of his official respon- 
sibility. 

According to an audit prepared by the Finance Ministry 

the engineering firrs's opening balance as of | April 1990 
was 201.164.205.408 GDR marks. Considering the fact 
that 191.9 millon [German] marks were invested for 
“materials, equipment and consumers goods” in the two 
Stasi enterpnses (ITU and OTS-Genslerstrasse) in 1989 
alone and that the organization received an additional 
74 milhon from the Modrow government, the 201!- 
million balance seems surprisingly low 

Like bacteria, the Stas: successor enterprises split up into 
a vast number of subsidianes whose offerings include a 
large array of products and services. (See table below) 
WIGEBA subsidiarnes manufacture electronic mea- 
suring instruments, communications technology. control 

technology for nuclear reactors, sensors and medical 
technology. software and hardware. environmental mea- 
suring equipment, optical and/or wireless signal trans- 

mission equipment and auto bodies They provide 
research in external data banks and gastronomical ser- 
vice, they even repair and rent vachts 

As a rule. the WIGEBA subsidiaries are headed by 
former Stas: officers. Protected by the broad back of Dr 

Michael! Stoppa. a man with a clean record who 1s the 
chief executive officer of eight corporations, MfS 
employees such as Gunter Meimert (DATACOMP),. 

Norbert Poehner (EASTMED). Hartmut Stembhagen 
(KONGES). Stefan Lenk (PAK), Reimer Osterland 
(TECHINFOPAT), and Peter Frehse (UMATEC) are 
working as pornt general managers 

Frehse, the former OTS officer who now heads 
UMATEC, admits that his firm made use of Stas: 
equipment to get off the ground. The prnority goal “at 
that time was to find new jobs for MfS employees.” he 
says. “To be sure, all the intelligence technology had 
already been destroyed in early 1990" 
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WIGEBA and Its Subsidiaries Key: 
1. WIGEBA Parent Company Company Director 

2. Ist General Manager Director of Plant Construction 
3. 1st General Manager Director of Production 
4. ist General Manager Director of Science and Tech- 

nology 

5. Ist General Manager Director of Management and 
Administration 

6. Ist General Manager Director of Accounts and 
Finances 

7. Ist General Manager Director of Sales and Promo- 

tion 
8. Ist Manager Director of Beucha Plant 

9. Ist Director of Dresden Subsidiary 
10. Industral Plant Maintenance Inc 
11. Boat Building and Aquatics Inc 
12. Electronics and Printed Circuits Inc 
13. Environmental and Automation Technology Inc 
14. Development Company for Process Automation 

and Data Communications Technology Inc 
1S. Gastronomy Inc 

16. Gastronomy Inc 

17. Controlling and Bookkeeping Inc 
18 Purchasir:)/Sales 
19. Equipment and Plant Construction Inc 
20. Information. Communications and Alarm Systems 

21. Subsidiary 

22. Scentific Apphances Inc 
23. Medical Technology Inc 
24. Autenobiic Service and Transportation Inc 

25. Guard Services Inc 
26 Construction Company for Mechanical Engineering 

Inc 
27. Radio and Communications Technology Inc 
28. Data Processing and Computer Systems Inc 
29. Technical Information and Patents Co.. Inc 
¥ Electronics 

Karl-Heinz Lengyel and Wolfgang Krug who run the 
Leipzig-Beucha subsidiary are former OTS officers as 
well. The corporation which was established in 

December | 990 1s primarily in the antenna assembly and 
sales business. It appears not to be an actual part of 
WIGEBA in light of the fact that Peter-Kiaus Budig. the 
then minister for science. called on Hanke on 2 Apni 
1990 to sell off ali of his company's subsidiannes—and 
that would include Beucha. But nothing of the sort 
happened. Indeed. the report announcing the establish- 
ment of WIGEBA on 26 July even listed a new subsid- 
sary located on Caecilenstrasse in Dresden. Surprisingly 

enough, the company’s book value did not increase by a 
penny as a result 

neoen Oresden Lelter de 2weg 

Peter Exselt. the head of the Dresden subsidiary, has an 
explanation for this. “Essentially.” he says. “WIGEBA 
simply took over the |4 staff members of the Dresden 
Umwelt-und Ingemeurtechnik GmbH (IUT) [Environ- 
mental and Engineering Inc}. Above and beyond that, 
the ownership of the villa and lot located at 5 Caecihen- 
Strasse 1s unclear.” q21) 
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Harald Heyn, UIT's general manager. takes a different 
view. WIGEBA simply “appropnated the property.” he 

says. “We are the nghtful owners.” Just two days pror to 
currency umion Hanke's men succeeded in hoodwinking 
the Trust Agency. “Since that tume they have not even 

paid us any rent.” Exselt says. “But a suit 1s already 
pending in court.” 

The orginal owner of the property was Kombuir at Spe- 

naltechnik Dresden (KSD) [Special Technology Com- 

bine] which worked closely together with Stasi. Know!l- 

edgeable members of the Dresden citizens imitative 

believe the combine was an MfS money laundering 
operation. It 1s certain that numerous KSD properties 

were used by Stasi. If the § Caecihenstrasse villa 1s one of 

these. then 1 belongs to the Trust Agency 

“This 1s a deeper swamp than we al! thought.” says Dr 

Axel Nawrock:, the head of the controlling, planning. 

and special operations division of the Berlin Trust 

Agency. His office has been looking into WIGEBA for 
some time, he says, “and we are not letting up.” But the 
investigation is “very complicated and convoluted” 

Nawrock: beleves 1 will be a “cumbersome investiga- 

tion process.” Most of all. the WIGEBA balance sheets 
which contain “extremely complex numbers games” are 

giving him a headache 

None of the members of the WIGEBA top management 
were prepared to respond to any of DER MORGENS’s 

questions. In fact. Thomas Lemke, Hanke's executive 
assistant, still complained bitterly about an article im 

DER MORGEN’s 21 June 1990 issue which made the 

engineering concern’s high-handed personne! policies 

public for the first ume. While the emplovees of the then 
IWG were “dedicated and hardworking.” he sand. DER 
MORGEN carned “ecrroncous and unfactual” reports at 

that tume. Moral scruples. « seems, are not part of the 
WIGEBA agenda 

“I really do not know what vour problem is.” Lemke was 

at least willing to say. “We are turning the slogan “Make 
Stas: a Part of the Economy’ into a reality.” 

* Aid Provided for East European Ethnic Germans 

YIGEOS1IIC Munich SLEDDELTSCHE ZEITUNG 

in German I Jun Yi p 2 

[Text] Bonn—The government has made 200 millon 
German marks [DM] available for an assistance program 

to support Germans in the Soviet Union, Poland. the 
CSFR. Hungary and Romania Permanent secretary at 
the the Ministry of the intenor, Horst Waflfenschmidt 

explained in Bonn on Friday that Bonn initiated this 

assistance, in agreement with the governments of the 

countnes of org, “so that the Germans can see some 
prospect im remaiming.”” He said that it was the goal of 
this policy to umprove their living conditions im such a 

way that no one made the decision to resettic solely from 

economic considerations. Waffenschmidt, who 1s also 

the government official responsible for resettled persons. 

emphasized that Bonn will not close the door to the 
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FRG. Germans in Eastern Europe should be able to 

decide freely. More than 3 million Germans live today in 

the resettlement areas, 2 million in the Sovict Union. 
about | milhon im Poland, 230,000 in Hungary. 1 50.000 
in the CSFR, and about 100,000 more in Romania 

Waffenschmidt sees the initial successes of the program. 
in which about DM100 milhon has already been paid 
out, in the halving of the numbers of resettled persons in 
the first five months of this year. compared with the 
same penod in 1990. This year 86.209 had come to 
Germany by 28 May. compared with 171,239 last year 
Waffenschmidt assumes that this trend will continue In 
1989 a total of 377,055 resettled persons came to the 
FRG, in 1990 the number was 397,073 

In the words of the secretary, the assistance program's 
measures include social assistance to ensure subsistence. 
special assistance for old people and the improvement of 
medical equipment in hospitals in the areas involved. In 

addition, 237 community centers have been sct up 
Waffenschmidt also mentioned equipping kindergaricns 
and children’s homes and promoting German-language 
media and church institutions as a goal 

In the way of cconomic assistance, the government 1s 
also planning the delivery of food processing plants. 
assistance to establish living space and the provision of 
seeds. These measures are intended primarily as “assis- 
tance for self-help.” the emigrant official emphasized 
They should in no way result in preferential treatment 
for Germans over members of other nationalaties, in 
order not to be detrimental to the peaceful coexrstence in 
these countnes. Bonn 1s further supporting all initiatives 
in the resettlement areas which sirengthen the autonomy 
and self-government of German minonties 

The assistance measures are being implemented by orga- 
nizations which are familiar with the situation in Eastern 
Europe. Among those mentioned were the Diaconic 
Social and Welfare Organization of the German Evan- 
gclical Church, German Caritas, and the German Red 
( ross 

* Service Frictions Mark Kurdish Relief Effort 

YVIGEOZ10A Munich SUEDDEUTSCHE ZEITUNG 
in German S$ Jun Yi ply 

[Article by Karl Forster: “A Struggle Against Suffering 
and Army Brass. Munich Medical Company at Iran-Iraq 

Border, Rethinking Process in the Bundeswehr. Arrlift 
for Badly Wounded Children To Begin Today” ] 

[Text] Using slow deliberate strokes, Dr. Isa Bozorgzade 
enters his salutation im Farsi in the guest book of the 
“San-Ak.” This 1s the name given in military circles to 

the Academy of Medical and Health Services of the 

Bundeswehr, located mm the Neuherbergstrasse in 
Munich. “In the name of God, with best wishes and 

many thanks for your help and hospitality.” the +4- 
year-old physician writes. Isa Bozorgzade has been in 

Munich since Monday and has quite a few hands to 
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shake here. Among others, those of the San-Ak com- 
mander, Bngadier General Dr. Karsten Ewert, those of 
the semor physicians of the Hauner Pediatric Clinic, and 
those of the Bavanan social affairs minister, Gebhard 
Glueck 

And later today he will dnve to the Bundeswehr airfield 
in Penzing. where Nadia Zadir, seven years old, born in 
Sulaymaniya in Iraq, currently living in a refugee camp 
for Kurds in Iran, will be flown in with a Transall 
aircraft. Nadia’s body 1s brussed and burned. Her skin 
was almost completely destroyed by napalm. Her left 
hand has become cramped by pain and cannot be 

moved Nadia Zadir 1s the first of a number of young 
patients who are to be flown from the refugee camps 
along the Iraqi-lramian border to Munich, via Ankara, in 
order to be given medical attention here which 1 1s 
impossible to give them in the military and civilian 

hospitals down there. This airlift came about through the 
initiative of medical corps Lieutenant Colonel! Reinhard 
Eroes, the commander of the 851st Medical Training 
Battahon of the San-Ak. One of his companies, the 
second. belongs to the Alhed Mobile Forces [AMF], the 
mobile operations command of NATO. And for five 
weeks now, Lt. Col. Eroes has been in northwestern Iran 
with the 150 doctors and medics of this company. “This 
1s the biggest operational employment of a medical unit 
abroad since the founding of the Bundeswehr .™ 

Actually, all this could be just another report about the 
suffering that the Kurds had to endure after the war. A 
story about |.2 millon refugees who trekked for days 
through deserts and across mountains in an effort to 
escape from the butchers of Saddam Hussein. About 
men who collapsed beneath the weight of the children 
they carned under their arms and on their backs. About 
children who, having made ut across the border to a 
neighboring country, were so thirsty that they drank 
gasoline from jerncans and died a hornbly painful death 
About mothers who offered their babies to strange men 
wearing strange uniforms with Red Cross armbands, in 
the hope that they at least would be saved. 

But again and again marginal anecdotes creep into ‘he 
account of Lt. Col. Eroes, who is intimately familiar with 
the Near and Middle East, anecdotes to the effect that his 
people are waging a struggle here not only against pov- 

erty, pain, disease, and death, but also against an enemy 

in therr own ranks: against the all too German military 
tradition, against the brass and orders to stand at atten- 
tron, against the traditional German nature, which here 
too 1S to serve as a cure-all for the Kurdish refugee 
situation. What 1s apparently happening down there— 
accompanied by unpleasant dissonances—is a transfor- 
mation of the Bundeswehr from the traditional defensive 
army to an organization which would rather do battle 
with the problems of the day than with ominous enemy 

images. A transformation into an internationally inter- 
laced. optimally organized “assistance force,” simular, 
for example. to what the SPD [Social Democratic Party] 
desernbed as the future of the Bundeswehr at its recent 
party congress in Bremen 
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Lt. Col. Eroes and his people, together with other orga- 
nizations and Iranian doctors, are allempting to give 
medical care to 180,000 Kurdish refugees. Thus far, 
25,000 people have been treated as outpatients and 

3,000 as impatients in the ficld hospitals, mobile field 
hospitals, and first aid stations. Help arnved too late for 
hundreds of refugees—most died of dehydration—but 
thousands of lives were saved because the doctors 
(including crvilhans. as well, most of them pediatricians 
and obstetricians) worked through the might. With day- 
tume temperatures of up to 60 degrees Celsius [140 
degrees Fahrenheit}, operating in the tents was almost 
out of the question 

But instead of praise the men were chewed out. Airborne 
infantry General Georg Bernhardt of the Ist Airborne 
Division in Bruchsal, who resides in the provincial 
capital of Bakhtaran and who 1s officially in charge of the 
German support group in Iran, apparently attaches more 
importance to spit and polish than to effective work. 
Army aviation pilots who during their helicopter muis- 

sions protected themselves against the scorching heat 
with Iranian scarves were given a dressing down by him 
and told that they should kindly wear their garrison caps 
(a garrison cap as protection against the sun”). Medics 
who had wrapped wet triangular cloths around their 
head so as not to suffer a heatstroke while feeding 
refugee babies were advised that they were members of 
the Bundeswehr here and “not of the partisans.” 

Lt. Col. Eroes would also have preferred if the engineers 
had first laid water pipes into the camps, rather than 
install two of the three drinking water filters for the 
engineers and the Bundeswehr staff. Eroes’ complaint, 
seconded by Brg. Gen. Karsten Ewert: “We are not ata 
troop training area here, but helping guests in a country 

in which much 1s different from our country.” And so it 
came to pass that several of the paratroopers down there 
first attracted attention to themselves by stumbling 
totally mmtoxicated out of the transports. In a land in 
which the military represents almost nothing but religion 
everything. In a land in which alcohol 1s viewed as the 
scourge of the devil. The “drunken boys” were sent back 
home by the medical corps heutenant colonel. 

But despite all these pers, the German doctors and 
medics of the AMF. as long as the heat permits it, are at 
work establishing a medical infrastructure in a dozen 
refugee camps. Since movements by “road” would be 
fatal for most of the sick persons, follow-up care must if 
at all possible be organized in the camp itself. The 
prevention of epidemics continyes to be at the very top 

of the list of prorities (so far there have been isolated 
cases of typhoid fever and diarrhea, to be sure. but 
anything worse than this has been successfully averted). 
Three liters of water are needed daily by a human being 

in this heat. even when in a reclining position—a logistic 

problem of the first order And nobody knows when— 
and if at all during the next several years—the refugees 
will be able to return to their homeland 
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In this situation. the airlift for individual critically 
injured children 1s only “a sort of medical umbilical cord 
between Munich and the refugee camps.” And, 
according to medical corps Lt. Col. Re: ‘Nard Eroes. this 
bridge 1s to be used only in the rares + Cases, SO as not 
tO uproot too many children (and their parents. who are 

also put up at the Hauner hospital) from their social 
milieu. The Free State of Bavana has made 5 milhon 
Deutsche Mai [DM] available for this operation 

And everyone 1s hoping now thai the plastic surgery 
specialists will be able to help Nadia. Another patient 1s 

already waiting for hrs flight: a little boy whose mght arm 
was sO mangled by a mine that only the index finger 
remains. He 1s to receive a large toe transplant to serve as 
a thumb. The goal of the «eration 1s that he. in Farsi. 
can scnbble his thanks to hrs God in the children’s guest 
book of the clinic 

* Bundeswehr Deployment Seen as False Issue 

YIGEO3074 Hambure DIE ZEIT in German 

3] May Yip! 

[Article by Christoph Bertram: “Where Ought the 
Bundeswehr Not Go” Blue Helmets or Combat 

Troops—an Unnecessary Alternative”) 

[Text] Under normal circumstances, one ought to be 
rubbing his eyes vigorously at this time. The secretary of 
defense has announced the phasing out of 213 mulitarn 
bases. the number of conscientious objectors has msen to 

a record number, and NATO 1s secking an answer to the 
Strategic revolution in the East-West relationship. but 
German politicians have nothing more important to do 
than to argue about the question of under what circum- 
stances and whether and there should be Germar mill- 
tary missions in future crises in the Third World 

Of course, Germany's normality 1s not the same as that 

of other states. A country that has caused so much 
damage in the world cannot simply proceed to the order 
of the day after regaining its sovereignty. It 1s a matter of 

princple whether 1 should utilize its soldsers in remote 

crises 

Nevertheless. the Germans would do well to keep their 

composure in thes matter of principle as well, Crerman 
responsitility in Europe and in the world does not 
merely equate to the sending of troops. Without clanty 

as to the size and structure of the future Bundeswehr, 
and without a consensus on the function and organiza- 
tion of the Western defense. one can hardly answer the 

question of whether German soldiers may sometime 
have anything to do beyond the borders of NATO. in the 
olive helmets of the Bundeswehr or in the blue helmets 
of the United Nations 

Civil Wars and Tribal Feuds 

The Gulf war, which 1s used as a justification by those 
who are pushing for the eminent renunciation of 

German military abstinence bevond NATO territory. 
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harbors lessons that are hardly ready for this. It 1s not 
suitable as a mode! for other conflicts on the penphery of 
the West 

Crises in the developing countnes of the Third World or 
Europe are not typically characterized by large-scale 
deployment and battles such as occurred recently in 

Kuwait, but by crvil wars and tnmbal feuds: today im 
Ethiopia. tomorrow perhaps in Yugoslavia. The Gulf 
war offered a guiding principle for future demands on 
the nature and scope of possible Bundeswehr missions at 
best in its subsequent humanianan burdens—that of 
protecting and assisting the fleecing and starving Kurds 

It 1s a myth that 1 was the German refusal to send troops 
to the Gulf last year that damaged the international 
prestige of the FRG. None of the Gulf alhes ever made 
such a request to the federal government. It was always 
clear to the specialists in Washington. London. and Paris 
that the Bundeswehr did not actually have formations 
surtable for this 

The resentment of the foreign countnes was not caused 
by the military abstinence of the Germans but by the 
painstaking hesitation in Bonn when it was a matter of 
assisting the alhance partner Turkey and also by the 
embarrassed silence in Bonn when the air war began in 
the Gulf. Only a clear policy could have prevented 
Bonn’s blunder at that trme. However. an amendment to 
the constitution, which 1s now being heavily discussed. 
would not have done anything. 

Certainly the powerful FRG cannot expect that im the 
future the others alone will ensure stability and order in 
a turbulent world When 1 refuses to provide the United 
Nations the help. including military support, that 1 can 
expect mm accordance with the Charter that was also 

ratified unreservedly by the German Bundestag. then 
this weakens the world organization as a whole 

But 11 1s also true that the constitution has long provided 
for this support and not just the making availabie of 
toothiess peace forces. Article 24, Il states that “the 
federation may jon a system for mutual collective secu- 
rity to mamta the peace.” For this reason, there are 
only a few even among specialists on constitutional and 
international law who believe that a constitutional 
amendment would be necessary if the federal govern- 
ment wanted to make soldiers available to the UN 

gcncral secretary or the Secunty Counc! 

On the contrary. the call for a constitional amendment 
comes from the politicians. In the past. they found 

opportune to meet occasional Western insistence on 
German military support outside the NATO terntory 
with the remark that the constitution unfortunately docs 
not permit this. This could be maimtamned as long as 
Germany was divided and limited im its sovereignty 
Today. however. the constitutional pretest 1s becoming 

more and more threadbare There are people in foreign 
countnes as well who can read the constitution 
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In Germany. those who fear renewed German crcesses 

see a constitutional amendment as a chance to resimct 
the use of German soldiers abroad as narrowly as pos- 

sibie. This consideration always plaved an important 

role for Foreygn Minister Genscher. 11 1s decisive for the 
hesitation of the social democrats. who are now arguing 
about this at their party congress in Bremen 

But thes well not work owt. It 1s already obvious that the 
necessary two-thirds majorty for a constitutional 

amendment will not come about for a long ume. What 
the CDU [Chnstan Democratic Union] and FDP [Free 
Democrat Party) favor. namely the use of the 

Bundeswehr even in cases in whach the Secunty Council 
itself 1s not on command of the action but as m the Gulf 
War authonzes members of the world organization to 
take coercive mulitary measures, 1s something that the 

SPD [Social Democratic Party} does rot want to accept 
The German social democrats. who are justifiably so 
proud of the: imternatonalist tradition. are having a 
hard time even agreeing to the sending of German “bluc 
helmets.” who would be used to monitor a truce worked 
out hy the Unnted Nations 

Ammunition in the Quarrel! of Parties 

Thus. the debate about a clarifying constitutional 
amendment 1s not creating clamty but confusion about 
how the Germans wish to exercise their increased inter- 

national responsibility The controversy 1s becoming 
mere ammunition im the quarrel of the parties. Al the 

same tome, the way out of the dead end would be rather 
cass to find 

The constitution 1s better than the politicians want to 

admu. To be sure. « does not draw any territonal 

houndanes to defense But 1t does prohibit any offensive 
war, and im Article 24 t provides for the possibility (not 
the obligation’) to participate in collective security svs- 

tems. whether on the Unnted Nations or in a later united 
Europe One can certainly liwe with thes. Anvone who 

thinks that specific decrssons then crceed what 1s allowed 

ought. as 0 customary mm the German law-go. corned 
state. without hesitation to leave the clanfication to the 
Federal C oastitutional Court 

(nherwise the squabblers should think again about the 
prorntes For one thing. the settlement of international 
crises will, as a rule. become more diplomatic and more 

coonomecal and only m exceptional cases will t be 
military on nature Even on thes exception. it will usually 

not be a matter of the dispatching of large cupeditionary 

forces but only of a few hundred men. as now in the case 
of the universally favored Bundeswehr assistance to the 
Kurds on Turkey and Irag 

For another thing. future Bundeswehr tasks abroad are 
only a detail. and by no means the most urgent detail. in 
the entire bunde! of problems in German security policy 

for the 1990's The Bundeswehr wil! be reduced drast- 

cally. as will the number of foreign armed forces im the 
FRG Should compulsory military service and civilan 
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duty be retained or should they possibly be suppiec- 

mented through additional duties. or should the 
Bundeswehr become a purely professsonal arm.” These 

are the Questions that must now be discussed and 
decided upon 

If the Germans are semous about thew mtecrnatonal 

responsidelity. thes could demonstrate « herr both at 

home and abroad Them politicians would do better not 

to leave these decrssoms to the military burcaucrats in 

Brussels and Bonn. insicad of becoming divided on 
whether. when, and how German soldiers will be made 

to serve mm distant lands 

* Poll Shows SPD Now Tied With L anion 

VIGEO3I414 Munich SUEDDEUTSCHE ZEITUNG 
in German 15 Jun 91 p 13 

[Unattnbuted artcle “Social Democratic Party Even 

With the Umon If Parhamentary Elections Were Held 
on Sunday. Both Big Parnes Would Recene 40 Per- 
cent”) 

[Text] Assurmeng thes were parhamentary clecton timc. 
and subsequently no party could govern alone with an 

absolute majornty. whech parties should then form a 
coalition” 

The Mannheim Forschungsgruppe Wahlen [Election 
Research Team) this month put this question to | (4) 
chgible voters im the old FRG and to 1.036 mm the new 
laender and was especially interested im the coalition 

preferences of FDP [Free Democratic Party} adherents 
The result: 42 percent favor a coalition with the umon 
ICDU-CSUL:> Chrstian Democratx Union’ Christan 
Social Umon), 31 percent a coalition with the SPD 
[Social Democratic Party}. and | 3 percent are for a grand 
coalthon Thrs means that. compared to the previous 
month. the coalition preferences of FDP supporters are 
dropping off im favor of the umon, but that there 
continues a mayort, among liberal voters in favor of the 
present coalition 

The political mood this month has further detenorated 
for this government coalition In the west. the umon is 
losing shghtly compared to the previous month and 

losing perceptibly om the cast. and the FDP 1s also losing 
both on the cast and the west. The SPD. at a high level. s 
again IMproving its Position slightly in the west. and very 
noticeably om the cast. The Greens are gammeng im the 
west. and losing somewhat im the cast (in May thes 
movement was the reverse) 

To the question, “which party do you lke best”. the 

CDUL-CSU om June recerwed 35 percent nationwide (two 
percentage pounts less than mm May). the SPD 47 percent 
(+ 2) the PDP esght percent (- |) and the Greens 
Alhance ‘90 together received seven percent (+ |) The 
other parties received a total of four percent (among 

them. | § for the PDS [Party of Democratic Socialem), 
and one percent for the Republicans) 
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If one looks at the politcal mood separately for the cast 
and the west. the following picture emerges In the west. 
the CDU/CSU recerwed 37 percent (- |i the SPD 47 

percent (unchanged). and the Greens six percent (+ |) 

In the cast. 27 percent (- 4) are recorded for the CDU. 
46 percent (+ 3) for the SPD. 10 percent (- |) for the 
FDP. exght percent (- 2) for the Greens Alhance “90. and 
seven percent (+ |) for the PDS 

These figures reflect the present political mood im the 
FRG. If a new parhament were to be clected now, 

longer-term fundamental convictions of the voters 

for” The results: In June, the SPD gained one point and 
pulls even with the CDU/CSU. whoch loses a port. both 
recerved 40 percent. The FDP received § percent (- |). 
the Greens Alhance “90 remain at six percent. and the 

other partees get five percent (+ |) 

If Parliamentary Elections Were Held Next Sunday V ho 
Would You S ote For’ 

Podstacal Party | Percent Preference Change Since Last 
| L Moor 

cDpucst 1 Pa it 1 

veD 1 -~ L +! 

FDP | . | , 

(Coreems Alhamce #) i « 1 0 

Onhers Tc i T L 

Lew Pot Has Been Overcome 

As always. satesfaction with the government and the 
opposition are measured on a scale of + § to - §. 

months. :t stands at 0 4 Satusfaction with the SPD in the 
opposition grew nationwide from |.0 in May to |.2 mm 
June—somewhat more strongly in the cast than in the 
west 

In June, the ranking of politicians who are rated os 
“most important” as follows: Helmut Kohl (5! per- 
cent), Hans-Dietnch Genscher (48), Bjoern Engholm 
(43), Rita Suessmuth (20), Wolfgang Schacuble (18). 
Theo Wangel (17), Oskar Lafontaine (1 3), Norbert Bluem 
(12). Juergen Mocllemann and Hans-Jochen V 
percent cach) 

f 

and 3.6 on the cast 
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Wolfgang Schacuble nationwide received 2.3 percent as 
m the previous month. while Ruta Sucssmuth has 

umproved her ratung om the cast as well as on the west and 

now has | 6 percent, after the previous | 4 percent. Theo 
Wangel’s overall ratueng of 0.6 (0.5 the previous month) 
consists of 0.7 un the west and 0.2 im the cast. Among his 
party ranks, he acheewed 2.4 percent im the west. an! 2 | 

percent om the cast. Nahonwide, Norbert Blucm also 
improved his position somewhat—from 0 3 to () 4 per- 

cent 

Byoern t ngholm'. Jump 

The Forschungsgruppe Wahien registered the greatest 
imctease in populamty this month for Byoern Enghoilm 

He received a total of 2.5 percent (after a 2.1 percent im 
May) 2.3 mm the west, and 2.8 im the cast. Among the 
ranks of the Social Democrats he 1s also better rated than 
m May: 3.3 percent mm the west, 3.5 percentin the cast 

Overali. Hans-Jochen V ogel also has a slightly improved 

rateng—from 0 § to 0 9. as does Oscar Lafontarne—from 
040 05 

Hans-Dictrich Genscher, with 29 percent. « rated 
nationwide somewhat higher than in May Juergen 
Mocliemann for the first ume 1s ranked among the |0 
most important politicians and achieved a total rating of 
0.5, after a 0.6 rateng in May. In the west he «s rated 
higher by CDU voters than by his own rank and file 

Popularity of Political Leaders 

Polite: Leader Popular Suppor Percent: 
ass T 3 
t nghom i 25 

& Racutiec | 25 

Suewmerh | is 

Voge! | o@ 

hom | 0” 

Wage | v6 

Latemtaine aa os 

Maciiemann ia os 

River i oa 

The ranking of subjects which German citizens consider 
especially omportant has hardly changed at all from 
previous months. In the west, 47 percent lest the prob- 
lems om the new laender, and an additional |. percent 
name subjects im connection with financing German 
unity Thes 1s followed by environmental protection (26). 
unemployment (!6). taxes and tax increases (12). detente 
and peace (7), rents and the housing market (5). In the 
cast. the subject of unemployment continucs to dom- 
nate (6% percent). followed by economic recovery (26). 
pensions (14). costs and prices (12), wages (9). environ- 

mental protection (9). peace and disarmament (8). rents 
and the hosing market (8). problems of unity (7). law 
and order (6) 
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Despute the tact that the overall coconomsx situathon 

objectively rs stall detenoratung, confidence in improve- 
ment has oncreased mm the cast as compared to May. but 

the subyect of unemployment remains dominant there 

Fitty-four percent of all emploved persons beheve their 

job to be om danger, 44 percent consider 1 secure 

With regard to the question of how FRG citizens assess 
the development of unity, some differences can still be 
noted between cast and west, bul the contrasts are no 

longer great. All on all, unification 1s goung better than 
expected, say 7 percent mn the west and | 2 percent im the 
cast. For 45 percent in the west and 38 percent in the cast 
the development corresponds to thei caipectations 

Forty-six peroent on the west and 49 percent in the cast 
are of the oprmon that unification i proceeding im a 
worse manner than they had initially thought. In March. 
these oprmons were still wodely divergent, since then, 
thes have drawn percepubly closer 

Abortion Through First Trimester” 

Data om Peroent 

Rew j tas 

Free of penalty i | 3» | ® 
Perm som after epgeeprane ¢ 2 | Ma } sO 

Proteteted Put euth excepnom | 2s | 10 

Protemited - . i ‘ 1 ? 

There os large-scale agreement between western and 
eastern Germans concerning Polish citizens’ obligation 
to hold a visa before enternng Germany. That thes was 
abolished some tome ago ts considered good by 64 
percent of castern Germans and $9 percent of western 
(Grermans. 35 percent im the cast and % percent im the 
west do sot consider good There is the greatest 
possible agreement among supporters of the Umon. the 
SPD and the FDP. The Greens the west and PDS 
adherents om the cast winwre the warver of visas for 
Poles even more strongly than all others 

(on the question of competence with regard to solving the 

economee profiems on castern Germany. differences im 

assessment can oe noted this month. In the cast, 31 
percent of the respondents say that this competence lies 

with the present federal government, 43 percent beheve 
it hes om a federal government led by the SPD. In the 
west. on the other hand. 39 percent are of the opimon 
that 8 government composed of the Umon and FDP 1s 
more competent on this matter, only 31 percent think 

the SPD more competent 

Laleved Trust Agency 

Twenty-seven percent om the new federal lacnder con- 
oder "heir OWN coonomi situation to be good, $7 

perce’ thenk ot os partially good. partically bad. 16 

percent consider it bad These figures have remained 
larec!y unchanged for several months Thirty-cight per 

cent of cast German citizens expect thei ccoonomec 

situation to rmyprove on the future 
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The negative assessment of the Trust Agency by castern 
Germans continues. Exnghty-five percent of them think 1 
ts not fulfilling its task. and only |! percent are of the 
oprmon that « docs a good job 

* Debt Burden Eased for LPG's Successors 

YIGEOI2I6B Munich SUEDDEUTSCHE ZEITUNG 
in German 1) Jun 91 p 27 

[Article by froc: “Dett Rehef for Eastern Farm Enter- 
prises. Bonn and Bank for Cooperatives Agree on Inter- 
est-Free Moratonum™] 

{Text} Bonn—To avoid bankruptcies to the extent pos- 
sible, the agrnculture im the East, im dedt to the tune of 
DM7.7 tulhon, will be be given rehef in the form of an 
interest-free moratonum The agnculture and finance 
muinrstres, as well as the German Bank for ( cooperatives 
(DG-Bank) have now reached an agreement on thes after 
lengthy negotiations. 

As was learned im the Ministry for Agrculture, the 
settlement looks lke this Farm enterprises as well as 
other involved enterpnses do not have to include old 
debts contracted prnor to | July 1990 in the opening DM 
baiance sheet. This 1s im accordance with the regulations 
of the DM- Balance Law. whoch sets forth the critena and 

enterprises Must present their opening 
the target date of | July 1990 no later than | July 199! 
But the prerequisite for the casing of the balances 1s the 
capacity of the enterprises for reorganization 

LPG's lagncultual production cooperatives} and DG- 
Bank agrec upon a so-~<alled improvement-certficate 
regulation, under which the capital serviceng for the old 
debts os inmally discontinued pom Beng AL - i: ; z 1 

can apply os clarm 
against a state compensatory fund The DG-Bank. 

functions as a creditor, Sesuuee & tosh quar he Giaet 

TE fitin int aa ii | ; r some time vet they are already thinking 1m Bonn 
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an cxtenson of the imterest moratomum for old loans 
that runs through the end of June. The federal govern- 
ment had already sct asede DM! $0 milbon for thes un the 

latter half of 1990 

* Seme Easing of | aemployment Growth in East 

VIGEOINI Manat SLEDDELTSCHE ZEITUNG 
on German ~ Jun Vip 

[Arucie by ps. “Only Shght Growth of Unemployment 
om East. Jodlessmess on West Agarn Down Sharply m 

May”) 

{Text} Nuremberg—Thanks to the slow-acting imstre- 
ments of the federal employment poly. last May the 

abrupt downturn in the labor marict of the new laecnder 
has shghtly calmed down Hence. sence the end of April. 
unemployment has msen only shghth from 837.000 to 
$42,000 In fact. woth regard to short-tome work, which 
hides additonal large-scale jodliessness. a trend reversal 
seem *> have oocurred. Unhke im Aprcl, when more than 

2.000 900 eastern Germans were pand compensation for 
short-ume work. on mid-May. only 1,963,000 received 
such compensation 

Hench Franke. presdent of the National Labor 
Agency in Nuremberg. presented additional figures when 
he mssued the followeng data last Thursday Clearly. the 
unemployment rate in the new laender would have been 

much hegher in May—bdy §5,000 workers—had 1 not 

been for the 40.000 unemploved who found paid pots Dy 
*ay of pob<reathon measures and advanced vocational 
traning programs Another 20.000 emplovees. eho had 
been on danger of losing their pots. took carly retirement. 
which had the same positive effect on the labor statistics 
as dod the bundreds of thousands of cast-ecst com- 
muters Secause of these developments, the unemploy- 
ment rate om: the new laender has remaimed at the high 
level of 9 5 percent 

In the old federal laende:. joblessness continued to 
dechine. although merely for scasonal reasons and. as 
Franke emphasized again to the below-average range At 
the end of the month, 1.603.676 unemploved were 
looking for pots. that rs. almost $0000 fewer than at the 
end of Apmi Exchuding purely seasonal hiring. unem- 
ployment increased slightly by 16.000 Al present. 
exactly wa percent of all wage and salary carners are out 
of ajob The figure for May 1990 was still sewen percent 
The northern city states of Hamburg and Bremen as well 
as Schiews ig- Holster which together with the Saarland, 
continue to have the highest unemployment rates. but 
reflect strong catchup tendencies And yet. the overall 
demand for new workers has weakened shightly in May 

Although the labor offices the old federal laender 
recerved | 80_000 pod vacancy reports. that 1 40.000 lew 
than on Apri 

For the first teme. the Labor Office has submitted more 
detailed data on work-related commuting from castern 
to western Crermany According to a survey prepared by 
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Infratest for the federal agency. thes number rose from 
200.000 to 300.000 betecen November | 990 and March 
of thes vear Franke cstemates that semce then. the 
number has meen to 390.000 workers, who rcheve the 
stram on the labor market in the nce federal territory In 
the former FRG total employment approactes the lev! 
of 30 milhon 

More massive job cutbacks m the ocw lacnder are 
cupected om late Junc, September, and at the end of the 
year, when the affected workers will be handed thew 
joD-termination notices. Franke says. be capects about 
1,060,000 layoffs by the end of the year However, that 
dors not necessanly mean that, a1 the cad of the wear, | § 
muilhon jodiess on the new Lacnder musi be taken care of 
wnce ocw jobs exll have opencd up Dy then and 

retramong and carly retirements are capected to provide 
further rehet 

* Job Creation Seen Threatening Initiative 

VIGEOIOO” Framdfurt/WMain FRANAFURTER 
4LLGE MEINE in German 17 May 9i p iS 

[Ednonmal by Kerstin Scheenn “Rescucd and Shel- 
tered”) 

[Text] The magix word “employment company” is 
making the rounds in the cast In vice of rapidly growrng 
unemployment. already last summer trade unions and 
politicians such as the former GDR's Labor Moinester 
Regine Hildebrandt (SPD) |Social Democratic Party} of 
Brandenburg had demanded the creation of such rescue 
companies 

The project at that time encountered resistance from 
many politicians and cconoma caperts Their caper. 
ences with thes tool were tow bad Meanwhile there are 
837. G00 unemploved and over 2 mulhon short-tome 
workers on the five new federal lacnder Mat. short-time 
workers will be land off at the end of June when the 
dismissals protection capires on the cast Crerman metals 
wndustry. The presadent of the Federal Labor Office. 
Hemnch Franke. capects up to 4 milhon unemploved in 
castern Germany, which would be a rate of about 

percent 

The result of thes depressing prognosis is that politicians 
and also emplovers are now more open to the “empboy- 
ment company” project and in some cases even advocate 
it a8 a structural policy tool for a transition pervad Many 

of the former large-scale GDR emplovers—such as the 
central German chemical industry in the Bitterfeld area. 

‘s steel wndustry, Ue car manufacturers in 
Ewenach and Zewhau. of the Sket heavy machenery 
builders in Magdeburg—in recent weeks already 
founded rescue companies where tens of thousands of 
supernumerary emplovees receive further trammeng. are 
being retramed, or are to be employed m job creation 
measures | ABM) with rehabelrtations of all kinas 
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That resorting to the controversial tool suddenly appears 

socually necessary can pmmaniy be ciplauned psycholog- 

wally. It seems hardly possible to dismess half of an 
entire populace into unemployment. even if there cursts 

a social net with unempio, ment benefits. housing allow- 
ances. or social assustznce Ewen one and one-half vears 
half after the turnaround. most peopic im the cas: do not 
vet come to gnps wath the stull uncapected unemploy- 

ment. The umage of the mumuocal capitalist coonomic 

system enh its inhuman unemployment. cipounded 
over decades by the former rulers. 6 deeply moted m 

therr minds and souls Although the concealed unem- 
ployment in the GDR is pounted out ume and again. 
most people do not want to acknowledge that this just 
maght mean thew very own job. The deep worry about 
one’s pod and the resulting genera! feclong of insecurnty 
takes bold hke a verus of ewen those who by Western 
standards are well-trained and whose job. as far as one 
can sudge. should be “safe ~ 

The ties of the undivedual to Ses workplace were much 
closer mm the GDR than im the west. The enterprise also 
organized a significant part of ts employees’ private lite 
Employment in a rescue Company assuages many fears 
They remain im the famuhar surroundings, they do not 
have to apply for a new job. much less have to move or 

change other circumstances of thei lives 

Many are glad to again “be led by the hand.” Therety 
thes overlook—and that 1s the unfortunate side effect of 
such rescue companies—that self-initiative 1s needed 

everywhere Even in the rescue company the individual 
must be concerned about getting on As pervonne! man- 
agers of large enterprises report. the rush towards con- 
tonved education and retraiming measures 1s keeping 
within limits, despite gradually growing interest. They 
tell how difficult 1 1s to get people to go back to warming 
a schoolbench It 1s often mentioned that the people still 
expect to get a job guarantee after retraming 

So selfanitiative os still, of vet again, paralyzed for 
whoever stays in the ~ arm nest of the enterprise's rescuc 

company Job creation measures cannot be a permanent 

pillow of rest. even if the employee receives some 
trammnyg within the framework of the program. which ts 
now made possible by special cast German regulations 
The rescuc. qualification, of employment company per 
se does not bring a structural change, because the work 
mostly has nothing to do with production Efficiency in 
the meaning of business management 1s excluded Dy the 
very approach 

It also cannot be overlooked that the use of workers in 
od creathon measures does not substitute for conversion 
to a job with a future The great danger cxrsts that a 
rescue company only delays the necessary structural 
change If there 1s an end to job creation and retramung 
after two years, many will finally and definitively end up 
un the street. Or the enterprise, which with great efforts 
freed utself from its utmost cconomea difficulties, 1s 
obligated to take care of its dismissed personne! and to 
pay them insofar as the old enterprise also remains the 
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executing agency of the rescuc company So far, qualsfi- 
catons and ABM jobs are almost compicte!y financed fy 
the state. The Federal Labor Office ss capending |) 
tulhon German marks [DM] im the current year Wages 

are paod in thes ful amount by the labor office. costs of 
matenais can also be assumed But it remains open howe 
thes wall be financed two vears hence 

For a while, rescue companies can perhaps mitigate the 

evil socsal comsegucnces of SED [Socualest Unuty Paty of 
Germany] mismanagement and avoid eviensive unrest 
But « would be unfair to delude those “rescucd™ into 
beheving that, weth thew berng taken into the rescuc 
company. them future 1s ensured and that at some ume 
they would have a real chance of returning to the 
enterprse. That «ell happen mm only a few cases In 
assessing the magix tool “employment company.” thes 

factor must also enter cast German thinking Otherense, 
im a year or two there will be another rude awakening im 

the labor market 

* Construction Activity Picks Up in East 

VIGEOI13IB Munk SUEDDEUCTSCHE ZEITUNG 
in German 5 Jun 9! p 30 

[Text] Berlin—Late, but with a full bead of stcam to 
compensate, the construction industry im the new 
laender 1s now pecking up speed. The Berlin Bank AG mm 
Berlin anticipates that tens of thousands of new jobs will 
be created this vear as a result, Construction in castern 
Germany probably reached its low pount at the end of the 
first quarter of 1991: at this tome, according to caicula- 
trons by the Berlin Bank, production was at only 7! 
percent of the level of 1989 Now the coonomi engine of 
construction in eastern Germany appears to have caught 
The signs for thes are an estimate of business prospects 
for the comung scoond Salf of the vear, which have 
improved continuously since December | 990. capecta- 
tons for production have been rseng again wince Feb- 
ruary 1991. and. as a real coonomnec fact. ublizaton of 
capacity has msen from about 40 percent to more than 80 
percent. A specific cause for a mood of confidence 1 that 
the reduction of personne! in the comstruction industry 

appears to be gradually coming to a halt 

With a seasonally adjusted 460.000 workers. the coo 
nome trough will probably be crossed in the summer. Dy 

the vear's end 382.000 workers could be emploved again 
in construction in castern Germany The quickening of 
the construction industry in castern Crermany has come 
about as the result of massive publ investment in 
construction. This push im investment « more than 
enough to compensate for the still declining investments 

in private resdential construction Overall, investment 
in Constructon in eastern Germany could increase by 20 
percemt, compared with the previous year 
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* Merger of Raslroad Systems Progressing 

VIGEOI1 74 Framtturt Mare FRANAFPURTER 
4LLGEMEINE o@ German 5 Jun 9! p io 

[Arncie by cnn ~ Bundesbahn and Reactsdahn ( oming 
Slowly Together. ‘Teo Rai Systems—(me Product as 
Imtenm Otvective. Common Iastitupons Locomotive 

Engineers to the West”) 

[Text}) Berhn—Travel Dy Intercety and Eurocity trams 
has been part of what the GDR rasroad has had to offer 
since the beginning of June Even if a has brought only 
an uncrease on comfort. and not im speed of transport. a 

step has been taken toward unificaton eath the DB 
(German Federal Raslways| And cven of Doth enter. 

proses are still legally and operationally separate thes are 

gctteng notaceatly closer Last Monday for the first tome 
the crxrecutive hoards of the eesiern and castern rauroads 
met for an exchange ehach 1s noe to be a regular feature 
Thess “German Rasirosd Authornty” (PDE) to deter- 
mune future raslroad poly and plan the merger of the 
companies ove: .Ac long term. The anticipated DM) 
tulhon deficut’ for the current vear, per Reshsbaha 
calculations the uncome of barely DM 12 Dalhon 1s offset 
by capentitures amounting to DM 14 Dalhon, eull, how- 
ever. om any case have be to borne solely Dy the Eastern 
railroad 

in respect to personne! there « 2 close lemkage today 

betecen the two ratlroads The castern executive board 
ms. of course stoll beaded by Reschs*ahn representative 
Hans Alemm. vet hes two colleagucs on the board. Peter 
Muenchschweander and Sicgtned Alippel. are from the 
DB. Deputy CSarrman Hermann Lenke eas previously 
active on the Bonn Ministry for Transport Frnednch 
Zimmermann. tormer CSU manister for transportaion. 
ms on charge of the Rewhsbahn’s admenistratiwe councy 

Another common institution efich 1s to be estabinsited 

before long «s the “German Unity Rad Transport Plan- 
meng Association. Lid” It « supposed to prepare and 
oversee the menetry for Transports “German Unity” 
tail propects 

“Two Rail Systems—Ome Product” « the imtermm goal 
on the path toward a unified rai! system Offerings and 
service. Doth on respect to transporting passengers as wel! 
as freight. are to be adapted to the western standard In 
East German passenger traffic, where the number of 
Passengers transported ell presumamy decline from $9! 
mullhon (! 989) to about 13° moalhon thes vear. in addition 
to a part of the IC [Intercity | and Interregro feet of cars 
other western rail system acheevements Nave been taken 
over for cramplc the clectronmn information and sat 

reservation systems (© course, © far «om poseiie to 

take advantage of these services at only a few ratroad 
Statioms on the new Laender (Berlin, Lewprg, Dresden) 

Then om 199). the ICE [Intercety Experemental) « sup 
posed to go to Berion but full speed eill not come until 
1996 It « hardly casey to reach the western standard im 
virtually any arca (me crample of thes os the difficulties 
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ehach the Rea tsdahe » having eoth mised cargo trans 
port Recently. hundreds of rad cars pulled up om the Eau 

Berion ranlroad statom. package deliver eas delayed tor 
eecks In the meantime aooordeng to assurances given 
the Reactstahn has capanded its loading Capacibes wo 

that only malate! stoppages stell aocur 

The gucshon of hat quantety of goods ell be trans 
ported Dy ras om the future os feong docuded im the East Dy 
the competion Netecen rai and road In the opemeon of 

than the mumapalhes and lacader do the roads tic 

greater pa>n of gowns would go Ds traen on the future too 
Of course, comparnson numbers give mac rather to oppo 

site cxpectaboms The guantety of goods ehech eere 
transported Dy ras on East Germany dechned in | 990 to 
235 mulhon toms In the old days of the GDR more than 
SU percent of all goods had to be transported Dy rad ( }39 
mulhon tons wm 1989) mm the old FRG a was only 2) 
percent. Thes vear | 74 mulbon toms of goods eel! prod 
ay still be transported Dy ras om the ace Lacader 

In order to be on a par with frewght aad passenger trait 
by road the Reschsbahna has to omprove the Quality of rts 
rao lines It es estomated that the Resohsbaha must invest 
at least DMESO Dalbon on the neat few vears The Mlonestry 
for Transpert’s “German Unity” rad prosects total 

DM29 bulhon ower the intermed.“r term Quete apart 

from that. on 199!) alone the Federal government made 
availabic DMS dulhon for the Renchsbaha In as 199! 
coonome plan the radroad secif has put m DMS 6 

talhon for maintaining installatrons and rolling stov’ as 
well as for investment in nee construction and safety 
equipment. Construction work has already started at 

some lacahoms Important propects om the “program to 

close the gaps” mclude capanwon of the Melmstedt 

Magdeburg (Cologne-Berlin) and the Naven- 
Wittenberge (Mamburg-Beriin) rowtes Because the 
Rewhsbahn wants to concentrate on a base 5. 000) 
dilometer network in the process of rehadelitateng fuetes. 
Quite recently « frequently had to deny namors of 
shutdowns Ren tsDahn spokesperson Ruttmann 

attaches importance to the fact that the coonomn effi. 
cons of cach route m the overall | 4.0%) dshometer 

system ell first he examined pro: to any shutdowns 

(Quite apart from the number and length of the routes to 

tbe shut down, om the neat few wears the Rewhebaha « 
tacong a drastx: reduction on personnel! In ratroad corcies 

thes «& also pustefied Dy the fact that there has teen o 

sirong decline un demand Doth for passenger and trent 
traffic In the past few months the number of staff 
emplovees has been reduced from about 1S). (EN) to 

229 O00 Dy chemenating operations. reterement. and carty 
rerement By 1995S personne! « to be reduced once 
again by 80.00 to 60.000 staff emptovees Discussions 

about the reduction have been started by the tarfl 

parties In thes matter the BundesPahn el! provide some 
help to the Reshebahn Because there « a shortage of 
personne! on the old Laenaer the eestern raniroaad has 
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takce on more than | (AN) stall emplovees, maunl kx 
Motive cagumecn and comducton 

* Military Real Estate for Public Neowsing | se 
VIGEOIINS Uuan® SLEDDELTSCHE ZEITUNG 
m German Jue Bl pis 

|Artmcle Oy Berthold Neff “Piecal Melp for Publicly 
Asested Nowwng Munseupalhtes To Be Ae To Buy 
Miltary Real Estate at ©) Percent Below Martct \ alec) 

[Teast] What Muemch Ras Seem longing for for veers. 
could become a realty eeut voar the « eben Poderal 
bimance Mumsater Theo © age! plans to sell government. 
oened former moltary real estate for \) percent delve 
its markct saluc provaded « os used for pullx Rousmng 
construction Me made the announcement in the Bund- 
eviag on Wodnesday Startong the year. the proves of real 
eMate cerned Dy the Federal Government have deen cul 
by 61S percent Munech politecuans have already 
demanded that such properties be sold at reduced proses 

Eapevsalls tor Munch, ehere lenes om front of the 
housing office are growing longer and longer and «here 
real estate proces have held an FRG-esde record for a 
hong tome. thus proven could hooome very omportant 

As carly as beat eprng. @hen the LS. troops well leave, 
several Narracks and thew surrounding areas will Decome 
avaslaMe And on the neat few years. the Federal Armed 
Forces as well capect to erthdrae more than hall of thew 
personne! statboned in Mumech 4 eect ago. Lord Mayor 
Georg Kronaeter, om a letter to Defense Minister 

GERMAN) Yr 

(crhard Moltcaderg rogutcred ie Oty) Gio 
aque the Bundevect: progertos kw Rall Wo Uteu 
marict value fw the Cometnw tam wf Bowwng sad uw 
now 

Ute Wodnesdas Poviera! Pimance Mometer Thoo Wage! 
spoke «@ the Bundestag of a “Gowbiing of the prescott 
roduchon.” The prose cut (thet a \) percent) had 
already Neen emiten umto ike draft fovdera: Deciget for 
[99> eta® the bhovieral Govcrament cageats to pase of 
July Noecver W aug)! ruled owl the posmeDelty of muna- 
epahhes realzung profits for demeciven foe umlaae Sy 
Dusahng endustra! parts Thos oo ets the bovieral Gar 
crament eould “soll directly to the wmvestors as woe as 
the muna wpalitoes Rave made thee plam inven | 

bor Muaat » Bumtesiag Jciogaste Kurt b altitausc: edo 
« ow the fimance!l epokcomaen for the CDU<S 
(Ctrasae Democrat Unioe-Chrestian Saxe (moe) 
tachoa, Wagel’s announcement « “of decuive empor 
tamer 

Late now. the Dediget lee had profebeied such pree 
cutk De noted NMowever finally eorkfente Jnarme 
Ment Boe pros nhng an Opportumity for a nee Bay to 

handic tha matter Theo Wage! has recogeued the 
opportunity and “Ras reacted fast and eith determina 
than for the eelfare of the Bavanan capetal of Munwh 
and many offer muna ipalities | 

4. 8 ROw EMPortant according to F altiNauser two pul the 
man into practe Menace the weet. the Munnt Bund 

eviag delegates «oll slart negotateng euth Dowd the 
Seaton ott Hecanee tabard 
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Support for Baker's Mideast Peace Moves Restated 

LDO107 143991 Paris Radio France International 
in French 0630 GMT 1 Jul 91 

[Text] The peace process in the Middle East: France 
reaffirms its support for the efforts of U.S. Secretary of 
State James Baker, and 1s, moreover, beginning to 
envisage alternative solutions should the U_S. initiative 
fail. Among these is the convening of an international 
conference, which 1s preferred to a regional conference. 

Foreign Minister Dumas Ends Visit to Jordan 

LDO107085291 Paris France-Inter Radio Network 

in French 1500 GMT 30 Jun 91 

[Text] Roland Dumas has ended his visit to Amman. 
The French foreign minister met King Husayn of Jordan: 
the talks with the Jordanian sovereign centered on the 
Arab-Israeli conflict. 

* Professionals, Conscripts for New Army 

GIESOS8444 Paris LE QUOTIDIEN DE PARIS 

in French 4 Jun 91 p 12 

{Article by Philippe Marcovici: “Conscripts or Profes- 
sionals’ Both”} 

[Text] In the medium term, the French Army must have 
a body of professionals, considerably strengthened in the 
interests of effectiveness, as well as conscripts from a 
compulsory military service in the name of national 
unity. 

The Gulf war made all too clear the inadequacy of our 
armies in a localized conflict of a modern, conventional 
type: aging equipment, an almost total lack of intelli- 
gence gathering capabilities for want of observation 
satellites and electronically-cequipped aircraft, a shortage 
of munitions, and insufficient personnel. 

These shortcomings will be at the center of National 
Assembly's debate on defense which begins Thursday. It 
will force legislators to examine the steady decline in 
defense allocations over the past 10 years. 

But it takes a national effort to provide the Ministry of 
Defense with arms, and there are doubts about the 
current majority's willingness to agree to that effort. (See 
yesterday's edition of LE QUOTIDIEN) 

The Daguet Division, the land-based element of France's 
presence in the Gulf, mustered fewer that 12,000 men in 
the field, placing France at the opposite end of the 
spectrum in relation to the 400,000-strong American 
force. But let's compare that which can be compared. 
The British had a force of 35,000—three times the size of 
ours. Couldn't we have matched their level? Clearly 

not—because even though we managed to get around the 
intractable problem of transporting our troops by requi- 
sitioning civilian ships, we would have lacked the means 
to muster a force larger than the Daguet Division. 
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The Army has a mere 30,500 enlistees. When the presi- 
dent ruled out recourse to the drafi, this small force was 
all that remained and a considerable portion of 1 was 
already scattered around the globe, either complying 
with defense agreements between France and some of 
her African partners, or ensuring a French presence 
overseas and protecting our interests. 

When the Gulf crisis began and once the government 
realized that a conflict was inevitable duc to Saddam 
Husayn’s suicidal obstinacy, a count was quickly taken. 
Twelve fully professionalized regiments were to form the 

Division (list published in yesterday's edition of 
LE QUOTIDIEN). That left a grand total of six profes- 
sional regiments available, either in metropolitan France 
or overseas. Some of these units were elite troops, such as 
the paratroops, but they were too light to be suited to the 
combat perceived to be looming. In addition, the Elysee 
Palace [the president's office] and the military command 
knew that in the uncertainty about the potential losses 
and duration of a conflict, several units would have to be 
spared as replacements should the need arise. 

A Political Choice 

The din of the Gulf war has already subsided, but the 
situation has hardly changed. Were a new crisis to arise 
somewhere in the world and require the participation of 
French troops, we would be incapable of doing any better 
than in the Gulf—unless, as a minimum, the Long-Term 
Service Volunteers (VSL) were brought in. It 1s true that 
the president had his reasons for deciding not to mobi- 
lize the contingent of conscripts currently serving their 
terms of national service. He is nonetheless authorized 
by law to do so according to Article L70 of the National 
Service Code: “Military personnel may be called to serve 
at any time and in any place. In peace time, however, 
only those conscripts who are willing may be assigned to 
units or formations stationed outside Europe and 

France's overseas departments and territornes.” It 1s 
therefore evident that the president ruled out recourse to 
the contingent of national service conscripts for political 
reasons, despite the fact that many volunteered. Because 
those reasons are more likely permanent than circum- 

stantial, it 1s clearly indispensable that our professional 
forces must be substantially strengthened so as to be 
capable of fulfilling any mission that might be entrusted 
to them. 

That has its difficulties. First, career soldiers have to be 
paid and that costs a lot. Second, recruitment 1s ebbing 
except in the Foreign Legion where there are four appli- 
cants for every opening. 

Back to Basics 

The Army does not have the prestige it once had; nor 
does it have a reputation for making wealthy individuals 
out of those who serve in it. Yet, the lesson of the Gulf 
war is undeniable. A cohesive, well-equipped, and auton- 
omous professional force is a necessity. 
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But this new-style Rapid Action Force that France needs 
im order to assert her presence wherever her national 

interest would be served by 1 amounts to no more than 

a technical adjustment. It does not solve the funda- 
mental problem which, strangely enough, resurfaced 
pror to the Gulf crisis: the choice between conscription 
or a career army, to use the somewhat hasty definition 
this problem 1s given by some. It is a far-reaching debate 
that divides civilians as much as 1 does the military. A 
high-ranking officer, once a strong advocate of conscrip- 
tion for having served in several regiments of conscripts 
in the course of his career, confessed to changing his 
mind on the basis of his experience in the Gulf, citing the 
need for effectiveness. Another, a Legionnaire, sees 
matters in a different light. In his view, conscription 
continues to be 2 national melting pot by virtue of its 
formative nature and the major role it can play in the 
integration of the second generation of immigrant fam- 
ihes. On the condition, that is, of a return to basics: a 
military service that 1s compulsory and universal in 
nature 

Rights and Duties 

One could certainly wonder what good 11 will do to pour 
hundreds of millions of francs [Fr] into a national service 
that 1s compulsory and universal by fits and starts; a 
“lost cause” thal exasperates so many young people by 

causing them to feel that they are wasting time that 
would be better spent elsewhere, an institution that 
mobilizes so many men when it might be possible to 
“cash in on the peace dividend” and bid a final farewell 
to arms 

Socrety has changed and conscription 1s bound to be 
questioned in some respects. For example, there may be 
questions about the fact that young men and not young 
women are conscripted at a time when the attainment of 
equality between the sexes makes that selection seem 

discriminatory 

There are good arguments in that and they are reinforced 
by the argument that a career army is inherently effec- 
tive. But, however sound all these points may be, they 
will never overshadow the essential outcome of conscrip- 
tion, which is a French Army that belongs to the 
republic, the nation, and the homeland. The Army does 
not belong to the state, even though it 1s at the orders of 
the state and 1s thus the embodiment of the political 
structure. That 1s what makes it everyone's army and 
everyone's obligation. 

Like many Western democracies, France is passing 
through unsettled and uncertain times in which the 
values that founded the country and enabled it to retain 
its identity over the centurnes are subjected to snickering 
and revilement. French society has erected a system 
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founded on the nghts of citizens, but over time it has 
forgotten the corollaries to those mghts: the duties of 
cituzens. Under the effect of this relatively recent imbal- 
ance, society 1s reeling. To abandon national or military 
service, which 1s one of the last remaining duties, would 
be comparable to abandoning the public school system, 
which also claims to be compulsory and universal. That 
1S NOT to Say we Cannot have a career army in addition to 
the public army. everyone's army, just as there are 
private schools in addition to public schools. But there 
must be more than a career army. Isn't an army that 
belongs to the entire French nation worth a few months 
in a citizen's life? 

[Box, p 12] 

Military Pay 

The salaries of the military's rank and file are rather 
meager. Listed below 1s what they carn: 

During the first year of service: 

¢ Private first class, FR1!.600. 
¢ Corporal, Fri .850. 
¢ Chief corporal, Fr2,100 

After one year of service: 

¢ Private first class, Fr4.000. 
¢ Corporal, Fr$,300. 
« Chief corporal, Fr6,700. 

In addition to salaries, bonuses are paid for tours of duty 
outside mainland France 

[Box, p 12) 

The Professionals 

Total Army personne! currently numbers 288,500, 
including | 8,500 commissioned officers and $9,000 non- 
commissioned officers. Among the rank and file, only 
30,500 are enlistees and 6.500 of them serve in the 
Foreign Legion. In all, 18 units of the land Army are fully 
professionalized. 

Thirteen of them are in the five-division Rapid Action 
Force (11th Paratroops Division, 9th Marines Division, 
6th Light-Armored Division, 27th Alpine Division, 4th 
Airborne Division). In all, the Rapid Action Force is 
made up of 42 regiments: |3 fully professionalized, 15 
semiprofessionalized, and 14 regiments of conscripts. 

The five professional regiments not found in the Rapid 
Action Force are distributed as follows: 

¢ Three overseas (3rd REI, | th DBLE, D/EM) [expan- 
sions not given), and 

¢ Two in mainland France (ist REI, 4th REI) [expan- 
sions not given). 
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Foreign Ministry Spokesman on EC-SFRY Talks 

AU0207095491 Rome ANSA in English 0833 GMT 
2 Jul 91 

[Text] Rome, | July (ANSA}—The Italian Foreign Min- 
istry on Monday [! July] commented on the success of 
the EC peace plan for Yugoslavia that paved the way for 
the election of Federal President Stipe Mesic. 

Foreign Munistry spokesman Giovanni Castellaneta 
revealed that the mediation effort of the EC troika (the 
foreign ministers of Holland, Italy and Luxembourg) had 
at one point seemed stalled, and Ministers Hans van den 
Broek, Gianni de Michelis and Jacques Poos had been 
on the verge of “getting up and leaving Yugoslavia to its 
fate.” 

He said that it was De Michelis who had then achieved 
a breakthrough, proposing that the EC troika should 
make a “solemn guarantee” to ensure the implementa- 
tion of the plan, and in particular the point regarding the 
suspension of the effects of independence declarations 
by Slovenia and Croatia. 

The other two points in the plan were the acceptance of 
the cease-fire by the breakaway republics and the federal 
government, and a resumption of democratic dialogue 
leading to the election of a new president. 

Von Weizsaecker, Cossiga Discuss European Union 

LD2706153291 Berlin ADN in German 1631 GMT 
25 Jun 91 

[Excerpt] Rome (ADN)}—Bonn and Rome are endeav- 
ouring to conclude the European intergovernmental con- 
ferences on economic, monetary, and political union as 
planned this year. This was announced by President 
Richard von Weizsaecker to journalists in Rome today 
following talks with Italian State President Francesco 
Cossiga and Pnme Minister Giulio Andreotti. Von 
Weizsaecker described the cooperation between Ger- 
many and Italy in these areas as running smoothly. The 
president stressed that the conferences ought to make 
progress together. “No one should be forced in this but 
no one should have the mght to a veto”, he said. 
Germany will represent this position along with Italy. 
The establishment of the EC's ability to act was partic- 
ularly necessary because of pending expansion. 

This morning, at the beginning of his second day in Italy, 
the president laid a wreath on the Tomb of the Unknown 
Soldier on the Piazza de Venezia. He later visited the 
Fosse Ardeatine, the national memorial to the Italian 
resistance movement, accompanied by Francesco Cos- 
siga. Following an attack on German soldiers, 335 Italian 
hostages were shot by the SS there in 1944. [passage 
omitted] 
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* De Michelis Interview on Referendum, Elections 
9IESO876A Milan PANORAMA in Italian 30 Jun 91 
pp 45-47 

[Interview with Foreign Minister Gianni de Michelis by 
correspondent Alberto Statera, place and date not given: 
“United Yes, but With the Chnstian Democratic Party™] 

[Text] The PSI [Italian Socialist Party] on the ropes? 
“Country bumpkin alarmism,” swears the foreign min- 
ister. And he is sending someone to teli Comrade 
Claudio Martelli... 

“Where are we, in Tirana?” Gianni de Michelis enters 
thundering into the baroque reception room of the Plaza 
Hotel together with a cyclone of hot air. He is coming 
from Berlin. He is leaving for who knows where. Before 
the beginning of his party's special congress, to be held in 
Bari on Thursday 27 June, he will be making another tnp 
halfway around the world. And by this time he feels in 
Rome the way he feels in Tirana because of “the suffo- 
cating political provincialism that grips this country.” 
He says that there is “a great waste of adrenalin: for the 
president of the Republic's public statements, for the 
nonexistent referendum, for the unimportant elections 
like the Sicilian one. There is a crying of havoc here 
among us that finds no counterpart in any corner of the 
civilized world.” 

{Statera] You, instead, are the last blast of the 1980">- 
style all-out optimism. In living on airplanes have you 
perhaps been a little distracted” 

[De Michelis] On the contrary, | see things very clearly 
from up high. Cossiga’s public statements? But what else 
is new. Reread the history of Italy, recover your histor- 
ical memory, and go and see the conflicts that Gronchi, 
Segni, and Leone had with their party. 

[Statera] Does it seem normal to you that the highest 
authorities in the nation are giving each other pies in the 
face every day? 

[De Michelis}] In England, Major and Thatcher come to 
blows twice a day, in Germany, they take pot shots at 
Kohl with rotten eggs, in Paris, my frend Edith Cresson 
is in a sea of controversy. Only with us is there this crying 
of havoc that infects even lucid people like Rino For- 
mica. 

[Statera] Craxi too, who is usually lucid, got the PSI 
[Italian Socialist Party] damaged by the abstensionist 
policy on the referendum. 

[De Michelis] Craxi made a mistake of underestimating, 
but along with him we all did. It would have been better 
not to have done it, but at least it probably served to 
invalidate the axiom, which he certainly did not invent, 
according to which the leader never makes a mistake. In 
any case the referendum on preferences was a typical 
leopardlike [allusion to the novel The Leopard] opera- 
tion; it served to let people blow off steam on a thing of 
no importance. 
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[Statera] Almost 30,000,000 people blew off steam in 
order to say that this system 1s not working. Does that 
seem like nothing” 

[De Michelis] They did 1 without any perspective, in a 
way that will not help the political system to improve. | 
do not believe in this mythical transversalism. It has 
already gone out of existence. There is more confusion 
than ever now that the Itahans have blown off steam. 
They want a change? We propose a presidentialism of 
the French type. 

[Statera] Are you sure that what people are demanding 1s 
that, and not to see the partie. withdraw somewhat from 
the institutions” 

[De Micheiis]} Institutional reforms should not be accom- 
plished here, they should be accomplished in Europe, 
with the integration of the Twelve. And the parties will 
be increasingly important. The remedy may be precisely 
a presidential republic along French lines. The European 
Council will have a strong political role, it will deliberate 
with a unanimity that will have to be reached through 
moral suasion [preceding two words in English]. If we 
have such an authoritative president of the French type. 
we will have a big advantage. The chancellorship solu- 
tion presents instead greater unknowns even on the 
domestic plane. I think 11 would provoke continual crises 
and dissolutions of the Chambers. 

[Statera] Do the results of the Sicilian election mark the 
end of the long wave” 

[De Michelis} No, it 1s a patient long wave. We are going 
ahead by small steps: In 1976 we were under 10 percent, 
now we are over 15. 

[Statera] Fifteen years, five points 

[De Michelis] The electoral system does not permit 
breakthroughs, and in any event Sicily 1s not a good 
example: We already had one disappointment in 1986. 
And unfortunately 1 could not be otherwise—in Pal- 
ermo the party 1s not up to the situation, it has no chance 
of breaking through. 

[Statera] Why” 

[De Michelis] For many reasons. Among other things, 
the war we fought against Orlando. We have created a 
national hero. To be precise, two: There 1s Bianco as 
well 

[Statera] Martelli's fault” 

[De Michelis}] | do not know who is to blame. Certainly 
Orlando is noisy, he 1s too much of a movement person 

[Statera] Are you going to mention the reunification of 
the great socialist family, the great strength of the left 
that 1s supposed to beat the DC [Christian Democratic 
Party] whale” 

[De Michelis] The overall strategies of the PSI should not 
change. Our policy 1s participation in the government of 
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the country, in a reformist sense. And in this we are 
second to none. Together with the prospect of a presi- 
dential republic of the French type. 

[Statera] And the unity of the left? 

[De Michelis] Certainly I belneve that socialist unity can 
be within reach within five years. Otherwise where in the 
world will the PDS [Democratic Party of the Left] end 
up” 

{Statera] In other words, histonca!l moments. 

[De Michelis] We are going to govern together with the 
DC for many years yet. 

[Statera} Stull castor oi! for the Communists? 

[De Machelis} Not at all, no castor oi! for the Commu- 
nists. The alternative, however, 1s not possibie. The 
policy of socialist unity can be pursued, but in the time 
frames it requires, the ones necessary for the creation of 
a force of the left that can permit alternation. For the 
tume being there 1s compromuse-convergence. 

[Statera] Does Craxi look at 1 the way you do or the way 
Martelli does” 

[De Michelis] I talked to Craxi for a long time and came 
away with one conclusion: We understand cach other 
very well. We are convinced that in this country history 
has always been influenced by foreign policy. And that ts 
the way it 1s once again. The two decisive factors today 
are the collapse of Communism in Eastern Europe, 
which canceled out the PCI [Italian Communist Party] 
and what Ugo Intill calls the Italy of the East; and the 
process of European integration that 1s going inevitably 
to lead us by the hand to institutional reforms. 

{Statera] Not even one disagreement with the secretary” 

[De Michelis}] Look, | have always been the least Craxian 
of Craxi's followers. Many others have gotten along by 
shouting to the four winds that they are genuine Social- 
ists. | have never done so. 

[Statera] Is there going to be a landslide for Craxi in 
Bari” 

[De Michelis}) | am in agreement with Craxi and I am 
certainly not going to draw back now 

[Statera] And now that Crax: has hidden himself behind 
Cossiga’s policy, has lost the referendum, and has lost 
the election in Sicily, will you not want to say something? 

[De Michelis] Giving all the blame to Craxi is too casy 
and one cannot call oneself a genuine Crax: follower only 
as long as Craxi wins. If Socialist policy has some defects, 
the congress of Bar 1s the occasion for smoothing it out. 

[Statera] In recent years the PSI has not been distin- 
guished by a high degree of internal democracy 

[De Michelis} Nonsense. It 1s just the same as im the 

other parties 
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[Statera] They say that when Crax: “yells...” 

[De Michelis] We are a leadership group of 50-year-olds 
and no one can say that we are the victims of an 
authorntanan father who yells. This 1s just folklore. No 
one can imagine using Claudio Signorile’s arguments. 

[Statera] Fifteen years have passed since Midas. Is that 
not too long even for an imposing leader” 

[De Michelss} Mutterand has been there since 1971. That 
1S Certainly not a critemon in accordance with which one 

can think of changing leaders. In any event, the secretary 
of a party that has grown does not get changed. It 1s true 
that «t has grown less than was expected, but i 1s the 
leading party of the left today. 

[Statera] You wull not deny that the PSI has some 
problems: The gangs that rage about in the state enter- 
prises in the name of Cran, the embezziements, the 
internal struggics. 

[De Michelss} I do not at all deny that there are problems 
of this kind. But I do not really think that the whole fault 
can be attributed to Crax:. Do you know whose fault 1 
is” 

[Statera] Whose” 

[De Michelis] It os mone, ot 1s Martelli’s, ot 1s Amato's, 1 
1s Di Donato’s 

[Statera] Self-critecism” 

[De Michelss} Yes, ali of us on recent years have been so 
intensely busy that we have not had the time that would 

be necessary to open up to the outside, to bring mm new 
people. This 1s what we have to do im order not to give 
votes away to Orlando or to Bossi 

[Statera] However, tome for parceling out was not 
lacking 

[De Michelis} Let us avond banalities. Imagine whether I. 
of all people, can deny that there 1s a problem about the 
staff in the subgovernment not always being satisfactory. 
that there are gang wars in several territones or in several 
areas 

[Statera] Even om your territory, in the Venetian one” 

[De Michels} Yes. In Venice, Cresco has become a Boss: 
league promoter im order to give me trouble And that 1s 
wrong These are people who do not know how to engage 
in politics and who damage the party. Perhaps i was 
really |, who based my whole career on local matters. 
who tolerated too much on the local level 

[Statera] In short, Craxi os pure and the leadership group 
has been too busy to clean a little in the corners. So, in 

order to see someone who 1s an anti-Crax: will another 
15 years go by” 

[De Michels] To have someone anti-Craxi, there would 
have to be another policy. And another policy does not 
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exrst. Without considering that 1 1s not possible to be 
toward one who brought the party out of a 

blind alley and led «t to where « has umportance, and a 

great deal of importance im a Europe that 1s being 
constituted 

The munisternal court presses around im the baroguc 

reception room of the Plaza. The cellular telephones 
ring. the doorkeeper-secretary Esposito no longer man- 
ages to screen people. Ugo Intim: passes by while De 
Michels 1s intoning: “Within five years, with an overall 
electoral strength of 30 percent, we will think about 
socialist unity, even though | already have a total con- 
vergence with my shadow munister, Giorgio Napolet- 

ano 

“That os mght. Gianni.” echoes Intim, “the socialist 
unity polcy docs not mean having the alternative 

today.” 

Craxi 0s great, and Intiom 1s not his only prophet 

Treasury Minister Outlines Economic Plan 

VIESO8744 Rome LA REPUBBLICA in Italian 
26 Jun 91 p 6 

{[Artcle by Gennaro Schettino: “The Public Treasury 
Shortfall Is Only 4 Trithon™] 

[Text] Rome—The government is not giving up. This 
year’s public finance objectives cannot be touched. Nor 
can one touch the cconomi programming document, 
“the dream book.” (that 1 what they call 1) written by 
Treasury Minister Guido Carh on the state of national 
accounts during the next four years 

One cannot touch even one comma of that “document.” 
although a deficit in this year's public revenues equals at 
least 4 trilhon [lire], One cannot touch one comma, 
especially because «| would mean admitting Italy is 
incapable of “pursuing policies to place within the 
European economic and monetary system ~ 

The curt “no” to any change came yesterday during The 
Chamber Budget Commuttce hearing of the three eco- 
nome menristers (Guido, Carl, Rino Formica, and Paolo 
Cinmo Pomicimo) The hearing was marked by great 
irritability, and by a very tense atmosphere between the 
government and the very political mayorty that supports 
it 

Opening the “hostilities” was the treasury minister, who 
immediately wanted to dispel doubts and misgivings 

about the government's intentions 

Carh began, “We intend to stick to our objectives, even 
if one cannot ignore the fact that the cconomi uncer: 
tarnties of the moment have repercussions on public 

finances.” Thus, the government is holding firm to its 
abyective for this year's requirements 

The maximum threshold of 4) tithon fixed by the 
budget law remains unchanged 
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The Decree Along With Revaluation 

The decree on “cellular telephones” passed in mid-May. 
along «ith the obligatory revaluation of assets, are suf- 
ficrent to correct the trend in the public deficit, which 1s 
running over 150 tnilhon. 

But the government ts not abandoning the line 1t adopted 
in the economoc and financial programming document. 
The disparities on public accounts with respect to initial 
forecasts are less “dreadful” than the ones announced by 
the finance munuster only one week ago in the Senate. 
Formeca humself explained: “The public treasury short- 
fall 1s not the 20 tnthon mentioned a few days ago. May 
self-taxation has shown a revenue decline varying 
between 5 and 16 tnihon lire. However, the fall shown in 
these revenues was partially balanced by the tax on bank 

deposits ~~ Therefore. according to Formica’s estimates 
presented yesterday, at the end of the year the fall will 
equal “only” 3.8837 tnthon. But, the three economic 
ministers explained, although revenues are declining. 
one must not take fnght. especially since public expen- 
ditures seem suddenly to have started moving at a slower 
pace 

It was Carh homself who said authoritatively that state 

expenditures are showing a trend that 1s “not wholly 

unsatisfactory. considering that they are staying under 
forecasts. The treasury minister went on to say, “Atl 

present, current outlays are at around 8.2 percent as 
agarnst the 10.2 percent [forecast] An exceptionally 
optumrstic Carh also provided other figures on the trend 
of outlays of state funds. The minister again emphasized 
that capenditures for goods and services are moving al a 

growth rate of 0 2 percent as opposed to the forecast rate 
of 10.8 percent. Famuly transfers incivased by 4.7 per- 
cent as opposed to 6 4 percent, while construction cipen- 

dvtures showed a clear diminution (minus § percent as 

against the estemated 23.6 percent.) 

Carh added. “One certainly cannot draw excessively 

optomrstec conclusions from these figures, but | beheve 
there are margins on thes front for action to remedy the 
selt-taxation decline ~ The treasury minister did not lose 
the opportunity to port hes finger at the deputies and 
senators He sarcastically observed, “The French finance 
menester saed at the last meeting of the Seven, not 
without pride. that the corrective measures he adopted 
were approved on four weeks Here the Parliament does 
not support the government measures.” However, the 
words of the three economic ministers did not convince 
the deputres who crowded the hall of the budget com- 
mittee Some. Republican Gerolamo Pellicano, for 
cxample. challenged Carl's figures on the trend of 

expenditures. while Giorgio La Malfa, PRI [Itahan 
Republican Party) secretary. pointed out how “economic 

poly now without leadership, hke a ship without a 

heimsman — 

The Ship Has Lost its Helmeman 

Sore. coonomest Vincenzo Visco. (Independent Left). 
for example. noted that we are now im an extraordinary 
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situation concerning public finances. Not to mention the 
dispute between Budget Minister Paolo Cinno Pomicino 
and Socialist Franco Piro. The latter had im effect 
accused Andreott:’s supporter of having intentionally 
caused a serous upset in the stock market. Pomicino, the 
Neapolitan minister, made a harsh reply, sarcastically 
observing. “Puro says he 1s unqualified. | take note of his 
intellectual honesty. No one 1s allowed to state such 
conclusions.~ 

While Pomicino and Piro were insulting cach other, 
yesterday the “notonous™ decree in the Senate on cel- 

lular telephones made a small step forward. Carli’s 

action was decisive. Along with Nicola Mancino, the 
president of the DC [Christian Democratic Party] group. 
he presented an amendment to the ceilings on health 
insurance plans for local government organizations. The 
amendment grants the CICR [Interministenal Com- 
mittee for Savings and Credit) discretionary authonty 
for opening. or not, the spigot of the Savings and Loan 
Fund, provided the ceiling of $.5 tnilhon 1s maintained. 
The first nine articles of the overall decree were passed 
yesterday evening without too much trouble 

The tax on credst cards was something new. The 30.000 
lire per year will not be paid, but instead, $00 lire will be 

paid on cach transaction exceeding $0.000 lire 

After having publicly praised «, Carl noted in his 
response in the Senate that “Bruno Visentini's proposal 
merits careful study. According to ut. the tax policy's 

margin of mancuver would gain space in the field of 
indirect taxes if they were excluded from the cost of 
living indices used to adjust the sliding scale ~ 

* New Minister of Posts Vizzini Interviewed 

GIESORIOA Milan ELC ROPEO in Italian 17 May 9! 

pp 21-23 

[interview with Carlo Vizzini, minister of posts, by 
Pialuisa Bianco. place and date not given “I Am an 

Organization Man and Proud of It”) 

[Text] Carlo Vizzim, a Sicihan, was born and raised in 
the PSDI [Itahan Socialist Democratic Party], and 
through the PSDI he has now become the powerful 
Minister of Posts (the world’s worst postal system), or 
rather the lord of TV. Is « any wonder that im this 
interview he sings the praise of the parties” 

Newly appomted Minister Carlo Vizzimi, surprise 
Socialist Democratic successor to Oscar Mammi of the 

PRI [Itahan Repubhcan Party), 1s reserved, not very 

communicative, and even keeps 418 portable telephone 

turned off 

“It becomes a munister less to speak like a fool than to act 
like one.” according to the cruel maxim of Cardinal de 
Retz. the most venomous denigrator of statesmen since 
the times of the Sun King (Louis XIV) up to today 
Vizzim, who at only 44 years of age 1s still now Italy's 

youngest minister, has collected five administrations in 
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the span of two legislatures and therefor: 1s a mode! of 
ministenal aplomb. His silence marks his sense of the 
trade 

In Andreott:'’s already shaky seventh administration. the 

neolord of the “ethereal map™ will perhaps not even 
have the tume to commit the follies that are the particular 
province of a minister. Honor 1s safe. 

During his advance toward his ministenal throne, and 
before the onset of a case of the sulks, Vizzimi, in the 
manrer of one approaching the gallows. had time to utter 
two memorable “last sentences.” 

The day he was sworn in, a zoom of the TV camera 
caught him holding his hand over his heart and saying to 
the head of State: “Mr President, take me always with 
you.” After the coronation, pushing his way through the 
Transatlantico’s [hall of Parhament] crowd of reporters. 
he raised his arms and proclaimed: “I am innocent.” 
Innocent of what? Of having become from one moment 
to the other a “new king of Italy.” as Giampaolo Pansa 
has retitled the munister of posts of the 1990's, who will 
have to direct the war of the giants among the media's 
mighty, grant or deny thousand of radio frequencies. 
bless or trum the nails of the Berluscon: and RAI [Itahan 
Broadcasting Corporation] TV empires. Or innocent of 
being—according to William Ward, caustic English 
observer of Itahan affairs—the nth improvised high- 
ranking official of our national governing structures. 
who, knowing nothing about the music he 1s supposed to 
play. emerges suddenly from the magician’s hat of the 
prime minister, whose primary concern 1s careful com- 
phance with expectations and demends of the many 
parties and their numerous factions 

[Bianco] So, Munister Vizzini, how are things” 

{Vizzim] Not good, not bad 

[Bianco] Not good” Not bad” Which. 

[Vizzim] Both. They are exact equivalents, depending on 
one’s point of view. It 1s a philosophical truth like tnat of 
the glass that 1s both half filled and half empty 

[Bianco] Do you feel as if you were sitting on a cushion 
of thorns” 

[Vizzim] Everybody ts congratulating me as if I have 
become a powerful minister. But my presumed power 1s 
derived from the evolution of society. Al one time. the 
Ministry of Posts was held in high esteem because the 
minister commanded an army of mailmen. It was an 
electoral Ministry. Today, the same Ministry has taken 
Stage center, because in Italy we are bickering over the 
mapping of the airwaves. In the 1950's we bickered over 
agricultural agreements. In the 1960's i was over city 
planning laws. It 1s normal 

[Bianco] Would you say. then that an Amintore Fanfani. 
minister of agriculture at that time, or a Giuseppe Togm 
minister of labor, were not powerful ministers” 
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[Vizzem] They were, without any doubt. powerful min- 

isters. But I feel samply like a minister on whom all the 
eves are trained. A munister working under the spot- 

loghts 

{Bianco} But you. Mr Vizzimi, you are comfortable under 
spothghts. In the last clections you set a record for T\ 

election spots 

[Vizzim]} True, I put in many appearances. | lic to show 
what | have to sell. I think also I was the only onc. or onc 
of the very few, among the members of Parliament who 
at the end of cach legislative term sent to frends and 
voters a volume of all hrs remarks, speeches. interviews. 
in short. a compiecte documentation of how he used his 

mandate. But all of that has nothing to do with the 
present. In Italy. one who becomes ministcr must be 
prepared to take the bitter walk of the soccer players on 

to the playing ficld. You are booed before the game 
Starts 

[Bianco] This being your fifth administration. do you 
still fear the first day of school” 

[Vizzim] Perhaps | rather fear the last. When | first 
arnved in Parhament | was 29. certainly | was deeply 

moved. But 24 hours later | took the floor and delivered 
a torrential serves of remarks without a pause for breath 
Having passed the exam. | continued for 40 more 
consecutive sessions. Little by little, 1 became accus- 
tomed to the applause for the PSDI infant prodigy In 
1976 I was Italy's youngest deputy. Three years later, the 
youngest deputy secretary. In 1984. the youngest min- 
ster. And I continue to be now, after beng sworn in for 
the fifth ume 

[Bianco] Do you fear becoming the youngest former 
minister” 

[Vizzim] | have already been through that. It happened 
when my party decided to remove me from the Ministry 

of Cultural Assets to give « to a Sicihan Socialist 
Democrat like myself, Vincenza Bono Parrna. the 
widow of a Trapam: nobleman. Then | understood that 
we ministers must always think of ourselves as bering 
ministers pro tempore 

[Bianco] Do you think of yourself as a minister of the 
ltahan Republic or as a member of the PSDI” 

[Vizzim] | consider myself a Socialist Democratic min- 

ister. What 1s wrong with that” 

[Bianco] Alberto Ronchey says that the ministers of past 
administrations, chosen by a miature of happenstance 
and party bureaucracy rules, “have the air of people who 

pounce on the first free table, as in Saturday-night 
restaurants.” Might this be the reason for the boong 
before the game starts” 

[Vizzim]} Every tome a new government is formed, the 
heavens part’ And the litany begins: on interference by 

the parties. on the distribution of portfolios on the basis 

of factional structures... And vet here om Italy, contrary 
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public sector] If he goes hes own way, the partes, 
drssatisfied. accuse him of lackeng team spit 

But m sum. whose job 6 to perform the caxccutive 
function m a parkamentary republic such as ours” 
Should we turn to the Sisters of Chanty” 

But [Bianco] To the Seuters of Charity, certamly not 
qualified and honest people. yes. And :f these people 
could operate without having thei respective parent 

politecal parties breathing down their necks. « would be 
even better 

| Vizzem] | shudder at these summary judgments. There 
S$ rampant a sizeable waiving of flags against our form of 
republic of party structures. But parties are the physio- 
logec tes between civil soceety and the institutions. We 
cannot do without them. The evil 1 at the roots, a ss 
clsew here 

[Bianco] Is « perhaps the citizens’ fault of they have 
stopped belreving in these parties” 

[Vizzem] The cotuzens may indeed be disappointed, but 
the overwhelming majority contenuc to vote for them 
Thos 0s the response that counts, and the rest 1s sdile chat 
Unless one wants to talk of revolutions and coups d'etat. 
thes 1s the system within which we are obliged to operate 

True, the “artes are everythong It = sand that they 

suffocate soceety But where does the party's power come 
from if not from the soceety that delegated that power to 
them 40 years ago’? Who wrote the Constitution’ The 
partees did Therefore it 1s sonsense to complain that the 
(C omstitubon was written to suit them. We are living mm a 
parliamentary republic forged by the parties. “occupied” 

by the partes, but above all protected by the parties 
More than 80 percent of Itahan banks are owned by the 
state But was it not these state-owned banks that sup- 
ported our nation’s development” The South 1s unbal- 
anced and underdeveloped, but for tens of years the 
parties have kept ot from caploding 

[Bianco] Do you also lke state-owned TV’ RAI jobs 
assigned to members and relatives of members of your 
party and of the other parties’ Do you agree with 
Antomo Carngha who would lke to impose upon the 
ltahans a scheduled, | 0 full minutes a month of political 
discourse” 

[Vizzem]} As to public service, there can be no question 
that « benefits everyone. Yes, | also lke my party 
secretary's sdea. What 1s wrong with politicians talking 
directly to the people via TV” As for RAI jobs or any 
other public-sector position, | would lke to pomt out 
that the PSDI os sll Gouseppe Saragat’s party Our 
reason for being does not consist in chasing after cushy 
pos 
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[Bianco] But about a year ago. while you were stil 
Minter of Merchant Manne, was « not you. Mr 
Vizzmm, who together with the other PSDI minister, 

Germany. the Socsal Democrats, with all of 30 percent of 
the votes. are quietly comprising the opposition 

[Vizzim] We are condemned to succeeding ourselves in a 
spirit of service. In our system. lowng out of the 

pink and black scarf | was wearing around my neck 

But a funny eprsode dates back to when | was 20 As soon 
as | passed the test for my driver's hoense, | persuaded 

engine. So, on uphill races with frends, | always won 

[Bianco] Mr Minister, you definnely hold an absolute 

[Bianco] Are you more hked than your father, C asimuro. 
a postwar accountant who was also president of the 
Palermo Soccer Team. but who remained a deputy for a 
scant 10 years” 

[Vizzim] My father did not fall because of disaffection 
on the part of hes constituency He stumbled during the 
bref venture into a merger with the Socialists. the PSU 
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[Unmary Socalest Party), He came m fourth when the 
seats were only three. and all theirs 

[Bianco] Is a fihal love that has you convinced that 
unificathoms betwecen semilar polstacal houses are as trau- 
mate a8 party splits” 

[Vizrum] They are mixtures that produce imperfect 
bicnds A juxtaposition of two structures that in the end 
makes everybody unhappy Look at what happened to 
the liberal democratic agglomeration consisting of the 
PRI ('tahan Repubbcan Party), PLI [Itahan Liberal 
Party|. and the Radicals. They had no common goal. and 
the shep sank before leaving port 

[Branco] How much ef a part has the fear of ending up 
hike your father played mm your refusal to embrace Bet- 
tono Craar’s more powerful apparatus” 

[Vizzem]} Not the least bit. My polstical views and those 
of my party differ from Craai’s. I do not bebeve. for 
mmstance. that a pressdential republic based on an ciec- 
toral system such as ours, whech places a high value on 
the drvrson of powers, can solve much. Allende’s Chile. 
too was a presidential republic based on a proportional 
representation system Al any rate, even though sia of 
owr |? members of Parhament, Longo-Romuta’s group. 
have fled to the PSI [hahan Socialest Party}, we have not 
iost even a fraction of a port of our clectoral percentage 
Thos 4 good sign 

{Bianco} Now that the Sicshan elections are about to be 
held. what is your impreswon on seeing your former 
tavonte. Leoluca Orlando, running about Palermo at the 
head of the Network 

|Vizezem) Leoluca Orlando m Palermo has been a revo- 
lwhhonary phenomenon. His little party is proof, now, 
that whatever moves in Itahan politics outside the par- 
tees. orgenates within the partes themselves. 

[Bianco] How us ot that Virzim at age 16 was already a 
member of the PSDI, while the youth of his generation 
protested. occupred the universities, dreamed of a gov- 
ernment with mmagmation, and considered the party of 
the mang sun [PSDI) a “party of advisers”™” 

[Viezem] | was brought up feeling part of a proud 
munorty | used to come to Rome with my father, who 
was a deputy. and in the evenmg we used to go to dinner 
with Saragat. | used to cat little and listen much. | was 
faxconated. He was teaching us that, mm the end, the 
Socialist Democrats would trumph over the Stalinists. 
sem-Stalomests 

[Bianco] Come now, Mr. Minister, you are recounting 
your adolescence mm retrospect. When you were a boy, 

what did vou do in the afternoon” 
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[Vizzem] The truth os that Palermo was somewhat defi- 
laded. while Italy burned with the “fever of 1968." The 
only revolubonary throll | had was iettung my hai grow a 
battle and playeng the drums mm a band of disheveled 
musccians hke myself Nothing to do with politics 

[Bianco] As a little boy, did yeu dream of the govern- 
ment or the Socsalest Democra’sc secretanat” 

[Vizzem] | dreamt of grt, who were truly a fortudden 
commodity 

[Bianco] And now. wha’ do you dream of” 

[Vizzem]) A great Socialist Democrat: Party on the 
European sale. “alten.enza™ m government [imstite- 
bonalized power-sharing among all the parties through a 
system of distmbution and automatic rotation of key 

[Vizzem) | have been at thes post only three weeks As 
soon as | am ready to fly, | shall take off 

[Bianco] What woll you do about the Mamm: plan” 

[Vizzem] Sorry No questions on that matter 

[Bianco] How are things in this government-by -four [the 
new four-party coaliton]” 

[Vizzem] Not good. not bad 

[Bianco] Of the 33 muenisters, you are the one who least 
ects upset 

[Virzem) | was taught savow faire, the rules of cocxrst- 
ence, by that great woman, my mother When | was little. 

I was not allowed at the dinner table in the evening when 
she had guests. | used to cat in the kitchen, holding two 
books under my arms so as to learn to handle my knife. 
fork. and spoon without annoying my table companions 
When | was admitted into the dining room. she taught 
me some suerfuges 

{Bianco} Suterfuges” 

[Vizzem] She taught me to look around, at difficult 
moments, and to model my actions accordingly For 
mstance, she advised me to observe the hostess when | 
was not sure whech fork, knife, of spoon to use, and to 
always do as she did. If the one she used was the nght 
one, no one would suspect my uncertamty. If she had 

made a mistake. and consequently | as well, everyone 
would think | was pust berg courteous 
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* FLAD Poll Reveals National Cultural ‘ alues 

VIE SOS 208 Lishon PLUBLICO om Portuquew 

14 May Yip 6 

[Teresa de Sousa article “How To Run Risks Safely”) 

[Excerpt] The Portuguese say they accept competition. 
risk. and social conflect. but they lke state protection. do 
not behewe om thew abulty to mnfluence the polnical 
powcr. and have net internalized democracy to any great 

extent What FLAD [Luse-Amencan Foundation for 
Development) has been debating since vesierday 1 the 
cultural valucs of Portuguese socecty and them possibile 
effect on the country's cconoma development 

The Portuguese do not reject msk. competition. or 
cven—surprisinghy—social conflact as being negative 
tactors They feel partecularly optumistx about the future 
of the country and of thew own lives. By an over- 
«hclmoing majority. they regard themscives as belonging 
to the middie class Despite that, however they comtinuc 
to assign a basec protective role to the state. feel that free 
education i more umportant than freedom to vote. and 
say that the chief dichotomy in Portuguese socecty 1s that 
separating the nch from the poor—but feel that the gap 
is narrowing They are sufficsently well informed to say 
that development is duc primarily to foreign and and 
sufficrently lemited om outlook to admit that they are 
satisfied with thee jots because those pom are close to 

home 

Those are some of the results of an interesting survey of 
a universe consisting of Portuguese between the ages of 
18 and 65 who liwe m localities eith more than 200 
mhattants The survey « berg used as the startong 
pownt for a semunar on “Socecty. Cultural Values. and 
Development.” under the sponsorship of FLAD om Liv 

hon 

The mam purpose of the semenar m precisely that of 

finding anseers to the question of whether there are 
serous cultural obstacies to development in Portuguese 
society In other words. we are back to the old prodtiem of 

finding the reasons for our backwardness in Comparison 
with the other West European countnes—a question that 
has faced us persistently for over a century 

Rui Machete FLAD's chairman. opened the seminar 
with a concluwon There « no “Portuguese character” 
explarning our backwardness. and the development of 
soc relies —our saceety —18 Not a matter of immutalic fate 

but. onstead. the result of action Dy the cotivem 

Pessemests and Optimests 

In the veew of some particupants im the semunar. the 

visibie gms of dynamism and modernity in Portuguese 

society are real and credible and wgnify hawecally a 
“turneng pount”—ae sheft im the direction of develop- 
ment In the opimon of others—the pessimists—those 

signs are still highly inadequate eith a predominance of 
wens indicateng a degree of backwardness and strong 
comsers atrem on social and cultural relatrons 
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Exervone admits however that the cultural \alucs and 

for C avace Silva 

Philippe Schmuitter of Stanford Univerwty offered an 
interesting imterpretation of the results of thes poll and 

others be has studied, especially om Brusecls. concern. ¢ 

quality of democracy” and quickly reached the concle- 

m its sacsal Hehavior Some caampies given by the 

the only cowntry mm the world where a poll reveals that 
umon membership 1s much more eidespread among the 
upper classes than among the lower classes Al the same 
tome that they contenuc to proclanm democracy 5 advan- 

tages over all other political systems (on ehach they are 

owtdone only by the Greets and the Danes) the mayort: 
of Portuguese perwst in preferring the governments of 
Salazar and ( actano. placing all the demoacratn govern. 
ments wnce 25 April [1974] far down on the wale 
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Another foreign partecipant in yesterday + session was 

person wery famelar woth European socectees. For his 

vatiwe om the matter of cultural and political valucs 
(commderahy more so than Spanish socety eith efiach 
the researcher «= also wery familar 
tume. Quite stable and cohesrve Linz suggested 
another type of question be introduced into the poll—to 

determune, for cxample. what people thenk of capztal- 
mm—so as to drscover what 1s distinctive and characicr- 

the best system, by 1990. that figure was up to $! 
percent 

“tate + Rote 

The last part of vesterday's debate was concerned baw- 
cally with the state's role im development. After a theo- 
retical presentation by Antonio de Sousa and another. 
more pragmatic, one by Fernando Ulnch. the debate did 
not get far beyond the privatization process as imple. 
mented in Portugal In other words, it turned out to be 
just a matter of rather ndeological statements against or 
m favor of a productive sctor belonging to the state 

At any rate the general opinion is that the government 
has no strategy whatever for the privatization process. 
except its goal of pulteng money into the state's coffers 
Antomo de Sowsa. an caper on business strategy who 
*as once a secretary of state for the PSD [Social Demo- 
crate Party), went ewen further by posing the question 
differently In hes veew. the starting pont for analyzing 
the state's role om sacsacconoma development 1s not so 
much what the state must produce bul what musi 
make available to socecty This means that the first 
Question to be answered 1s how much the state will have 
to make avarlable on the way of goods and sery ices—and 
that «4 2 Question for whech there «& 80 answer im 
Portugal [passage omitted) 
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* Data Provided on 6 New \ oung Politicians 

VIE SOS 204 Lishon PUBLICO MAGAZINE in 
Portuguese 19 May 91 pp 16-19 

[Artecle by Jeronemo Pumentel, Teresa de Sousa, Lurdes 
Ferreira. and Tolentino de Nobtrega “Six Young Polst:- 
cans: Names for the 1990's") 

[ Teat|Antento Costa 

Antomo Costa, 29. 6 a member of the PS [Socualat 
Party} Poltscal Commission 

At age 29. he «almost a “hestorncal™ member of the PS 
He has been active om the party sence the age of 14 and 
has never departed from ut Ever sence he reached an age 

where his words carned political credibility. people have 

talked about him He 1s always pounted to as one hope for 

the renewal of the PS, and. mm recent years, as the party 
has responded more clearly to challenges to its princ- 

ples. Antomo Costa has been at the forefront of the 
debate 

Beyond the boundanes of the academa struggic and the 
Socialist National Commiuttec’s internal dattles, where 
hes name was already wel! known. Antomo ( osta gained 
special fame when he was mm charge of icading the 
debates mm a corcus tent on Espanha Square, where the 
youth verwon of the “Convention of the Democratic 
Left” was takong place. Having reached that stage. the 
young member of the National Secretariat began to carry 
more weight in Socialist ranks He had supported \ stor 
Constancio’s tid to become secretary-general after 
saying that Antomo Guterres should Aave succeeded 
Soares He distanced himself from Cruterres when the 
latter declined to run for mayor of Lishon—another 
reason that ( onstancio withdrew 

He supports Samparo unreservedly He 1s Sampaio's 
colleague in a law office, along with Vera Jardim and 
Magalhacs ¢ Silva. In the PS, he took part in some of the 
party s most dramatic moments. when he sided with the 
members of the former secretanat in opposing Mano 
Soares At that teme—it was | 980—-Soares lost an impor- 

tant vote at the congress. and those responsible were the 
members of the JS [Socialist Youth], headed by Antonio 
Costa. He has never been chairman of the Socialist 
Youth organization, but no decrsion has ever been made 
without him 

He 1s maliciously compared to Rasputin by those who 
detect on him a special delight in backstage mancuvenng 
And that mmage « reinforced when be confesses hus 
admiration for Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa. whose student 
he was and in whom he recognizes the unusual qualities 
of a quick intelligence, a unique capenence in politics, 
and the ability to be both actor and spectator—a feat 
achreved only by someone with a great sense of humor 
He was trained in the student battles at the Law School. 
when the JS pumped from being the fourth-largest orga- 
nization mm 1980 to a position where, m 1982-43, 4 won 
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the academac chairmanship in an alhance with the Com- 

munsts and the former UDP [Popular Democratic 
Umonl] In 1983-84, u won that clecthon on its own 

He was the mentor of a generation that included. among 
others, Vutalino Canas, Jorge Olvera, and Eduardo 
Cabra, all of whom, interestingly enough, went to work 
for the Macao Government. He 1s currently coordinating 
secretary of the FAUL [Lisbon Urban Region Federa- 
thon}, whech 1s the PS distract commuttee in Lisbon, and 
1s leaveng the secretanal to draw nearer to the rank and 
file. He os a member of the party's Polincal Commutice 
and presdes over the Socialist group mm the Municipal 
Assembly He 1s an unfailing supporter of Samparo. and 
the Socialist leader assigns umportant roles to hum. 
versatility being one of hus qualities 

Antome \iterime 

Antomeo Vitormo, 3), 6 a member of the Constitutvonal 

( owrt 

At age 32. he can afford the rare lusury of withdrawing 
temporanly from the political stage without running the 
slightest risk of being forgotten of losing prestige 

In 1990. after supervising constitutbonal revisson on 
behalf of the Socialists—both publicly in Parhament and 
privately as a discreet member of Fernand) Nogucira’s 
staff—he was clected judge of the Constitutional Court 
Before that terme, Antomo Vitormo had occupied every 

post to which a msing young politician could aspire And 
he had done w at an wmpressive speed and with 
uncommon abibty 

He first entered the Assembly of the Republic at age 23. 
when he was clected deputy on the FRS [Republican and 
Socsalest Front] date (he was a member of the UEDS 
jexpansson not given}) in 1980 Behind him (already 
then) was a career as an activest on the radical Left during 
the confused years following 25 April [1974]. The fact 
that he was a UEDS deputy did not prevent hom from 
playing a fundamental role un the Socialist bloc during 
the scalding debates on the first constitutional revision, 
which ended m 1982. Hes (fearsome) qualities as a 
member of Parhament were developed at that time 

Immediately after the PS victory on the 1983 electrons. 
he entered a government for the first time as secretary of 
state for parhamentary affairs under Minister Almenda 
Santos During the next pernod of government following 
the 1985 elections, he preseded over the Parhamentary 
Committee for Constitutional Affairs, Rights. Freedoms. 
and Guarantees Also in 1985, Mano Soares appomted 
him spokesman for his (Soares's} candidacy for pressdent 
of the Republic, and Vitor Constancio, after being 
clected to succeed Soares, invited him to jom the 
National Secretanat of the Socialist Party He partic 
pated ip the first Macao Government under the prew- 
dent's responsibility and may have been the only ruler of 
that territory to return home without the shghtest scratch 
on hes moral of political record 

national advisory missions to the East European coun- 
Ines. whose new democratic regimes are hrs new passion 

Carles Pimenta 

Carlos Pumenta, 6. «5 a PSD [Social Democratic Party) 
deputy in the European Parhament 

He was clected deputy for the first ume m 1985, when 
Cavaco Silva 
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Assencee F steves 

Mere da Assunceo Esteves. 42. «& «2 member of the 

( onstintivutronal ( our 

political fame In recognition of her merit. her party had 
chosen her as one of ity representatives on the ( omstite- 
vonal Cowrt tt was her last speech before the Assembly 
of the Repubix. and she confessed to the microphone 
that thes tome “in contrast to the usual sstuation. it 1s the 

one #ho os leaveng &ho ell moss those eho remain — 

Mar da Assunceo Esteves eas born on Valpacos m 
19% ead attended wcondary whoo! wm Chaves The 
good grades she always otftarned pounted to a successful 
career She came to Lishon to study lew and. m the 
pracess. also carned a masters degree im legal and 
politxnal weemce She eas to polstecs at an carly 

stage and. consequently jouned the ISD. where. at age 
1° she powned the Disetrnct Politecal Commutiece of young 
Socal Democrats o \ ca Real She participated mm fer 
party s clectrom campagns and. on Lisbon continued her 
moelttant actrvetees The ISD decoded to add her name to 
the PSDs slates of candvdates And. as a result of the 

avalanche of 198". she took her scat om the Assembly of 

the Repetin Before that she had heen on the staff of the 
secretary of state for budget 

Tomed but wearing 4 minrhort, not venturing bevond the 
conventronal and eth a promunciation that stil 

betraved her ongems on Tras-os-Montes. Assunceo 

thal she eas on a pernad of tramerteem on ehach her careers 

as an attorney and 4 univerwty omstructor were stell her 

Commurttice on Rights Freedoms and Cuarantees ehere 
whe gained no pant ular prominence Bul her hour came 
when the Assemiy of the Repubixn got involved in the 
debate over Constitutional revimon The resulting con. 
troweryy eas 2 stemulus She fought for the PSD draft 
against a fearsome lowe Magaihacs (then a member of the 
PCP (Portuguese Communwt Party)) and the no lew 
feared Sxualest Antomo Viiormo The newspapers rec. 
ognized her prominence in an overeficiming)y lac bluster 

hin Mer colleagues bowed to the evidence and from 

When he arnwed on Horta Seca Street with hes techincal 
background of work dom in the field of energy for the 
European ( ommuismon it looked as though he would be 
wtteng pretty He ect in motion the major wndusinal 
proyects listed om a hind of promer known as the National 
Energy Plan (PEN) natural gas. the Tapada do utero 
and Pego proyects, and the entry of private interests into 
the business of electra energy and minrhydrocie tn 

+5 ; | | i i 
+8 i. ! | 
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what be has on mond What eould he capecially attractive 

an analyses of the rvtes serrowndeng the polrtecal class 
nowt day Me confesses to the tomptation and he surely 
has notes on the sulvect 
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Revarde \ eure 

Recardo Vicwa, 3). « 2 | 1S [Soceal Democrat Center 
Party] deputy om the ‘ a Regeomal Assomity 

bic was born for po o a tamely ehere poltias eas 
a part of dasly fe. comenderemg that bes father was a 

deputy un the Natonal Assemiy presadent of the Des 
tat General Board. and. afier 25 April (1974). a 
member of the Regeomal Board that governed Madera 
during the pemad mght after the revolution 

Rewardo eas only 15 veers old @henm he entered the 

politcal struggle agacmst the fasleomadlce eave of the 
tome the student Left. umapered Oy the challenge to the 
deposed reogeme Hes father, agroultural engineer Rus 
Viecura, @ho at the tome eas capemenceng a few proticms 

related to the change om regume. faced up to the fact that 
hes choldren were taking oppos « des om student life “! 

learned what democracy eas at home My father had a 

tug tamely and on tug famibes you learn what the ewmence 
of demaxracys «” 

L pon complcteng hes law studies at the Catholic Univer. 
sity dunng a permad ehen he abstained from political 

debate—"the mam goal at the tome was to finwh my 
education” —he returned to Madera and chose the CDS 
“Tam a Cathole, and | feel that there are proncepies that 
only the CDS os standeng up for“ At age 22, he became 
leader of the party at the regyonal level, and, upon bring 

clevied to the Madewran Regronal Assemity became one 
of the most active popular leaders. hes combativeness 

being recognized by all the other Moos 

As the record holger when « comes to legislative Dells 
and inihatives systematically resected Dy the majority 
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he «& the tavortec target for attacks by Alberto Jogo 
Jardom. eho. @ the radwal confrostahen euth the 
regronal opposition, wicntifics bum auth the “old 
Madcura —an allussom to Ne father a tea hearat ehose 
honesty « recalled by Recardo “I have rcasom to be 

prowd of my tamely My father rendered great sem we to 
Madews euvthouwt ever berg compensated for a” 
Ricardo says that he & Bot om poles to please the PSD. 
ethat he accuses of “rev an fest-fundamentaliat tehay- 

vor” He saya, “The Saceal Demoorats are wery semedar to 
Saddam Husaya They Deb. .° that they ave 
over them, that only they now the 

everyone cle = sent by the dewd and 

He was one of the architects of the coalton known as 
“For Our Funchal,” «tech almost gave the PS and the 
CDS control of the mayor's office Ne uses the same 
head-on approa dh with ehh he combats his opponceats 
© pertowpete om the CDSs mternal debates OF email 
stature he even dares confront those Mugger than he He 
does w in Madewa auth Jardim, and, m the CDS, he 
surprised the party's national congress by running as an 
alternative to Frevtas do Amaral Ne was clected 

may abandon polis of the CDS docs not oftam a 
satesfactory result om the coming legrlative clectoms 
Quoting Adnano Moreira. he comments ~The cometery 
1s full of urreplaceae peuple | 
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Aho, Schluter Do Not Agree on Great Belt Bridge 

PM0107112791 Copenhagen BERLINGSKE TIDENDE 
in Danish 26 Jun 91 p § 

[Karen Sorbo report: “Finland Remains Firm in 
Demanding a Bridge Allowing Free Passage™} 

[Text] Finnish Prime Minister Esko Aho had to return 
home yesterday after his one-day visit to Copenhagen 
without a promise from Prime Minister Poul Schluter 
(Conservative) that Denmark will accede to Finland's 
demand for free passage through the Great Belt. 

As a result there 1s every indication that the matter will 

be put before the International Court in The Hague in a 
week's time. 

Finland has brought an action against Denmark because 
the Finns are concerned that the planned bridge over the 
Great Belt will not be high enough to le: Finnish drilling 
rigs through, which are up to 200 meters high, thereby 
harming Finnish exports. 

The meeting between the two prime ministers took place 
at Marienborg, and Poul Schluter proposed among other 
things that once the bridge 1s built it might be possible to 
have a Danish shipyard, probably the shipyard in Fre- 
drikshavn, fit the tops to Finnish drilling mgs after they 
have passed through the Great Belt. 

The Finnish Government will now discuss the proposal, 
but Esko Aho was already expressing doubts yesterday as 
to whether this will alter the Finns’ attitude. 

“We understand that Denmark wants io expand its 
internal communications, and we do not want to inter- 
fere in how the Danes comply with our demand. For the 
Finnish side, however, it is first and foremost a question 
of having Finland's mght to pass freely through Danish 
waters recognized in The Hague,” Esko Aho said. 

Even though it would seem that neither Denmark nor 
Finland has nudged an inch, both prime ministers nev- 
ertheless expressed the hope of achieving a negotiated 
settlement once the first part of the legal action is 
complete, if not before. 

Poul Schluter pointed out that there is a disparity 

between Finland's, demand which would require a bil- 
lion-krone investment by Denmark and the few million 
kroner fitting at a Danish shipyard would cost. 

Denmark estimates that the Finnish shipyard will move 
drilling mgs too tall to go under the bridge through the 
Great Belt only once every seven years 

At the meeting the two prime ministers also discussed 
developments in Europe, and both expressed the hope that 

the agreement between the EC and EFTA [European Free 
Trade Association] can be finalized as soon as possible. At 
the news conference after the meeting, Esko Aho thanked 
Poul Schluter for his briefing on internal developments 
within the EC. The Finnish prime minister said that the 
briefing will be of importance when Finland comes to a 
decision about EC membership in the future 

* Folketing Panel Approves Resuming China Aid 
YIENO0664C Copenhagen BERLINGSKE TIDENDE 
in Danish 30 May 91 p 9 

[Per Lyngby article: “Denmark Resumes China Aid™] 

[Text] Despite opposition from the Socialist People’s 
Party [SF], the Radical Liberals, the Christian People’s 
Party [KRF] and the Progress Party as well as skepticism 
on the part of the Social Democrats and Center Demo- 
crats [CD] Danish aid to China will now be resumed. 

Denmark is resuming aid to China. A majority on the 
Folketing Finance Committee reached this decision yes- 
terday, even though four of the eight parties voted against 
it. 

Two years ago the government froze just under 210 
million kroner because of the bloody events in the 
Square of Celestial Peace in Peking. Now the govern- 
ment wants to release these funds. 

In a comment on th: document approved by the Finance 
Committee yesterday SF, the Radicals and the Christian 
People’s Party noted that “the Chinese authorities’ vio- 
lations of human nights in both China and occupied 
Tibet are so grave that they are irreconcilable with the 
principles established for granting Danish aid to devel- 
oping countnes.” 

Therefore the three parties voted against the proposal. 

The Progress Party also said no with reference to the 
“massacre on the Square of Celestial Peace” and the 
“systematic genocide in Tibet.” 

The Social Democrats and CD voted for the appropria- 
tion, but said that a decision must be reached by the end 
of the year on whether China's human rights record has 
improved. 

The final decision on whether China will continue to 
receive Danish aid will depend on the outcome of the 
Folketing Foreign Affairs Committee's China hearing in 
October. 

Sweden 

Carlsson Submits Application for EC Membership 

LD0107202991 Stockholm Sveriges Radio Network 
in Swedish 2000 GMT 1 Jul 91 

[Excerpt] Sweden has now formally applied for EC 
membership. Prime Minister Ingvar Carlsson handed in 
the application at a ceremony in The Hague in the 
Netherlands. 

At 1830 this evening, 30 minutes before the appointed 
time, Sweden formally applied for membership in the 
EC. A Swedish Government delegation, led by Prime 
Minister Ingvar Carlsson, was present in The Hague, and 
on the wet lawn outside Catshuis, the residence of 
Netherlands Prime Minister, Ingvar Carlsson handed 
over the folder with the solemn document to Foreign 
Minister Hans van den Brock. [passage omitted] 
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Denktas Warns Greeks on Claiming Sovereignty 

140107181291 (Clandestine) Bayrak Radio in Turkish 
to Cyprus 1530 GMT 1 Jul 91 

[Text] President Rauf Denktas has said that the two 
peoples must live in two separate zones on Cyprus, this 
1s inevitable for peace and a condition for the protection 
of bizonality, he said 

The president pointed out that the territorial issue 
cannot be resolved by creating new migrations. He 
stressed that the problem of refugees was resolved with 
the 1975 population exchange agreement. 

A written statement issued by the Presidential Press 
Center today says that the Greek Cypnot side 1s begin- 
ning to claim that Guzelyurt [Morphou] is a township 
composed exclusively of Greek Cypnots. Denktas 
pointed out that Guzelyurt, Lefke [Lefka], and Yesi- 
lirmak [Limnitis}] constitute the Turkish Cypnots’ only 
fertik regions and source of revenue as well as their 
water depot and will not be given to the Greek Cypriots. 
He stressed that these regions are of vital importance for 
the exsstence of the Turkish Cypnots and protected the 
Turkish Cypnots against Greek and Greek Cypriot 
weapons for || years. He said: We are not going to 
resolve the terntonal issue in Cyprus by creating new 
refugees. If people were displaced in Cyprus, the respon- 
sibility les with the Greek Cypriots who stooped as low 
as implementing the Aknitas Plan to stnp the Turkish 
Cypnots of all their nghts. 

Denktas recalled that some Turkish Cypnots were forced 
to leave their homes four times in 20 years. He reiterated 
that the refugee problem was resolved with the 1975 
population exchange agreement. 

The president said that compensation, balancing, and 
barter can also resolve territorial problems. It 1s a con- 
dition for peace for the two peoples to live in two 
separate zones in Cyprus, he said. Otherwise, he added, 
the incidents that took place on 21 December 1963 can 
happen again. 

Denktas said that, with the establishment of an atmo- 
sphere of trust and fnendship in the future, the two 
federated republics will be able to take the necessary 
measures, within the framework of their own laws, 
regarding settlement and ownership of property. He 
recalled that bizonality was accepted in 1977 and the 
criteria established. He added: It was decided that the 
two zones would be determined by the critena of tern- 
tory, fertility, security, and sufficiency as well as land 
registration data. The Greek Cypriots cannot deport us 
to the infertile valleys or hills of the Girne [Kyrenia] 
mountains 
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Commenting on Greek Cypriot leader Vasiliou's visits to 

Malta and Italy, Denktas said that the aid Vasiliou wants 
from these countries is for them to become the Greek 
Cypnots’ partners in crime. Denktas stressed that the 
governments of Malta and Italy must realize that 
Vasihou 1s not the president of Cyprus but the Greek 
Cypnot leader. Denktas warned these countries not to 
give credence to Greek Cyprot deceit. He stressed that 
by claiming soveresgnty in the north, the Greek Cypriots, 
who have been spoiled by the world for 28 years, will not 
bring Cyprus to a dialogue that will in turn lead to peace 
and a federal solution. 

President Vasiliou Returns From Visit to Malta 

NC0107200991 Nicosia Cyprus Broadcasting 

Corporation Radio Network in Greek 1900 GMT 
1 Jul 91 

[Text] President Yeoryios Vasiliou returned from Malta 
this evening following a three-day official visit during 
which he held talks with that country’s president, Vin- 
cent Tabone, and its prime minister, Eddie Fenech 
Adami. The talks dealt with the Cyprus problem, devel- 
opments in Yugoslavia, and bilateral relations. 

Earlier in the day, Vasilou addressed a conference 
organized by Italy's (Aspen) Institute on cooperation 
among Mediterranean countries. 

Foreign Minister Yeoryios lakovou and government 
spokesman Akis Fandis returned with President Vasil- 
10U. 

Denktas Protests Soviet Ambassador's Remarks 

NC0107183091 (Clandestine) BRTK Television 

Network in Turkish to Cyprus 1630 GMT 1 Jul 91 

[Text] Dear listeners, a diplomat insulted the Turkish 
Cypriot struggle today at the opening of an exhibition on 
Belorussia at the Ataturk cultural center. Soviet Ambas- 
sador Boris Zenkov had crossed into the Turkish 
Republic of Northern Cyprus to deliver a speech at the 
opening, which was also being attended by President 
Rauf Denktas. When Zenkov described the division in 
Cyprus as artificial, he was interrupted by Denktas, who 
went on to outline the true state of affairs in Cyprus. 
Stressing that the division in Cyprus was not artificial, 
Denktas noted that the current situation was the result of 
the Turkish Cypriots’ struggle for self-preservation. Pres- 
ident Denktas then left the exhibit to protest the ambas- 
sador’s raising of a political matter at a cultural event. 

Hakki Atun, speaker of the Republican Assembly, and 
various ministers and officials also walked out of the 
exhibit in protest against the remarks 
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Opposition Party Calls For Early Election 

140107163291 Ankara ANATOLIA in English 

1820 GMT 1 Jul 9! 

[Text] Ankara (A.A}—Assistant leader of conservative 
True Path Party (DYP) Husamettin Cindoruk called on 
the new government to hold early elections 

In a press conference here today, Cindoruk also called on 
all the political parties to prepare for an equitable free 

and just early election 

Commenting on the new government and its program 

which was announced by Premier Mesut Yilmaz on 

Sunday. Cindoruk said that Turkey was secking a new 
government by means of an election 

Cindoruk also cnticised the ruling Motherland Party 
(ANAP) of still being ruled by President Turgut Oza. 
who had founded the party in 1983 and [run] its govern- 
ments until 1989 as premier 

“This government should regard uself as an election 
government, an interim government.” he said 

Troop Massing, Iraqi-Kurdish Accord Examined 

NC0207083591 Istanbul 2000 IKIBIN'E DOGRI 
in Turkish 23 Jun 91 p 33 

[Excerpts] Intriguing developments have been taking 

place in the southeast during the last week. The com- 
manders of the Gendarmene and Air Forces are paying 

almost daily visits to Diyarbakir. The commanders 

arrive at 0800, fly to Van and Cizre in helicopters, and 
then return at 1400. Second Army Commander Kemal 

Yavuz was in Divarbaker on 19 June, Wednesday 

New mulitary units are being dispatched to the region 
One of our readers informed us that for the past 10 days. 

a large amount of munitions and troops have been 
dispatched to Hakkar and Surt regions from the 22d 
Mobile Gendarmene Brigade stationed at Mardin. It 1s 
reported that a large number of helicopters are landing 

and taking off from there. Their destination 1s to the 
south. A large-scale exercise 1s being planned for the 
beginning of July. The preparations for the military 

exercise started on 5 June 

A large military operation 1s expected in the region. A 
report from Tuncel: confirms this: “An extraordinary 

critical sttuation prevails here. Even the mayors could be 
removed from their posts at the orders of the minister of 

interior.” It 1s said that the aim 1s to subjugate the towns 
[passage omitted] 

On the other hand. there are those who link these 

preparations to Ozal’s visit to the southeast. President 

Turgut Ozal will be present at the trooping of the color at 
the 4th Border Regiment Command at Kuziltepe in 
Mardin at 1030 on 20 June. Chief of Staff Dogan Gures 
will be accompanying Ozal. On the same day, Ozal will 
also take part in another similar ceremony in Goicuk at 
1500 
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It Will Start From Siirt 

A communications corporal serving in the southeast 

recounts: “I heard it on the radio. A large operation 
lasting 20 days will start next month from Surt and 
extend to a district with an Arabic name. Every single 
house will be searched thoroughly. The exact date for the 
operation 1s not known, and for the time being target 
practices are being held with the use of light infantry 
arms. Use of hand grenades and incendiary [lav] 
weapons also is being practiced during the exercises. Air 
Force jets, 60-mm and even larger mortars will be used. 
and paratroopers and commandos of the Second Army 
would also take part in the operation. This 1s the reason 
why the commanders are in the region. They are 
inspecting the topography to see if its suttable for bom- 
bardment. It 1s maintained that the jets used to pound 

mountainous areas also will take part in the operation, 
but so far their participation has not been substantial.” 

[passage omitted] 

National Security Council Meeting 

Information coming from Iraq indicates that the agree- 
ment providing autonomy for the Kurds has been signed 
In which case the control of the Turkish-Iraqi border will 
pass to the hands of the peshmergas of the Kurdish 
Front. Turkey 1s uneasy at the Kurdish control of the oi! 
pipeline and at the exclusion of the Turkomans from the 
developments. Ozal’s meeting with Talabani was 

assessed at a meeting held at the General Secretariat of 
the the National Security Council last Tuesday. A source 
at the meeting passed on the information that the Army 
iS uneasy at the policy pursued by Ozal and the US 

Iraqi Ambassador Discusses Bilateral Relations 

NC 3006164091 Istanbul GUNAYDIN in Turkish 

219 Jun Gi pad 

[Interview with Iraqi Ambassador to Turkey Rafi 
Dahham Muyawil al-Tiknits by Osman Arolat, place and 

date not given] 

[Text] [Arolat] Have you any comment to make on the 
overall situation” 

[Al-Tikriti] We have sought to reactivate our relations 
with Turkey ever since the outbreak of the Gulf crisis. 

and we are continuing our efforts in this direction. The 
Iraqi Government, particularly the Iraqi president, favor 
this and want our relations to be even better than they 

were. Everyone knows that we were subjected to a major 
aggression, and our country was devastated to a great 
extent. During the crisis, we expected many things from 
Turkey. There have relations between us for centuries, 
and it 1s impossible that the current chill will continue 

We had hoped that our relations would not be greatly be 
affected by the crisis. There could have been a disagree- 
ment on some points, but there were many more areas 
where we could have reached agreement. Yes, our rela- 
tions should not have been affected. It was because of 
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this that we refrained from saying anything against 
Turkey. The Turkish people have been very fnendly and 
sympathetic toward us 

Things are returning to normal in Iraq, but we cannot say 

that all our problems are over. Iraq 1s standing on its feet 
as an undivided country. We are working to solve our 
problems under the leadership of Saddam Husayn and 
the government. We are now mostly concerned with the 
country’s reconstruction, and we have the necessary 
financial and human resources to achieve this. We want 

to open a new page with our former fnends and brothers 
Our tnends have given us important assisstance at 

difficult tames. In view of this, we expect Turkey to play 
an important role now, when Iraq 1s facing difficulties 
What happened 1s all in the past, and the people do not 

want to dwell on the past. We are now thinking about 
how we can establish long-term bilateral cooperation 
We want to restore our relations to their earher level — 
actually we want to rarse them to an even higher level 

Both Iraq and Turkey lose under the present situation 

Deputy Prime Minister Tang ‘Aziz visited Turkey on 

behalf of our president and the Revolution Command 
Council [RCC] a while back. Explaining Iraq's position, 
he sand that we wanted to restore our fnendly relations 
with Turkey. We would like to see some concrete steps 

The oi pipeline between the two countnes should 

reopen and bilateral trade should resume We want 
Turkish contractors to participate in Iraq's reconstruc- 
tion. We should revive and improve our earlier cooper- 

ation. We have always adhered to the principles of 
good-neighborliness, brotherhood, and mutual benefit in 
our relations. We want to see concrete steps taken. | 
believe we have done all that could be expected from us 
The embargo allows each country to determine its own 
approach. No one, not even the United Nations, can 
force any country to act im a certain way, the UN 

Security Council resolutions do not permit this. Drugs 

and foodstuffs have not been restricted. A UN Security 
Council resolution has lifted the restnctions on maternal 
Iraq was to have mmported before the crisis and on its 
frozen and seized assets in foreign countnes 

[Arolat] What concrete steps do vou expect Turkey to 
take” The embargo remains in effect, what can Turkey 
suppiy to Iraq” 

[Al-Tikrits] We want to improve our relations with 

Turkey. The UN Securty Council resolutions do not 

apply to foodstuffs and drugs, and these can be supplied 
by Turkey Turkey needs oi! while Iraq needs foodstuffs 

and drugs. We traded with each other before the crisis 
began. Turkey can apply to the United Nations, just as 

Jordan did. It can say: “Iraq owes us money and it can 

pay its debts with oi. We are now importing oi! from 
other countries at a higher cost.” Yes, Turkey can make 
the same request Jordan did. a request which was 

granted 

|Arolat} Has any country besides Jordan done this’ 
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[Al-Tiknt) We are working on a All UN Security 
Council rescdutions have been implemented. and there 1s 

no justifica’son for continuing the embargo. The United 
States and Britain want to deprive the Iraq: people of 
food and to interfere im Iraq's internal affairs. It 1s up to 
other countnes to try to stop them, and many countnes 

have opposed this U.S. poly. Turkey and Irag have 

both been harmed by the crisis. and thei bilateral 
relations continuc to suffer 

[Arolat}] The Turkish Government has maintained a firm 
positon on the question of Irag. while the opposition 

parties. particularly Erdal Inonu’s Social Democratic 
Populist Party and Bulent Ecevit's Democratic Left 
Party. have been more responsive. How do you explam 

this difference” 

[Al-Tikriti] This ts an internal Turkish matter, We 
always favor good relations and respect Turkey's official 

decisions. This does not mean, however. thal we support 
decisions adopted without discussion We belreve that 
the two sides should discuss their problems as part of an 
ongoing dialogue 

[Arolat] Foreign forces continue to maintain a presence 
in Iraq 

[Al-Tikriti] We do not want any kind of foreign influence 
im Our country, as this constitutes interference im Iraq's 

internal affairs We regard this as a very dangerous 
precedent. What 1s there to stop the United States from 
interfering in another country’s internal affairs im the 
future, perhaps even Turkey's’ We beleve mm national 

independence 

[Arolat] The West 1s sensitive about the Kurdish 
problem. Can this result in a redrawing of the map of the 
Middle East” 

{Al-Tikriti} The United States and Britain are clearly 
acting out of malice. What do they want im this region” 
Do they want peace’ Do they want the unity of our 

peopic” We can think of no cxample where the United 
States and Britain supported popular freedom and inde- 

pendence. We opposed the presence of foreign forces in 
the region mght from the start. The Kurdish problem is 
an internal Iraq: matter, and i 1 not a new problem 

Stabilit, and tranquillity existed in northern Iraq before, 
but the Kurdish problem 1s brought to the forefront by a 
foreign power whenever we have difficulties. Had the 
United States and the other foreign forces not interfered, 
the issue would not have arisen. Iraq 1s not the only 

country affected by the Kurdish problem. « can be 

exploited by those who want to fragment Turkey, Iran, 
and Syna as well We support a recognition of Kurdish 

rights in an undivided country. This position ts not the 
result of foreign influence. We never interfere im the 
internal affairs of any country and we do not want our 
neighbors to be troubled by these problems 
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[Al-Tikrits] You know Talaban: was im Irag. He came to 
Istanbul to attend the Socialist International conference. 
but then broadened the scope of his activites. | would 
like to ask you whether he has any official standing mm 
any country 

Talabani 1s only one among the many people holding 
talks with the Irag: Government, talks whoch are about 
to produce very favorable results, therefore, we cannot 
understand what Talabani hoped to achieve through hrs 
contacts. His activities make no sense to us. Our Turkish 
brothers have described his contacts as “fnendly talks.” 
and we hope nothing cise was involved We bebeve that 
talks should be held only with the Iraq: Government 

{Arolat] There are demands for democratization in Iraq. 
and the West wants the Bath Party removed from 
power How will all thes end up. and what effects will tnrs 
have on other Arab countnes” 

[Al-Tikriti] Democracy was berg discussed mm trag 
before the Gulf war, as was the question of a new 
constitution All efforts in this direction were suspended 
when the crises began Democratization im Irag will be 
achieved as a result of popular will, not foreign pressure 
People in any country can demand a change. cur pres- 
dent realizes thes and he recognizes that a change 1s 
needed in Iraq We are thus continuing the democrat- 

zation efforts we began a year ago. but our people have 
demanded that we broaden their scope The new govern- 
ment and the prime minister are involved im these 
efforts Pressdential clectionms will be held. new parties 
will be established. and the press will have greater 
freedom. The new constitution, which | behewe ail! be 
released soon. will deal with the Kurdish rssuc 

{Arolat} Will there be only one candidate im the pres- 

dential clection, and will this election be held to 
strengthen popular confidence in Saddam Husayn” 

[Al-Trkrits} | do not know how many candidates will run 
| beheve Saddam HMusayn will run. but there will be 

others 

[Arolat] Will your constitution suit the the special 

requirements of the Middle East or will you take a 
Western-style one as a mode!” 

[Al-Tikriti] The French Constitution will be influential 

[Arolat} Do you mean that executive authority will be 

shared” 

[Al-Tikriti] The president's powers will be defined by the 
constitution Saddam Husayn 1s now both president and 
head of the RCC. but the latter will be abolished A 
national assembly will be clected Saddam Husayn pre- 
viously functioned as both president and prime minister. 
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but he has relinquished the powers of the pnme minister 
The extent of his powers will now be defined 

[Arolat] How many parties will partecipate im the clec- 
tions besedes the Bath Party” 

: ; 

[Arolat] Will the constitution impose the 
establishment of politcal parties’ Will « prohibit the 
creation of this or that kind of party” 

[Al-Tiknt] Yes, certain parties will face obstacies. 

[Arolat} Will the foreign presence in the region not be an 
obstacic” 

[Al-Tikriti] 1 do not beheve that the foreign forces mm the 
region will pose an obstacte if Iraq and Turkey do not 
allow them to If lrag and Turkey cooperate. the foreign 
forces will not be effective They clanmed they came to 
protect the Kurds. but corcumstances have changed 
Therefore, the question of the foreign presence im the 
region will be resolved in the near future | do not believe 
anyone wants them to remain. everyone would prefer 

that they leave 

[Arolat] Your statements have gyven me the impression 

that you beheve Turkey and Irag can establish a shining 
era of fnendly relations and cconomx cooperation in 

199). smular to the ties between them mm 1988. Am ! 

right” 

[Al-Tikriti] Not exactly We beheve there « ample room 
for rmprovement A move by Turkish officials would be 
enough to achieve this 

[Arolat] What os the status of the Bekma dam project” 
What will happen if the firm building the dam wants to 
resume work” 

[Al-Tikriti] We want the Enka Company to resume work 
on the dam We have invited [prominent Turkish bus- 
nessman]} Sark Tara to visit Irag and have extended an 
open invitation to all the large firms that worked in our 
country in the past to participate mm Iraq's reconstruc. 

thon Our invitation apples to both businessmen and 

contracting companies. The central government in Iraq 
has instructed us to do everything possible to faciistate 
thes | would hke to take thes opportunrty to tell Turkish 
businessmen that we are ready to cupedite visa proce- 

dures and to do whatever cle « required Several 
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Turkish businessmen have already visited Iraq. traveling 
by road along the Zakho highway. 

Opposition to “Secret Diplomacy’ on Cyprus Noted 

NOODIO7O9SW91 Istanbul CLUMHURIVET in Turkish 
28 Jun 91 pp i. is 

[Hasan Cemal editorial: “Rauf Denktas is Worned_.”] 

{Excerpts} The diplomatic activity on the Cyprus 
prob'em 1s being intensified. It 1s understood that, as far 
as the Cyprus problem 1s concerned, July will be a hot 
month. Cyprus will be one of the maim items on the 
agenda of UN Secretary General Javier Perez de Cucilar, 
Pressdent George Bush, and Douglas Hurd, Britssh sec- 
retary of state for foreign and commonwealih affairs. 
when they visit Ankara in July. What will follow the 
visits will be the quadripartite conference, which 
Turkey. Greece, and the Turkish and Greek Cypnot 
leaders will attend. In a statement to CUMHURIYET 
yesterday. Rauf Denktas said that a summit may be held 
um New York mm mid-November if “intensive work” 1s 
carned out for that purpose 

Denktas « worned, but he does not wish to give this 
impression. Why os Rauf Denktas worned” 

Presdent Turgut Ozal’s approach toward the Cyprus 
problem can be called the cause of Denktas’ anxiety. It 1s 
understood that the pragmatic approach Turgut Ozal has 
maintained on the Cyprus problem has made Denktas 

uneasy 

How can Oral’s pragmatic approach be defined” Ever 
since he came to power as the leader of the Motherland 
Party toward the end of 1983, Oval regarded the Cyprus 
problem as a burden on Turkey's foreign policy. He 
maintained the view that the problem should be consid- 
ered on the basis of 1ts natural umportance and resolved 
as quickly as possible 

It os true that every logical person supports the idea of a 
reasonable solution to the Cyprus problem But what 
should this reasonable solution be’? This s where the 
problem hes. A aumber of circles believe that Turgut 
Oval 1s wnchned toward a solution which can be found 
with the attrtude that “concessions should be made on 

Cyprus to nd Turkey of the problem ™ [passage omitted] 

It 1 common knowledge that Washington does not 
regard Rauf Denktas as an apostle of peace. This and the 
special relations between President Bush and President 
Turgut Oval have made Denktas uncasy [passage 
omitted] 

It has been reported that the meeting between President 
Bush and President Turgut Oral at Camp David was a 
turning port im the Cyprus problem. What was report- 
edly discussed during that summit was a map, which 
would reduce the amount of land held by the Turkish 
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Cypnots from 37 percent to 29 percent, and the question 
of the number of Greek Cypnots who will be allowed to 
resettle in northern Cyprus. 

The letter US. Secretary of State James Baker recently 
addressed to his Turkish counterpart, a letter which 
began with the words “Dear Ahmet.” contained inter- 
esting points im connection with all of this. [passage 
omitted] 

This 1s not the way to prepare the ground for a bicom- 
munal and bizonal solution, which will be based on 
political equality Meanwhile, nothing can be achieved 
through the effort made to weaken Turkey's effective 
guarantee. These are the pots which have caused 
justified anxiety in Rauf Denktas. In fact, in the disclo- 
sure he made to CUMHURIYET yesterday, he felt the 
need to underline the question of equality in the quad- 
npartite conference once more. [passage omitted] 

We agree to a summit on Cyprus, but what will the 
conditions be for such a meeting” 

We agree that the Cyprus problem should be resolved. 
But, what will be the framework of the solution to the 
problem” 

We do not beleve a lasting solution can be found to the 
Cyprus problem with the attitude that “consessions 
should be made on Cyprus to md Turkey of the prob- 
lem.” We do not believe the Cyprus probiem can be 

resolved through secret diplomacy. Nor do we believe 
that peace and stability can be established in Cyprus 
through such an approach 

Giray Sends Reply Message to Greece's Samaras 

740107192891 Ankara ANATOLIA in Turkish 
ISSSGMT 1 Jul 9! 

[Text] Ankara (AA)}—Foreign Minister Safa Guiray has 
called on his Greek counterpart, Andonios Samaras, for 
the establishment of a serous and sincere dialogue in the 
relationship between the two countries 

In a reply to Samaras’ message of congratulations on his 
recent appointment to the post of foreign minister, Giray 
said: “In addition to my belief in the necessity of a 
serious and sincere dialoguc, | sincerely hope to work 
with you mm circumstances in which fnendly and coop- 
erative relations between our two countnes will advance 

in all fields.” 

Bulgarian, Romanian Officials To Pay Visit 

TA2906152991 Ankara ANATOLIA in Enelish 

1455 GMT 29 Jun 9! 

[Text] Ankara (AA}—Chief of Bulgarian General Staff 
General Radayu Minchey and Chief of the Romanian 
General Staff General Dumitru Croflin will visit Turkey 
at the invitation of thei turkish counterpart General 
Dogan Gures during the first week of July, Turkis 
General Staff sources reported on Saturday 
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The dates of the visit of the Bulganan general is from | 
to 4 July and the Romamian general from 3 to 7 July 

The Bulgarian chief of general staff will also visit Eskise- 
hur, Izmir, Golcuk, Istanbul and the Romamian chief of 
general staf? wall visit Antalya. Izmir and Istanbul during 
their stay in Turkey. the same sources said 

Bulgaria's Minchev Arrives 

140107102091 Ankara Turkive Radvyolari Network 
in Turkish 1000 GUT 1 Jul 91 

{Text} Colonel General Radnyu Minchev. commander in 
chiet of the General Staff of the Bulganan Army, arnved 
im Ankara today as the official guest of General Dogan 
Gures, chief of the General Staff He was recerved at 
Esenboga Airport by Gures 

In a statement at the airport, Minchev saod that Bulgana 
wishes to establish good relations with its neighbors. In 
turn, Gures noted that this first visit by a Bulganan chief 
of staff to Turkey 1s an indication that bilateral relations 

are developing in the military field as well 

During his visit, Minchev will tour some of the military 
headquarters, organizations, and units of the Turkish 
Armed Forces in Ankara, Eskssehir, Izmir, Golcuk, and 
Istanbul! 
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Oxzal, Japan's Kanemaru Agree on Improving Ties 

OW 2906012291 Tokvo KYODO im English 2337 GMT 
28 Jun 9! 

[Text] Ankara. June 28 KYODO—Former Japanese 
Deputy Pnme Minister Shin Kanemaru and Turkish 
President Turgut Oval agreed relations between their 
countnes should be expanded. Kanemaru told reporters 
after he met Oval in Ankara 

Ozal told Kanemaru that stronger ties between Japan 
and Turkey were essential for peace and stability im the 
Middle East. Kanemaru sand 

Ozal also cxpressed his appreciation for the 700 milhon 
dollars Japan contnbuted to Turkey as aid in the Persian 

Gulf war, Kanemaru sand 

The Turkish president asked for Japan's cooperation on 
a Turkey-initiated water supply proyect for 10 Gulf 
countnes 

Kanemaru, leader of the Liberal Democratic Party's 
largest faction founded by former Prime Minister 
Noboru Takeshita, promised to assist the project. “If 
related countnes reach an agreement. the Japanese Gov- 
ernment will provide assistance as much as possibile.” he 
told reporters 

Kanemaru is currently touring three Middle East 
nations, Turkey, Egypt and Oman 
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